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LEGAL ARGUMENT

On April 1, 1974, the United States Supreme Court

handed down a decision on a zoning case,- tter^rationale

which is significant in the case sub judice. The case was

t h e Village of Belle Terre ys. Boraas, 94 S. Ct.' 1536 (1974) .

Although the case factually is different from the

case under review-by this Court, the thinking of the United

States Supreme Court is quite germane. TKe case involved the

Village of Belle Terre, with only 220 homes and 700 people.

The town had passed an Ordinance which limited land use to

single-family dwellings. Not only did it specify the density^

and nature of the dwelling units themselves; the Ordinance,

in effect, specifically limitjed who could live in the. dwellings.

This was done by defining a "Family" as:

One or more persons related
by blood, adoption, or marriage,
living* and cooking together as
a single housekeeping unit, ex-
clusive of household servants.
A number of persons, but not
exceeding two (2), living and
cooking together as a single
housekeeping unit though not
related by blood, adoption or
marriage, shall be deemed to

.*, constitute a family.

Thus, the Ordinance allowed for unlimited numbers of

persons in blood-adoption-marriage "families", but no more

than two persons could live in the same dwelling unless their

«,
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blood-lines were correct or their licenses/papers were in

order. % v

The Court of Appeals, in reversing the District

Court's Decision that the Ordinance was constitutional, de-

clared the Law as invalid asbeirig discriminatory and iim>ro-~

perly imposing prevailing ideas of life-styles and social

preferences on unmarried persons - an action not clearly re-

lated to the public health, safety, or welfare, and having
«>

no rational basis in traditional zoning objectives.
• - - S i . . •' '

The Supreme Court reversed, seven-two (7-2) the

Decision of the Court of Appeals. T"he majority Opinion was

written by Justice William 0. Douglas. The Ordinance was

challenged on Several grounds: that it-interferes with a

person's right to travel; that it interferes with the right

to migrate and to settle within a State; that it bars people

uncongenial to the present residents; that the Ordinance

expresses the social preferences of the residents for groups

that will be congenial to them; that social homogenity is

not a legitimate interest of government; that the restriction
• * » • •

of those whom the neighbors dp; not like trenches on the new-

comers' rights of privacy; that it is of no rightful con-

cern to villagers whether the residents are married or un-

married; that the Ordinance is antithetical to the Nation's

experience, ideology, and self-perception as an open,
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egalitarian, and integrated society. v

Justice Douglas and the majority of the Court, found

none of the above reasons in the record before them. The

majority of the Court also found that there were no

"fundamental" rights guaranteed by the Constitution such as

VQting, the right to association, the right of access to the

^ott^tt or any rights,, of privacy. Justice Douglas goes on to

state: "We deal with economic and social legislation where

legislators have historically drawn lines which we respect

against the charge of violation of equal protection clause

if the law be 'reasonable, not arbitrary' and bears 'a rational
•I*-**- » .. , ,

relationship to a (permissible) state abjective'."

The majority of the Courtwent on to state: "A quiet

place where yards are wide, people few, and motor vehicles

restricted, are legitimate guidelines in a land-use project

addressed to family needs. This goal is a permissible one

within Berman vs. Parker, 348 U,S. 26. The police power is not

confined to elimination of filth, stench and unhealthy places.

It is ample to lay out zones where family values, youth values,

and the blessings of quiet seclusion, and clean air make the

area a sanctuary for people."

Justice Marshall dissented in the Belle Terre case,

but hew did agree with the majority in certain areas that are

important in this Court's consideration of the Mount Laurel
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litigation. Justice Marshall states: "I am in full

agreement with the majority that zoning is a complex and im-

portant, functi^r/ of the State, And tnay indeed be the most

essential function performed by local government, for it is

one of the primary*, means by which we protect that sometimes
/ « - . ,1,1 • • • ' ' '"-' '

difficult to define concept of quality of life. I therefore

continue,to adh@r# €^ thm principle of Euclid vs. Ambler

Realty Co. , 272 11. S. 365 (1962). that deference should be

given to governmental judgments concerning proper land use

allocation. That deference is a principle which has served

this Court well and which is necessary for the continued

development of* effective zoning and land use control mechanism.

Had the owners alone brought this suit alleging that the res-

trictive Ordinance deprived them of their property or was an

irrational legislative classification, I would agree that the

Ordinance would have to be sustained. Our role is not apd

should not be to sit as a zoning board of appeals." .

"I would also agree with the majority that localf

zoning authorities may properly act in furtherance of the

objectives asserted to be served by the Ordinance at issue

here: restricting uncontrolled growth, solving traffic

problems, keeping rental costs at a reasonable level, and

making the community attractive to families." The police

power which provides the justification for zoning is not



narrowly confined. Citing Berman vs. Parker, 348 U.S.. 26

(19547* And, it j.s appropriate that we afford zoning authori-

ties considerable latitude in choosing the means by which to

implement such purposes. " <

, Justice Marshall then goes on to find that the

Ordinance unnecessarily burdens the appellees First Amendment,

SremdotsL of assoclajLJon .and their constitution guaranteed

right of privacy, Justice Marshall goes on and states further

in his dissent; "This is not a case where the Court is being

asked to nullify a township's sincere efforts to maintain itfs

residential character by preventing the operation of rooming

houses, fraternity houses or other commercial or high-density

residential uses. Unquestionably, a town is free to restrict

such uses. Moreover, as a general proposition, \ see no

constitutloaal infirmity in a town limiting the density of

use in residential areas bv̂  zoning regulations which do not

discriminate on the basis of constitutionally suspect criteria."

(Emphasis applied)

Justice Marshall states further: "The Village is

justifiably concerned with density of population and the re-

lated problems of noise, traffic and the like."

It is clear from the rationale of both the majority

and the dissenting Opinions, that the Supreme Court has once

again reiterated the right of a township to zone against such

-5-



universal problems as congestion, traffic, high-density of

population, etc. Such noble efforts will be upheld by a

municipality if it is not based on a susplct criteria as

heretofore set forth. The Mount Laurel Ordinance was an

attempt by the municipality, to-zone against the hazards as
* * • . . . . _

set forth above. It must be remembered that the lot sizes

in Mount Laurel are extremely small (9375 sq. ft. to 20,000 J

ft,) ; that there is a great amount of high-density use, i.e

apartments and townhouses (approximately 11,000 have been

approved in the Planned Unit Developments); and that the

square footage requirements of single-family dwellings, are

reasonable. The only objection that the Plaintiffs have in

the Mount Laurel litigation, is that it discriminates econo-

mically against certain groups of people who cannot afford

to live in the town. It is respectfully submitted that this

is not a suspect criteria cognizable under the Equal Pro-

tection or Due Process Clause of the Federal and New Jersey

Constitution and therefore^ should be rejected by this Court,

RE0P1

:orney for Defendant,
Township of Mount Laurel
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ties-: Jo Surrer-e Court March 9, 1973

It was the opinion of Robert Rogers that the Jvdr
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' . , RESPONDENTS' CP.UXTER-
STATEMENT OF FACTS .

HI .. minnr"ii • .. .mm i i h - n r r n i ... ...i -I..J uinn -umnr #

The instant appeal could well determine the destiny for •<

New Jersey's poor and minority group members; whether they are to
r » • .

continue to be confined in the dilapidated ghettos of the City of
• s v " . ' . - * • • . • • c * " - . . - . • • • • - - ••

Camden and rural pockets of poverty or whether they are to share

._, in the opportunities afforded by the suburban expansion-:- decent

—•—$$—-..•housjuigt education, empldyment, functioning municipal and social
services and environmental benefits. Th'e legal issue presented

involves the exercise of municipal powers in a manner which, bv

design or effect, excludes the poor and members of minority

groups and eliminates the opportunity to satisfy the existing

20 housing needs of those citi-sens. •• •
• ' • • • » • ? • •

The four day trial below was a predominantly uncontroverted ••

* documentary of the existing conditions of the underprivileged
2 5 , '• •

citizens of the Camden metropolitan area. Also presented was a

detailed exposition of the forces which led to the present •• „

30 situation, tfie record reflects Mount Laurel's role in these

developments and the effect of municipal action on the poor and
members of minority groups. There can be no dispute that tie decision

35 '
below is well supportetj/by the facts as presented. Defendant has

failed to confront the basic finding of fact below:

40 The patterns and practices clearly indicate that
X^ defendant municipality through its zoning ordinances

has exibited economic discrimination in that the
poor have been deprived of adequate housing and
the opportunity to secure the construction of sub-
sidized housing, and has used federal, state, county
and local finances solely for the betterment of
and upper-income persons. 1*19 H.J.Super, at 178.

* -i- t



Pursuant to this holding, the Court declared the zoning ordi-

nance of Mount Laurel Township unconstitutional and ordered the

5 Township to undertake a study of the need for subsidized housing

and, once done, to "develop a plan of implementation, that is,

an affrrm$tiv©»program,, to, enable and encourage the satisfaction

of the needs as previously (determined)." Plaintiffs submit that

the opinion below can be fully appreciated only in the context of

15 this factual background. Thereforeythey -fe#g the indulgence of j

the Court in presenting the following cofitpreheivsive Statement of

Facts. . " • « -- _ —

20
'•"• ' • I. THE PLAINTIFFS • . . ; • , "

..'•.. " The plaintiffs consist of persons, or groups representing per-

25 sons, of low or moderate income who are either Black or Puerto ?i-

can and who' all xr«side under substandard housing aoiidii-iô s. Tl'.e

plaintiffs sue on their own befialf and as representatives of various
30 * 2

classes, of persons. *

1 .
It should be noted that the proofs with regard to the plaintiffs'

3'5 went entirely uncontroverted. By agreement of counsel, plaintiffs*
answers to defendants' interrogatories were stipulated to and sub-
mitted in lieu of their testimony. (Ja - 39A) Counsel stipulated
that this statement contained substantially what each plaintiff v/oulc
have said had they actually testified. {Ja- 37A) It should-be noted

*6 that the defendants introduced absolutely no evidence to challenge
anything contained in this stipulation.

2 '
The group plaintiffs are the Southern Burlington County NAACP,

the Caroden County NAACP and the Camden County CORE. .Their-sofee pur-
^ pose for existence is the representation of persons who are poor and

members of minority and disadvantaged groups. The group plaintiffs
are themselves poor %in the sense that they operate by donations
and volunteer work. They participated in this litigation as repre-
sentatives of the class of low and .moderate income persons and mem-

^® bers of minority groups who live in substandard housing in their
respective areas of southern New Jersey. The resident plaintiffi
sue on behalf of-themselves and of all low and moderate income per-
sons and members*of minority groups who now live or who once lived
in substandard housing in the Township of Mount Laurel. The non-resi-

5 5 <lent plaintiffs sue on behalf of themselves and of all low and ̂'moderate
income persons and Members of minority groups who live in substandard #
housing in the New Jersey portion of tK« Philadelphia-Camden metropolis
region. (Ja-40A).

<•> 2 <••



For purposes of clarity, the individual plaintiffs may
« , • . . • •

be subdivided into two partially overlapping groups: 1} the

5 "resident" individual plaintiffs, including persons "who pre-

sently reside in Mount Laurel (Thomasine Lawrence, Catherine

Still and Ethel Lawrence) and who once resided in Mount5Laurel
10 — ;;

(Maxy Smith,_Shirley Morris and Jacqueline Custis), and 2) the
• . . . - • • • * ' . - ' • ' • • • " * "

"non-resident" individual * plaintiffs, including persons W|Q
V .. ; ' ..._•-...'- -•- " "— *

1$ ,. reside in southern New Jersey and ifho have never lived in

Mount Laurel(Gladys Clark, Betty Weal and Angel Perez) .g&d

*• . the^ Uire^e^r^si4eirt^rt^l^tTTf s who" "fib longer reside in Mount

Laurel '(Majrĵ .Smith, Shirley Morris and Jacqueline Custis).

Judge Martino's opinion deals at length with the income

25 and housing conditions of the resident plaintiffs and this is

the starting point of his analysis of the case. 119 N.J.Super,

at 166-167 (Ja ~ 6A-8A) His examination of these conditions ;,

revealed the compelling need for subsidized housing in the4Township.

35
3
The Court bej.ow decided only that the "resident plain-

tiffs had standing to sue and the decision was limited to the
resolution of their grievances. (%Ja - 6A) This failure to

40 respond toJthe claims of the non**resident plaintiffs is the
subject of plaintiffs.cross-appeal which is briefed separately
below. . . - • , - '

Thomasine Lawrence is a twenty year old mother of two^
45 who has lived in Mount Laurel since birth. She now pays $140.00 a

month (49% of her $282,00 monthly public assistance grant) for
a 151 square foot dwelling which was originally used as summer
quarters for a summer camp. The house is in such serious dis-
repair that Miss Lawrence was told by the County Board of Health

- 3 -



(4)
1 and Mount Laurel Building Inspector that they want to^be

advised when she leaves so that they can "post" the house as
unfit for human habitation. (See photo of home - Ja 267A-5)
The house is small and she and her children are overcrowded.

5 The electrical wiring jls in a dangerous and exposed condition,
and she often gets shocks from outlets; there is one space
heater by the front door "'"which provides inadequate, intermit-
tent heat and often the gas stove must be run to provide suffi-
cient heat; the shower wall is collapsing and the floor is com-

\0 ing up; uncontrollable fungus covers the shower and window
areas as a result of dampness and water paused by improper
drainage; -the windows are not .tight and the cold air comes •in

———'—- through the...molding which is inadequate and not insulated; t"ke
water8goes off periodically and the drains often do not work?

15 the cesspool backs up into the shower and toilet; human waste *
and toilet paper have been backed up outside and under the
house., (Ja • 4 3A)' The Township- Building-.-..Inspector. himseIf_
testified of his knowledge of these conditions and the sub-
standard sanitary facilities at the dwelling. - (T-III, 150-151)

20
Catherine Still has resided in Mount Laurel since birth,,. '

*She is now an employee, at Fort Dix and has lived -with her two
children and two grandchildren for the last five years in a
rented home which had no indoor plumbing or hot and cold water.

receivership action in the State of New Jersey under &.J.S.A.
2A:42-*85. Judge Martino stated, "As a result, of the receiver1-'
ship, her toilet is now functional and she has hot and ddld ' ,
running water. However, insufficient funds are available to

30 repair a leaking roof, plaster contrnues to fall, stove is
broken, pipes leak, in bathroom; house is infected with vermin."
119 N.J.Super, at 166-167. Mrs. Still has lived in this.unin-
habitable dwelling because she has been unable to find another
home she can afford in the Township (Ja - 46A, see photo of

35 home, Ja - 26 7A-3).

Three other plaintiffs are former residents of Mount Laurel
who moved out of the Township because of the lack of available
standard housing which they could afford. (See Ja - 52A-57A)

40 Mrs. Mary Smith and her husband moved from Mount Laurel in 1970
because they were living in a "converted chicken-coop, didn't
have enough room, had a small space heater which did not heat
the house, and their children kept getting sick. The apartment
in which they lived in Mount Laurel had little or np hot water,

45 the cess|>ool Jcept backing up, cold air came in around the win-
dows and doors, and it was infested with vermin {Ja - 52A) .

The two other displaced plaintiffs were forced to move to
Camden for similar reasons and now live under substandard condi-

50 tions in ̂fchat City. Mr. and Mrs. Smith now live in a-substandard

- 4 -



Jfive of the individual plaintiffs are employed and are

representatives of the ^working poor". The four others receive

5 * public assistance grants. All of the plaintiffs earn incomes

• ' • * • - • • • - • . - . . . ' .

which make feham eligible for subsidized housing program and all

of- the plaintiffs now reside in substandard or overcrowded housing
. i o ' - •' ' -. ' " . , . . •• • - .

conditions due to the lack of available standard housing, which
5

:_ __tJiey could afford. ^ . „ ,

IS Upon reviewing the; evidence, the Court found that the resi-

dent "plaintiffs' testimony...clearly indicates the neglect of

defendant municipality as to them.. ."• 119 N".J. Super. 163

* home in Moore's town, a community which' adjoins Mount Laurel.
25 (See photo of street on which she lives (Ja-267A-2) .,* All would

have stayed in aount laurel, and would return touay, ix adequate'
housing were available at a cost that th^y could afford.

»-• . • »

3

The individual plaintiffs have incomes ranging from $210.00
30 per ""month to $l&r&QQ per year. The'ye support families ranging fro"".

• three to eight dependents. One of ''the' plaintiffs- who once resided
in Mount Laurel and worked there has been unable to find employ-
ment there since he moved to Camden. The distance and expense of

3 > travel has made it unfeasible for hiia to continue seeking job oppor
35 tunities there (Ja-54A).

Two of the resident plaintiffs reside in an area of Mount
Laurel which has been recommended for blighted area act treatment.
Three of the non-resident plaintiffs also live in such an area.

40 Seven of the plaintiffs live,in overcrowded, as well as substan-
dard, conditions. The three plaintiffs who left Mount Laurel did
so because of the dilapidated nature of their homes in that Town-
ship and the need for more room. One lived in a converted chicken-
coop. No municipal action has been taken with regard to the smb-

45 standard conditions of the housing of the resident plaintiffs.
See testimony of defendants planner (T-IV, 83-84).

• , . • • * . . . - 5 -



II. THE TOWNSHIP OF MOUNT LAUREL

* * The defendant municipality, the Township ojf Mount Laurel,

5< *» is a municipal corporation located within the Philadelphia-

7Camden metropolitan area. (Ja-205A, 215A, 220A) It comprises

approximately twenty-two square miles of which almost sixty-
10 _ ^ —

five percent is still undeveloped or in agricultrual use.

(Ja - 266A) Since 1940, its population has increased

15' 2,189 persons to 11,221 in 1970. (Ja - 261A-1).

Mount Laurel today is a bifurcated

two distinct^arid separate geographic areas: one is newly devel-

^~~z?~^T5pe&~, composed of single-family homes located in major sub-

divisions which include all of the amenities of a modern develop-

25 ment (storm sewers, curbs, sidewalks, public water and sanitary

sewers); the other is the vast undeveloped portion of the Town-

ship composed of isolated and relatively, old

h of the amenities of a modern develop-

ment (no curbs or sidewalks, septic tanks and cesspools are used

35 instead of public water or sanitary sewers and open culverts are

6
It should be noted here that all of the other defendants,

40 • successfully moved to be dismissed from this litigation after
the introduction of plaintiffs1 proofs (T-III, 141, 146).

By 1970, the urbanized (-developed) area of the Philadelphia-
Camden metropolitan region included those portions of Mount Laurel,

45 located in closest proximity to the urban core. Planned growth
within the Township ijidicates that it is the next stage of expan-
sionin this region. (Ja - 206A-1, 215A, 220A)

Q
A laijge portion of this yet undeveloped area is already

50 planned for growth. Planned Unit Developments alone, which were
approved by the Township, encompass almost 2,000 acres of pre-
sently vacant land. Upon completion, the PUDs alone will add
11,579 units and quadruple the present population. (Ja - 96A-1,
2, 263A). f

- 6 - ^ '
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15

20

used instead of storm sewers) (Ja - 197A, 204A, 261A-1, 262A,

267A, 267A-5).9

The newly developed areas of Mount Laurel contain families

which are White and who live in homes which averaged approxi-

mately $32,500 in valuation in 1971. (Ja - 201Ai 2Q4A, 262A)

Over eighty percent of the non^-white population in Mount Laurel

resides in ;thê  undeveloped -pbrt~ioji_Qf_the Township. (Ja - 201A,

204A)

dated

This area also contains the roost deteriorated, dilapi-

units i^^lount Laurel. (Ja - 198Af

11200A)11 (See generally, T-I, 52-53, 56-58, 59-61? .-IV, 77-78,

84-86).

25

30

35

45

50

Some multi-family units do exist in the newly developed par-
ncluded in Ha-blessed Village

a planned unit development whilsh~l^J~paTirra-l±y^
all development under the Township''s Planned Unit Development
dinarvee ceased as a result of a court decision now on appeal.
Some new single-family homes have been built in the undeveloped
area, but these are few and widely scattered. There are multi-
family dwelling in the undeveloped areas. These are converted
camp sites and chicken-coops or subdivided single-family units.
Public water and sewer was originally constructed by private
developers, However, in 1970, the Township's Municipal Utilities
Authority purchased these systems for almost two million dollars, ,
The decision was to use municipal resources to purchase an existing
system rather than to create a new system or extend the existing
facilities to the older portions of the Township. (Ja ~ 83A)

l ^ Black population was 355 (16.2IJ in 1940 and 5 367 (3.3%)
in 1970. In 30 years, the white population increased by 9,000f
the black by 12. (Ja - 261A-1)

In the"two census districts which contain, almost exclusively,
new developments (2001 and 2002) over ninety-nine percent of the
population was White, Only twenty-three Black persons (or approxi-
mately five or six families) lived there. &lso, this area contained
only sixteen overcrowdedunits. In sharp contrast, the two least
developed districts (1170/R and 1171) contained over eighty percent
of the Black residents in Ifount Laurel. Sixty of the units in.44:his
srea'~wer« overcrowded. (Ja 197A - 204A)

_ 7 _



The 1969 Master Plan of Mount Laurel contains a conserva-

tive estimate of 297 deteriorated or dilapidated units* This

5 figure is derived on the assumptions that since 1960 all units

which were demqlished were dilapidated; no units which were

deteriorated became dilapidated and no sound units became
i o •' • '••• . • ' . -•

deteriorated or dilapidated. In short, it is a "rock bottom"

figure. The 1959 Master Plan indicated that virtually*all of
15 these units were in the two most undeveloped districts. (Ja 136A,

122A-126A, 198A, 199A) ." ',. ̂ .J^^Z^"!^",

20 III. SUBURBANIZATION - THE CAMDEM METROPOLITAN AREA

Recent residential, industrial and commercial development

— ^ , in Mnp.nfc^Xtaurgj^j^g^^rPSU 11. of the expansion of the Philadelphia-

* . , Camdem metropolitan area, "into the Township. * Mouftt Laurel

Township, itself, is uniquely situated at the junction of

30 several major state and interstate highway systems which provide

easy access to Philadelphia, New York and Washington. In

direct response to this urbanization and the existence of these »
3 5 . '- • ,. , • . ; • . _ -

access roads, major industrial parks now exist or are planned in

12
*0 Since 19^0, the urbanized area in this region has expan-

ded concentrically out of the Philadelphia-Camden urban area.
The growth has included all aspects of development: residential,
commercial and industrial. (See Aerial Photos 1950, 1960, 1970,
Ja 20-5A, 215A, 220A: T-I 71-74) , • . r *

45
New Jersey State roads which service Mount Laurel or which

^are in close proximity to it include Routes 38, 70* 73 and 130.
Exit #4 of the New Jersey Turnpike is located in the Township and
three exits of Interstate #295 are also located in Mount Laurel

50 (ja 206A-1; T-I, 64-66),

- 8 -



14
the Township along the access roads to this transportation network.

In the past thirty years, this Phiiadelphia-Camden metropolitan

5 area has experienced progressive suburbanization radiating out of

the Philadelphia-Camden Urban Core. This suburbanization has re-

sulted in the dispersal of persons throughout the region and, as

10
has been indicated, the development of industrial and commercial

. " ' '" 1 5 •- . - "• ' :

-facilities outside.of the urban core. The population dispersal

15 was dramatic. Since 1950, the population of the City of Cansden

dropped almost 20% while the total population in tha entire three- .

county area (Burlington, Camden and Gloucester Counties) almost
20

14
The_l97JlA®?:ii tL^ lo to ' J a 2O6A~1 which includes the en t i r e

•ted in the industrial parks situated between the N.J. Turnpike and
1-295 along Route #73. Ja 96A«3,4 -{sfcatis"tics_.. of increased "indus-
trial ratables 1960-1971). The 1969 Master Plan asserts that only

30 Pennsauken exceeds Mt. Laurel in attracting new industrial anci
commercial growth. Ja 159A. Furthermore, a substantial portion of
the approved planned unit developments include commercial and indus-
trial facilities and over 30% of the Township is zoned for indus-
try and commerce (Ja 264A, 266A; T-I, 79-80, 81-83).

3 5 15
The changing demographic trends are apparent from even a

cursory review of the exhibits and testimony. In 1950, both popu-
lation and industry were concentrated in the urban dfenters of Phila-
delphia and Camden. The suburbs then developed as bedroom coirjhuni-

40 ties for a suburban population which worked within the urban centers.
However, the feature of this development quickly changed as coimnercial
and industrial facilities, themselves^ moved out of the urban centers
and located along major transportation routes. By 1970, a
pattern of dispersal had become clear: industrial and commercial

45 facilites could be found throughout the region. The urban centers
showed a decrease in both population and commercial and industrial
ratables as the suburbanization continued. Ja 205h, 215A, 220A?
for a detailed discussion of the role of fiscal zoning in this dis-
persal see T-II, 115-118, 130-132. See also, T-I, 79-83),

SO
- *
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doubled.

It has been argued that this dispersal was a natural and,

5 in essence, unplanned and unaided phenomenon. This view is

consistent with the M^^ht little islands" notion of suburban

municipalities; that is, that they are isolated entities, in
1 0 .. • .. • - • • • _ • • '

control of their own destinies, having little or no-'necessary

relation to the surrounding region. Nothing eeuld b# further

15 from the truth. Basically, suburbanization was made possible

by a massive infusio^ of federal and state money and resources

which facilitated and encouraged the development of
20 X7

areas. Mount Laurel was especially favored by this funding.

graphically portray tne expansion or the residential pbpuXaTion
out of the cities. Also, the exhibits show-ing population.ch?~"~
by decade clearly indicates that whereas the massive expansi ..
between 1950 and 1960 occurred in the municipalities directly

30 adjacent to Camden; between 1960 and 19 70 that growth had leaped
to areas in a third ring around the urban center {including such
Townships as Cherry Hill, Cinnaminson, Willingboro, Hount Laurel,
Evesham and Medford.) Ja-220A.

17 . *
35 #The form of this assistance is manifold; Transportation

Metwork; This growth was largely dependent upon an improved net-
work of state and interstate highways and transporation systems.
The construction of the Walt Whitman Bridge, the New Jersey Turn-
pike, Interstate #295; the dualization of Route 38, 70, 73 and

40 130, and the construction of the Hi-Spee4 Mass Transit System
opened the region for residential, -eeRsaejrci&l and industrial .gr-QMith,
The highways and land suited the needs of commerce and industry
which became more dependent on truck transportation and desirous
of horizontal as opposed to vertical facilities. Also, as execu-

45 tive employees moved to suburban locations it became more desirable
to locate industrial and commercial facilities 1:here to cater to
tshe desires of these employees. w Vast sums of money were spent on
the creation of this transportation system. Since 1954 over 120
million dollars has been spent in Burlington, Caraden and Gloucester

50 Counties on Federal and State roadsr excluding the N.J. Turnpike

- 10 - "



In 1967, the then Mayor Magee noted: "we are sitting in

perhaps the most desirable location in South Jersey because of

5 highways and transportation." Ja-75A. Yale Rabin, "testifying

for plaintiffs, asserted without these expenditures: "It is

quite likely that Mo/uht Laurel in ten years would look very

irachlikê 'Irtiffiberton (pop^ .33454 still looks tod ?. y." ; ?-1, 84.

(17)
15 which, itself, cost a total of almost 300 million dollars.

Since 1955, over 20 million dollars has been spent on County
roads alone- in -Burlington. County. • In 12.7 0,. vehicular traffic
over the. Benjamin Franklin and Walt1-v.'hitr an Bridges exce-
53 million .vehicles and almost 9 million pers.ons#had used u:.e

20 Hi-Speed Mass Transit!Systen (Ja 221A; T-i, 64-66, 74-30, 81-33)

Watet and Sewer Grants ; "•:'-•:"" v v — ^ ~n - — — -~- t̂ 'ie' --•.•
place on such a massive scale . . . .. . . .. .ate •
water and sewer systems'and facilities. The federal and .state

35. governments have assisted in this development by providing leans

. but present expenditure^ on" active prsjsets^ectcsad 11 .nilli^r: .
dollars in the three-county area. Mount Laurel, its-elf, is
now'receiving over $140,000.in such funds (Ja 22BA;, T-I, 85-89).

Open Space Funds: Furthermore, the federal government
has spent almost 2 1/2 million dollars i-n grants-'to local
municipalities for the preservation of opan soace areas and
"urban parks11. (Ja 230A; T^I, 85-89).

Residential Incentives: Residential developnent has been
induced and assisted by the availability of massive federal
mortgage guarrantees on nei^ home construction. Suburban de*. ..
ments receive federal endorsement in the way of mortgage guar-

40 ramtees. Almost a half billipn dollars in mortgages on new.hcrr.es
< have been guarranteed by the federal government in the three-couijty
area to date. The Hew Jersey Supreme Court hate recognized the •
dependence of such developments on the federal program. .. Levitt &,
Sons, Inc. v. Division Against Discrimination, 31 N.J. 514, 528-529

45 C1960)(Ja 238^; T-I, 90-91).

- 11 -



These demographic trends,in the Phi ladelphia-Camden metro-

politan area already discussed are paralleled by similar trends

in metropolitan areas throughout the State of New Jersey. {Ja-

2.72A-276A? -T-III, 6-9). \ _ _ _ _ _ _ . ' •

This vast growth, fed by federal and state finances and

resources, was met by substantXaX .and~~ŝ ĉT̂ ±tr"t̂ orrtrol3 imposed

largely by individual suburban municipalities.

15 These communities, such as iiount Laurel, have channeled

development by th& ̂ use -of ̂ stat£. ..delegated powers re la'ting to *

land use controls and building restrictions. Thus, Judge Ilartino
20 . . - . . • .

was to find that Mount Laurel, itself, had "used federal, state, . .

county and local finances and resources solely for the.'better*-

25 ment of middle* anrl npppr-i nnnmi* p^rcrjnc "' "119 H.J»Svper. at I*7?.

The growth" and development were carefully planned and charted.

The planning of. municipal growth and the professionals hired
30

to do it and to prepare the land use ordinances was financed
. • ' ' 1 9

throughout the region, in large part, with state and federal funds.

18
These controls include the powers to develop master plans,

pass ordinances affecting land use (e.g., zoning, subdivision,
planned unit development and building code ordinances) and the

40 power to grant, withhold or delay approvals for a myriad of
applications required in every development (e.g., plot approval,
subdivision approval, tentative and final approvals, water and
sewer connection approvals and certificates of occupancy).

19
45 The federal and state government has provided mofrey to

local municipalities for the hiring of professional planners and
for the preparation of master plans, zoning and other land use
ordinances. The state program has provided almost $40,000 for

i

• - ' - 12 - ' ; • ' . <



Thus, the entire process of suburbanization has been intimately

and intricately woven with federal, state and local financing

5 and resources. The growth has been induced and enha'nced by such

financing and resources, and it has been controlled by local

municipalities suclfi as Mount Laurel through the use of powers
1 0 "• ••;-;; _ „ . : " • ; ; ' " - " " " " V - ^ : " y •"• • - • , -• .... . *

-state enabling legislation* _;̂  ^—^ Ji___

' ' > XV. THE EFFECT OF SUBURBANIZATION ON THE
15 POOR AND MEMBERS OF MINORITY GROUPS

Demographic trends indicate that the benefits o£-suburbani-

zation which has occurred in the past thirtv years in this reaion"

20

t, has not been shared by a substantial portion of the regional

population. Ttie poor and members of minority groups have not

25 been able to participate in the movement out of the central

cities. In short, the residential movement has "b'een limited
to persons who are affluent and predominantly White (T-I, 92-98;

30

(19)
v this purpose, while the fet!te*al program has provided almost

4l¥
$2,000,000. Mount Laurel repreivteq over $8,000 of federal money

35 to prepare its 1959 HasteTrFlam jnd to pay for the services - "~
of a professional planning consultant to advise the TownshTp .
as to land use controls. Mount Laurel is now receiving $10,000
in state, money,, to assist in the preparation and continuing ir>ple-
mentation of its 19 69 Master Plan and land use controls

40 (Ja - 231A; T-I, 85-89). " r

It should i^ emphasized that the controls in local munici-
palities over tnis growth has been by use of state enabling legis-
lation wuich has delegated to them the power to zone, plan and

45 constrain the nature of development.
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20
T-IV, 77-78). The poor and members of minority groups have

been able to participate in this regional expansion simply

§ because exclusionary land use controls have prevented the con-

struction of low,and moderate income housing in suburban areas.

Exhibits show that virtually no low and moderate income

lo . V.' • ' ~ , . ,., ., . .. ...-• -
housing has been built in the suburbs** Thus, of, 2, 462 public
housing or rent-supplement family units in the three-county area,

15 1,935 (88%) are in the City of Camden and all of the other (255)

ar^iit other urban areas (Burlington City, Glassboro, Florence

20
20
Testimony1 and exhibits reveal an increasing concentration

of the poor and minority group members in the central city area.
The Black population in the City of" Camdetv increased from 10.6%

25 in 1940-to 39.1i in 1970; whereas the Black population decreased

increased slightly from 7.2% in 1940 in Burlington -County to
8.7% in 1970 and decreased from 9.41 in Gloucester County to
8. 3% in IS70 . $&-240h. Camden1 s schools- are-ovax.,60*s Black

30 while the majority of communities in Camden and Burlington Coun-
ties have Black percentages ranging from 0 to 7%. Ja-244A. Sta-
tistics for Puerto Rican concentration are even more compelling.
..In I960, 61.7% of the Puerto Ricans in the three-county area
lived in the City of Camden. Ja-245A. No statistics for 1970

35 are available but public school children statistics indicate
that 69% of Puerto Rican Public School children in the three-
county area attend the Camden City Public Schools (Ja-246A; T-I,
96-98).

40 Income distribution for the City of Camden ancf the three-
county aren indicates that a predominance of the poor live in the
City. Thus, based on a norm or fair share)allocation of persons
by income, Camden City has 81% more persons in th£ "under $3,000"
category than it would if it had a .fair share of the regional total

45~ of such persons. (T-I, 99-106). Furthermore, 71% of families
receiving aid to dependent children, welfare assistance, in Camden
County live in the City of Camden. T-II, 98.

- 14 -



and Beverly). Ja~269A, 27QA. Of 646 units of subsidized housing

(235 or 236 program) 461 (71%) are in £he City of Camden or

5 Burlington City. Ja-261A. Most significantly, only* 228 public

housing or rent-supplement units have been constructed since 1955.

This means that virtually no new housing has been constructed
1 0 • •• * "" ~ ~ * ' „ ..

for Iow~income persons in this region for over fifteen years.

(Ja - 269A, 270^1 T-I, Tl6-118;n T~II, 104).

15 ' v Because of the clear correlation today between a low -,

economic -rtattis tnf minotity^group mesibersiiî ;* felii. impact* of

• " • • * . • . «

the isolation pf trie poor in the urban centers has fallen most
2 0 21

heavily'on members of minority and other disadvantaged groups.

Thus, the poor and, effectively, •members of minority groups have

25 been isolated in the City of Camden and other pockets of

poverty in this region.
30 21

The concentration of Negroes and Puerto Ricans in the Urban
Centers has already been indicated. Income: A greater prepon-
derance of Negroes and Puerto Ricans are poor than wrfttes. Sta-
tistics for I960 indicate that whereas only 27% of the White pop-

35 ulation had income under $5,000, exactly 60% pf the Negro pop-
ulation and over 70% of the Puerto Rican population had such a
limited income. Whereas, almost 20% of the White population had
incomes "over $10,000 only 5.3% of the Negro population and 2.7%
of the Puerto Rican population had, such an income. Ja-247A, 248A.

40 • Thus, limiting the availability or* low and moderate income housing
effectively!limits or eliminates the possibility of Negroes and
Puerto Ricans to purchase or rent homes. This is reflected in
their concentration in the older urban areas and in substandard
housing* Housing Conditions: Negroes and Puerto Rieans live in

45 the oldest, most dilapidated and overcrowded housing in the region.
Whereas, virtually 90% of the Whites lived in standard housing,
almost 40% of the non-White and 45% of the Puerto Ricans lived
in substandard housing. Only 5.61*of Wiites lived in overcrowded
housing conditions. In 1960, over 34%. of Whites lived in houses

50 which were less than ten years old, whereas over 70% of the Negroes
and 95% of the Puerto Ricans lived in houses which were over twenty
years pld. Furthermore, in 1970 over 74% of Whites owned their own

- IS -



The municipalities which do house the poor and minority group

members are least able to provide a proper environment for them.

5 The City of Camden, whose population is predominantly poor and

Black or Puerto Rican has suffered directly as a result of the

very suburban expansion which has benefited suburban areas.
10 .

* home while 43% of the Negroes and 48% of the Puerto Ricans
15 (in I960) rented homes. Thus , exclusion ̂  j
_________̂  .jmi^tj^^ group members

than on Whites (Ja-254A, 259A; T-I, 109-116).

22 ........
The testimony in this regard is uncon trover ted and sir.plv

20 related what anyone who has resided in this region knows to be
a fact. Camden, in the past 30 years, has witnessed the departure
of its" White and affluent population and industrial and coir^qr-
cial ratable*s "(sucft as £ears, Food Fair and now Lits Dcpar't^en t
Store). (Ja-226A, 243_A, 247A; T-II, 36-87, 94-95). The he - ;p

25 ply is vastly deteriorated or dilapidated. Tostirnony indict... that

19%-of the housing was substandard according to the Census; b*f 1970,
" ' this had increased to .28% *• despite the fact t::at urban renewal

had removed the worst housing. T-II, 97-114. Municipal services
30 are inadequate. Testimony indicated that all public services vere

" minimal or non-existent including health/ garbage collection, v.-.irer
and sewer, fire and police services. T-II, 95-96. Testimony re-
ferred to the State survey of' Camden schools which indicated the
deteriorated Conditions of the schools and the. relative lack of

35 educational opportunity. Testimony ar\d exhibits also indicated the
deleterious effect on the "City or" the construction of the regional
highway and massive transit system. Ja-271A; T-II, 102-10 8.
Not only has this facilitated,the movement ot persons and jobs cur

' of the City, but it has created an unhealthy environment v/ithip- the
40 • city itself. Judicial recognition of the Camden School situation

was recently* taken. Robinson v. Cahill, 138 N.J. Super. 223,
242-244, 249-252 (Law Div. 1972). Finally, plaintiffs' testimony
particularly that of Rev.^D. Griesmann, discussed the hopelessness,
demoralization and despair that living in an environment of over-

45 crowding, of abandoned buildings, of roaches and rats and trash,
without open space or recreational areas produced on residents
particularly the ^hildren, T-III, 19-22, 25-29, 31-32.
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This region has clearly experienced and continues to

experience the national phenomenon of the creation of two

5 disparate and geographically separate societies; one poor

and predominantly Black or Puerto Rican living in the urban

centers and undeveloped or old areas of the region and, the

„ pther, affluent and predominantly White living in the su- •»

burban areas and hew developments. This polarization is

15 exacerbated by the fact that virtually all new employment

- ' ; 23
opportunities are occurring in the suburban areas . In fact,

* • ~ ~ r ~

two of every three new industrial jobs are being, located in

the suburFs't*" T-I, 133-135. Furthermore, the loss of commerce

and industry from- the urban centers has meant a substantial

25 loss in tax ratables and a concommitant burden on servicing

resident?.

30

23
Testimony and exhibits reflect the movement of industryand employment opportunity of all types out to suburban areas.

This has resulted in massive unemployment among Blacks and
35 Puerto Ricans and a heavy burden on low and moderate income

persons to travel to work in .outlying areas. 34 of the 55
Camden firms which in 19 55 had 50 or more employees, have now
left the city. Thus, manufacturing1 jobs declined in the City*
Of Caraden by 50% since 1950 while tripling in ther remainder of

40 Camden County and doubling in Burlington County. Wholesale and
Retail Trade jobs increased by only 1,000 since 1950 in the
City of Camden and by 20,000 in the rest of Camden County and by
13,000 in Burlington County. Total jobs in the City of Caraden
decreased by 18,000 since 1950 while increasing fay over 63,000

45 in the remainder of Camden County and by 48,000 in Burlington
County. Ja-225A,- T-II, 86-87, 94-95, 116-118, 119-122, 136.
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: V. MOUNT LAUREL'S RESPONSE TO SUBURBANIZATION

Mount Laurel Township took early recognition of these

5 regonal trends and acted affirmatively to control development

and to attract a selective type of growth. Mount Laurel chose

to utilize virtually every power delegated by the State to
10 24

impose land use controls and plan for growth. The Township

particularly atrted affirmatively to attract industrial', growth.

15 and to take advantage of the location'of state and federal
2 5 "' •' •• l

highway systems * Thus., £r©m-l£S4-^fee- 1^6-8^±fte~-msmbBr--jyt̂ ~~
~ — a c r e a toned for i n d u s t r i a l - t r s e inc ieased by 2nT21 "(Troia 1,30
20 :

to 4,121 acres).

2 5 24

ment were created and "a zoning and- subdivision ordinance
-adopted. In 1959, a Master Plan was adopted (Ja-llOA) . I n
1964, a new zoning'"ordinance Was', adopted (Ja-lStK) f in 196?

30 a Planned Unit Development Ordinance was adopted (Ja-178A), in
•'* 1969, a new Master Plan -was adopted *(Ja-127A) ; in 1971, the

Planned Unit Development Ordinance was repealed (Ja-187A) and
a new subdivision ordinance adopted (Ja-187A; and see generally
Ja-71A). • • -

3 5 " • . " • • . • / '

Again it should be noted that the preparation of these
plans and controls was financed, in-part, with State and Federal.
funds (Ja-231A, 239A). -

25
40 '".-.,* In 1958, the Township established an Economic Develop-

ment Committee to conduct a "concentrated and. coordinated, effort*1

to accomplish industrial expansion in the Township (Ja-72A). The
Committee published a brochure highlighting the transportation

o network available in Mount Laurel and claiming a "skilled and
45 un-skilled* labfpr pool in the area (Ja-83A) . In 1954, less than

1J)% of the Township was zoned for commercial and industrial use
5, but in 1964 over 30% of the Township was zoned for such uses in

close proximity to the transportation arteries (Ja-264A, 265A,
266A).
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The desire to attract industry, the zoning of land for

industrial use, the availability of such land and the access

5 to a convenient transportation network resulted in the con-

struction of millions of dollars of industrial ratables. This

•.;.; construction should continue at an accelerated rate in the
10 v 2 6

near,future.
*''. . £ • . ' ' • • , * . -

Residential growth clearly was intended to be limited to

15 the affluent and, where possible, to families or individuals

without school-age children. The court below .found - that-t-':--©ver—
.the years the defendant municipality has acted affi_...-,-__velv

20
to control development and to attract a selective type of growth."

(Ja-8A, 9A). Statements of Public Officials to this effect

" ' - •' • • ' " • 2 7 '

25 were cited by the Court in its opinion (Ja-SA, 11A-12A).
' ' • ^

26
.:,. • Testimony and exhibits revealed the enormity of this e:-:-

30 pansion and potential for future growth. Aerial photos of 1950
and I960'show.no buildings in Mount Laurel's industrial parks.
By 1970., at least '20''"structures could be seen (Ja-205, -206A) .
Since I960, over 16 millionjaillars in industrial and commercial
ratables was constructed\& t$e Township (Ja-84A, 96A~3,4). Tĥ r

35 dependency of this construction on the transportation network is
manifest by the testimony and exhibits (Ja-75A, 83A, 85A; T-I,
74-83).

27
As early as 1955, the record reveals statements that

40 • the planning board "concluded that 'a better type home invited
more desirable residents and vice versa'.'1 In the same year,
(1955), two planning board members discussed how $30,000 homes
corae into the area when "protected from cheaper homes springing
up* and it was stated that one way to achieve this protection was

45 by large lot sizes (See generally, Ja~74A, 82A, 262A).

Fear over school-age children is found throughout the
proofs relating to admissions as to statements of Township Offi-
cials and restrictions imposed on multi-family uses in the

50 planned unit developments, (See generally, Ja-75A, 77A, 87A,
9 1 A , 9 4 A ) . . . • • • }
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The paramount concern in the utilization of land use con-

trols was not the attempt to insure the satisfaction of the

5 health, safety and general welfare of all the people' but was

tied to the fiscal consequences of zoning and planning. Thus,

land use controls were primarily, if not exclusively, utilized
10 ,

to bring good tax ratables into the Township and to exclude

development which would not provide a tax benefit to the Town-

15 ship. In 1967, the then Mayor''Magee stated (as paraphrased

in Township minutes) : ^ . __._—--•••

______j!fe- .are—going "to" t a x
".20-- ——:—~~ ~~~ ~ ~~exisiej&cua—at -ther"]5r"esent r a t e ; (I \ am
— ^ not going to sit here and bring in a,-

• - ' ratable that affects (me) adversely,
tax wise, but (am) looking1 for a tax
benefit which can be achieved through

25 this (PUD) ordinance, (Ja-7 8A)
In 1970, a town committeeinan stated:

. . (W)e can""approve- only those development • • •***
30 plans which will provide direct"and sub-

stantial benefits to our̂ . t&xf^yers".

_. ( J a - B X A ) - . • ~ : ' •-..,,

Public school children were held to a minimum by large

lot zoning, limiting the number of bedrooms in multi~family

uses in the Planned Unit Developments and imposing penalties

40 • on developers, with regard to school children in their

28
The earliest statements of •raunidipal officials reflect

45 this goal and such statements can be found throughout the
recorded history of the Township. (T-I, 128-132, 133-143; Ja-
75A, 77A, 78A," 81A) . Ironically, testimony indicated that
Mount Laurel was not a "high tax town".: {T-II, 130).

-<?• •• ' .
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• 2 9 . '

developments. The town planner himself stated: '

I think the thing to focus on is the rent
schedule. If the rent schedule is high

5 , enough...I don't think you have to be
apprehensive about being flooded by a slew
of public school children (Ja-9 4A). ,

Land use controls were adopted which would channel resi-

dential growth to single-family, micro le and upper income housing

The cost of the unit was considered of prime importance by town*

15 ship officials.in anticipating,., planning for and approving r-esi-

30
dential growth. In 1970,

. .
• ' ' There is pressure "from the Federal and

„ State governments to force growth - es-
pecially in low-cost housing, we xecognizl
this.: Members of the Township Coirjratt.ee _.,

25 live with this. Those of us who are honestaV * ?"% t^ £*• «t '&" •*• r^ *\ 1 1 ry v-\ -̂  1 'a «̂ r**. 4— V* •"-* "*- -̂\ • > v" *V| ̂ % r~ -4- » t p^ #-*i £ •• t I

function is to evaluate and screen away all
but the most beneficial development plans . ". . :

30 ___„—- - • ' " [ " , . •' ' '•'•••

"̂ rr" From .the inception of land use controls in Mount Laurel,

restrictions ware.imposed on the construction of single-family

35 homes which resulted in a high cost for the homes. Lot size

effects cost in two -ways: 1) the larger the lot, the higher

4 0 29
Developers were required to pay toward school facilities.

Bedroom number in each Planned Unit Development was limited by
resolution although no limit was contained in the PUD Ordinance.
Approval was conditioned on contributions of school sites and,

45 school donationp* Approval, was conditioned on the developers1

agreement to pay for the cost of educating each school-age child
per multi-family unit which exceeded .3 per unit, and high rents
in the apartments were seen as excluding families with children.
(Ja-64A, 65A, S8A, 69A, 74A, 78A, 91A).

5 0 30
The Admissions reflect numerous statements relating high-

priced homes* Co desirable growth. (Ja~74A, 75A-76A,t78A, 31A-82A,
93A, 94A; T-I^ 126, 128? T-II, 153). I
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cost per unit for land and 2) the larger the lot, the more

expensive it is to service with utility lines, roads, side-

5 walks and curbs. The Townsh-ip originally zoned for onê  resi-

dential use of 15,000 square foot lots (Ja-71A). However,

between 1955 and 19156, this was changed to three zones: Rl (9,375"
10

square foot lots)r R2 (11,800 square foot lots)' and R3 (20,000

square foot lots)(Ja-71A, 161A). These are net figures; that

15 isr the actual lot exclusive of streets, roads, open spaces.,

Testimony indicates that a_̂ uJaaî iiti*4r'portrttnr̂ T~̂ ri develop-

ment goes to such other land use. Thus, althouah land zoned 9,375
2 0 . . . , , " ' • . . . ' v • • ' . . . '

square feet per lot v/ould seem to provide for almost five units

per acre, defendant's, builder testified that due to "waste a-nd •••• *

mately three units per acre. (T-III cJUCLSI——-2^^-^ea^eciriw per-,

'cents'of town JURd. zoned for Rl, tiz and R3 is 17.9%, 1.0% and 50.7%'
30

<Ja-266-A) . Today, virtually all of the Rl and R2^zones afe
•0 ' .

developed, meaning that, future residential development is liira-

35 ted, for all practical purposes, to the R3 (20,000 square foot

lots) zone. (T-I, 148, T-II, 74-75; Ja-266A).

This requirement of large size lots cannot be justified

from an ecological perspective. Mt. Laurel's engineer testified
t h a t even in th?e a rea not ^e rv ieed -by ptiMicr. water^ and

45 (See Ja-203A); t h a t i s , where s e p t i c tarries a re needed, a l o t

size of 50 by 150" (or 7,500 square feet) would be satisfactory

(T-III, 180). ,
50
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Minimum floor space effects costs in two ways: 1} by in-

creasing the costs of materials and 2) by increasing the time

5 of construction and cost of labor. Mount Laurel has" repeatedly

• increased minimum building size, from 600 square feet in 1947

to 900 square feet £n 19 54 and finally to 1/100 square £eet' in
10

1«964. (Ja-71A~72A; T-III, 57-58>.

Frontage requirements increase costs in several ways':

15 -it controls the dimensions of the.lot effecting the ability

of a developer to malctitrize density--osuaa- .irregular parcel and,

more importantly, it increases the cost of- site improvements
2 0 • , -••. _ • • : . / « , , . • .• ••

including roads, sidewalks, curbs, water and'sewer lines. (T-

; III, 52-53, 163*164). Frontage requirements in the R3 zone
•-"• . . * •

25 in Mount laurel is lOO^feet (Ja-174A) . As noted above, Mourft..

Laurel's engineer testified that even

by septic tanks, a lot width of 50 feet would be satisfactory
30

•(T-ITI, 180) . ,

Trailers, or mobile homes, provide an inexpensive, conve-

3̂5 nient form of single-family housing. Mount Laurel has consis-

tently excluded such development from the inception of its land

use controls in 1947 <Ja~7lA? See opinion, Ja-9A).
4 0 •

Subdivision controls affect cost by regulating the speci-

fications for materials and development of site improvements.

45 A cursory review of Mount Laurel's If71 Ordinance and its old

ordinance indicates a phenomenal increase in specifications
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and resulting costs* (ja-187A; T-III, 47-49). Testimony indi-

cated that the specifications in the 1971 Ordinance exceded

5 those of the State Housing Finance Agency in various ways:

for example, cartway width, concrete requirements, etc., and,

in fact, specifications for minor streets in iMount Laurel were
10

* equal to specifications for New Jersey State Highways. (T-III,

pp. 47-52). A defendant wituness testified that these specifi-

15 " cations were greater- than those in the-Township where he built.

(T-III, pp. 1'67-169)\3 '
Testimony and exhibits -indicate the exhorbitant rate

20 ' •
($1,000 per unit) charged by the Tgwnsbip for water and sewer

tie-in fees. * Only one year srgo the total fee was $4.00 a unit.

- . • • ' * *

ship v;here he built the fee was $4 9 0 .ana nothing v/as charged.
%' .

for water connections (T-III, 167-169).
30 „ „ • • •

Mount Laurel's engineer testified that 'the specifications
35 were high to minimize future maintenance and because of inadequate

on-the-job inspections. (T-III, 139). It should be noted that
requiring purchasers to pay the price of development to minimize
future maintenance means that only wealthier persons will be
able to afford the purchase price of the home. Less wealthy

40 sons could more easily, afford a less-expensive herae with lower
specifications" and the" payments, in a §ense, uorr timeM, of *ea*i
repairs, when needed, borne by the,entire municipality. Mainte-
nance would, of course, be absolutely minimized by paving the
streets with gold. If the cost of construction is such that sub-

45 stantial portions of the citizenry can't afford the home, it
hardly matters that future maintenance will be minimized. The „
result is that substantial portions of the citizenry are condemned
to reside in substandard dwellings,

. * . l
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Multi-family uses were at firsts strictly prohibited in

theTdwnship, but were later permitted {under the Planned Unit

• «• ~ • • • • »

5 Development Ordinance) under such tight controls as to insure

32

development of high-priced units. In 1960, the planning

board took the position that "It was negative to apartments

• .. at this time." (Ja-75A). In 1967/ the mayor stated: "if we

decide to go into apartments, we v/ant an. Ordinance to protect15 the Township ̂ and~rartables." (Ja*7SA) (see generally, other state-

• ments relating t̂o apartments-and- tho r.c-ea for* *s:

Ja-75A, 76A/7BA, 79h, 80A, 81A)-
20

In 19.67, Mount Laurel adopted- a PUD Ordinance ^hieh per-

. ,.. , mitted multi-family uses (Ja-178A) . • This- ordinance was adopted-

apartnants aayvhere in' the Township vcouid result in successful

court suits by developers seeking multi-family variances. In
30

1967 at a hearing reviewing the PUD Ordinance, the solicitor

stated that: "...providing for apartments, in a PUD ordinance

35 in effect would seem to overcome any court objection that the

Township was not properly zoning in denying apartments." (Ja-
78A,.. 79A; see also: Ja-77A, 78A, B7h) .

40

32
Multi-family uses were prohibited in Mt. Laurel as early

as 1954 (Ja-71A). They were prohibited by the 1954 Zoning Ordi-
45 jnance and amendments to that ordinance. The 1964 Zoning Ordinance

restricts residential use to single-family, detached dwellings
(othex than certain farm-related uses) and provides that residential
zones are primarily for single-family and agricultrual use (Ja~161A)
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The $UD Ordinance was seen as a method of establishing tight

controls over apartment development "to protect the Township

5 and ratables". (Ja-75A, 76A, 77A - 80A) . The original ordi-

nance contained several features which insured high-cost

development. Some examples include: 1) requirements pf a

minimum 150 acres for each PUD which raade it impossible for

non~profj.t or limited dividend developers to put together

result in too_£r£at_a.. concen-

o-f -4ow and-4aoderate_ income units

lines; 2} densitv of 3/acre for detached, single-f :i~: ly and
20

7/acre for overall residential development; 3) bedroom size

minimums of 750 sg. ft. for a one-bedroom and 1,000 sq. ft.

25 for a two-bedroom (this is 100 square feet more than the

minimum for a"1 detached dwelling in an R2 zone and. 100/.SJ£*.. ft..*,-
•• • . . . . . , " . . . . , - • " - • ' - - - " * ~ "•"'• • " ' ' ? •

• • • • • : • « > • • • ., . _

less" than such a dwelling in an Rl, RID or H3 zone); 4) 600
30

cubic feet of storage space per unit; 5) central "aix-conditionincy

6) 15% open space plus 400 sq. ft. per unit of open space,

35 Even the original ordinance was newt felt protective enough and

it was amended to require an overall density of 6/acre rather
than 1, 20% open space rathete than 15%, and minimum acreage of

40 ~ "^ : ~ - .
800 acres rather than 150. (Ja-178A, 72A; T-Ilf, 57-70; T-II,

*• ; .... , <•

153). t

45 Additional expenses were forced on PUD developers over and

above those incurred by the ordinance itself. As each applica-
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tion was being processed, numerous conditiqns over and above

those found in the ordinance were imposed on development which

' " * 33 ' ' *.
5 resulted in increased costs.

Mount Laurel officials have imposed controls, over and

above those present in existing ordinances, which effect the
10 ' . .

cost and type of development which has been constructed or

planned in the Township. The Township possesses -these controls

15 as a result of the developer's need for municipal cooperation

aim of such control has been to screen out all development

other than that specifically desired by municipal officials.
2 0 _ • • " • • •" - . . - - * "

The PUD Ordinance was seen a-s an ideal method to guarrantee.

"desirable" development since it was, in effect, "contract

25 ZOnina" Wher^bv thPt dPV£»1np*=>r nr>rl Tnwrxshin wora= nlan«inf» t o *

getfier. Thus, substantial "concessions", over and abo-ve- the

requirements in the PUD Ordinance could be, and were, exacted

from developers. These concessions and the ordinance itself

insured that high cost units would be provided which would yield

35 a "good" tax ratable.
34

33
1) bedroom number was limited- to mostly one and two-bedroom

40 units with few three and four-bedroom units. This effectively mini-
mized the number of apartments available to families with resultant
increase in cost of said units due to the scarcity in supply: 2)
difect controls were placed on public school children by requiring
the developer to pay the cost of tuition of each child in the pro-

45 ject which exceded .3 children per unit; 3) donations were required
for various purposes such as schools, ambulances, fire trucks,
libraries, etc., and 4) the developers were required to do various

* acts, such as build overhead street crossways, which increased
development cost (Ja-64A-70A? T-III, 63-68).

5 0 34
Township officials have repeatedly indicated their interest

to control the' character of new developments. Thus, the Township
• • • • " . /
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The purpose and effect of this affirmative municipal action

has been to utilize municipal powers for the benefit of an

economic group: that is, for persons who could afford middle

and upper income single-family homes and for individuals or

families without children, who could afford expensive apart- '
10

ment ur̂ its

Testimony of plaintiffs' expert on costs indicated that

15 the numerous'restrictions imposed in the zoning, subdivision

and PUD Ord'iRanG^s-and %h^ ̂^^selutions and Mndittefs -trf fact for

each PUD Application made construction under the various* state
20

and federal subsidized programs Impossible*•• • •

As stated by one witness: the PUE5 ordinance contained:

25 ...standards which woul$ make it imoossible
'•••;• ;'. - •" ••• f6r (lev; and moderate income) housing... It

is one thing to have a planned unit develop-
ment and it is another thing to have a planned
unit development for luxury hdusing and that

3.G ... . . . .. , is what Mount Laarel 's planned unit develop-
ment was (T-II, 153; see also, T-lil; 57-70),

(34) *
35 picks tand choses among developments even if they are consis-

tent with -existing ordinances. In 1967, the Mayor stated; "if.
you have a rigid ordinance, it is rigid from his (developers)
point of view and from ours; that if flexible, it is also two
ways, but we can tighten to our designs..." (Ja-76A).

"0 35
The testimony on this issue was supported by defendants'

own expert builder. The minimum cost of a unit built in an Rl
(Mount Laurel's least exclusive) zone (9,375 square foot lots)
was established at $23,000 for a non-union, "stripped" house

45 (that is, one containing only a stove). The same jobs at
federally required union scale, with the minimum amenities

; needed for federal and state approval would cost $26,000~$27,000
In any event, the most expensive units which could be subsidized
is under $23,000 (T-III, 159, 55; T-IV, 99).
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There is uncontroverted proof, already detailed, that

this was consistent"with the intent of Township Officials to

5 develop the municipality for affluent persons and commercial

and industrial tax ratables.

10 VI. MOUNT llAUREL'S RESPONSE TO THE NEEDS*' ll.
OF THE POOR ,

Mr. Moran
15 has been to wait until'these (Substandard)

horaes are vacant, before the Tov;nship
. ' " takes "action (Ja-STXTr ; " T ;̂ — — — - —

Throughout this period, Mount Laurel officials have ex-

pressed outright hostility .to low and moderate income families.

Township officials disregarded the housing and environmental ";|

25 . needs of those low and moderate income persons and r.&r.bers of

minority-groups living in Mount Laurel and in surrounding

• ••- areas despite early knowledge, of their housing and "'environmental
30 . ~ ~ * : - - •• - - . . : . .- :

conditions. '<•

Mount Laurel can not claim ignorance of the needs ©f their

35 own residents and the effect of municipal action on low and

moderate income citizens. In 1956, the Township adopted an

ordinance enabling officials to inspect, cite, or$er repairs.,
4 0 ' "•" • ' • " • • . • ' . . • - • '

vacation and demolition of substandard dwellings (Ja-71A, 72A) .

The 1959 Master Plan Report (J&-110A) goes into excrutiating de-

45 tail on housing conditions, even pinpointing the location of '

low-income and substandard dwellings {ja-122A - 126A). Since
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this report was not based on site inspection, but on tax assessor

cards, it should have been clear that this was a conservative

5 survey (J4-113A)« This analysis spoke of the environmental im-

pact of slums, such as the- Springvilie section of Mount Laurel,
i

on persons living there and the tax expense of maintaining such

slums. The report recommended: •

An ^
"sfvouTd~"be t o i n v e s t i g a t e a l l dwel l ings

^5 . how known "to be i n poor condi t ion and to
rcgu i re imprm^erien-ts in --sttch- ̂ r e t i r i ngs .

- -_ *-••——'~~z ~~ "This irrr.ediate ob j ec t i ve i f a t t a i n e d
would per^mit the removal of a l l arrows
from the "Housing Condi t ions" map. (Ja

2 0 • ' H 6 A - 1 1 7 A ) . ; - , - • • • . •
• x

Mount Laurel's response to this report v.*as to do nothing for

persons livinq in the units but to. wait until thev moved out

and then remove the unit from the housing market by ordering

demolition or repairs prior to reuse.

•3-0------ Mr. Shields (Committeerian) stated that
the township regulations are now being
enforced, to the point that when a tenant
moves out of ̂ n, existing building no one
else can move in without an occupancy per-

3 5 mit. (Ja-7.6A? see* also, Ja-81A}.#

Efforts were not made to assist persons while they were.living in,

the units because no standard units existed*into which they could
40 * "t

be relocated, and such relocation units were required by New

Jersey Law prior to dislocation by a code-enforcement program.

45 (Ja-76A, "81 A* £6A-i8r T-W, 84-86) .
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The Springville Action Association was formed by private

individuals td build subsidized housing in the Springville area

5 of Mount Laurel, This area was singled out in the 1953 Housing

Report (Ja-119A) and the 1969 Master Plan recommended blighted

area act treatment there. (Ja-138A~139A; see also Ja-75A).
1 0 . • '

The SAA received federal approval for a $300,00 0 commitment

,{Ja-96iV23r2$ and received a $7,000 grant (Ja-13 8A) from the »

-i5 ;—S ta t e o t ~Wcw- * Je fse^y^o~^Ian" for the project. Municipal approval

was needed fQJT ' the_pro4^crt to- move^ ahead. • Mount Laursrrpassed

a resolution"which acknowledged the need for •'•"moderate" income

housinar but conditioned a*ooroval on constructicn ccr. ..

the zoning ordinance (Ja-96A-20).. • "The Springville aî sa is' in

25 the R3 zone requiring .20^000 square foot lots and 100 foot

frontage and limits construction "to single-fa.iiiily, detached
«. • " - . „ • '

- housing <Ja—1.74A/ 26 4A) . Testimony,,' ..alrea.dy . dfi.taiied* indicates
30

that construction under these limitations was infeasible for

subsidized housing (T-III, 55, 78-79, 99). Furthermore, the

35 court below specifically found that such housing could not be

built consistent with these ordinances (Ja-8A). Officials
specifically were against the construction of an/ units for

40

persons not then residing in Mount Laurel and, in general, the

construction of any multi-family units (see for example, Ja~96A-8).

45 The 1969 Master Plan, itself, contained the following statement
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(Ja-138A-139A):

In meeting with Township officials, it
was mentioned•that.the Township felt

5 t that a low-rent housing project that
"" woiild serve additional people, in addition

to the present Springyille residents, even-
tually would be a liability to the Town-
ship. The Springville Action Association

10 should confine its proposals to improving
.the status of the residents of the area.
(See also, Ja-79A). -

y Township reaction to the project was taken with fuj.1'
15.'

awareness of the conditions existing" both in the Township

and the regional* area, ftount Laurel has had the services of
« . • ' '

20 professional consultants at least as earlv as 1958. Two

Master Plans have been"prepared and.-each recognized and

- detailed the housing conditions in the Township. Furthermore,
ID

as "indicated by%r, Shepherd, Mount Laurel's present planner,

regional needs are considered*in analyzing what is best.for •

30 future development in a municipality. (T-IV, 33).

Furthermore, it was recognized that affirmative municipal
action would have to be taken if the needs or"the poor were to

-35 ' ' - • •

be satisfied. The Master Plan Report stated:

,... (I)t is doubtful that the many problems
of "Springville can be surmounted by private

40 ** t action alone. Sortie municipal assistance
and resourcefulness may very well be needed
to show how the Springville area could
qualify for federal renewal, rehabilitation
or code enforcement assistance. However,

45 - Federal aid must be channeled through the
!£pwnship or an agency of the municipality
and the municipality must contribute a portion
Of the total cost of, the pDposed project.
Other steps such as possible rezoning would

50 also have to be se&ously evaluated. (Ja-139A). s
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Yet, nothing was done. While many thousands of units were being

approved for middle and upper income persons nothing was done

5 for the poor - both those residing in the Township and residing

in the regional area.

The need for affirmative municipal action for the construc-
1 0 . , , . . '• _ ' :..... .-

tion of subsidized housing was recognized throughout the trial

of this action. (T-III, 72-74, 81; T-IV, 17, 44), Yet, Mount

15 *> Laurel's planner was quite cjear that no affirmative action

had been taken. He- knew-of no-standard housing in•the Tcvrr.sh:̂

••" whtch• -could be ~aff"OTclea b%* low income persons and no action
2 0 - - . • * ' • - *

which the Township had taken to remedy the problem (7-IV, 83-35}

sing• ' Township offlcials^h'ave .also disregarded the h
• " . • • • ' • * — — — - . ^

25 •*;• environmental, needs of present and future .employees of the Town-

and'of j'tne' commercial ana industrial facilities peir.g punt

in the townshio who cannot afford housina near their olace of
30 " — ' ' ' ~ ~ ~ " ~ . . . ' . • • • • . . .

work in Mount Laurel. Although the existence of an unskilled

labor pool in the region has been used to attract commerce and

35 industry to Mount Laurel (Ja-83A) nothing has been done to build

housing for the lower-income employees of that commerce and indus-

try- Mount Laurel has recognized the need to provide housing for

40 -
employees, but such housing has been limited to/that which only

executive employees could afford. (See generally, Ja-85A, 88A).

45
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3 6 • - . . * • • • • *

93A). Testimony has indicated that virtually two-thirds of

all employees who work in major commercial or industrial

5 facilities are in the relatively unskilled category (T-I, 150,
37 \. '

151). Thus, only one-third of the employees (those in upper
income jobs) generated by the, industrial parks and planned unit

1 0 * • , . u • • •• . »

developments would be able to afford housing in the Township.

Exhibits reflect that Mount Laurel's own municipal em-

15 '. ployees are neatly divided geographically based on income.. Town-

ship executives and council'"iRST!̂ errŝ Tre»î te-r--£4x,..tiî indŝ part,

in the new developments. Township maintenance, public v/orks and
2 0 ' • ; . . ' ' • • ' " • • . ; ' ' " -

police employees reside either outside 6f the Township.,, or for
• « '••• : * * • " . • 4 1 . « * •

the most part, in the undeveloped area. {T-IV, '72*75; Ja-96A,

7*y S. f> . 7^ . Thf» difficnifrv of finchna rp.qidpnts to Ot^rform fhft

lower-income jobs was graphically portrayed in 1967 when an

ordinance had to be parsed to permit non-residents in thepolice
30

force because no resident had shown up to take the exam (Ja-72A).

35 P
The resolutions and findings of fact for each Planned

Unit Development contain the following statement:' "The develops
inent of (naming the PUD) will attract a highly educated and
trained population base to support not only the industrial

40 and commercial uses within the (naming the" PUD) but will also
support the nearby expanding industrial parks in the Township."
Nothing is said of unskilled, relatively uneducated persons
or their families. Ja-64A-69A.

45 Mr. Shepherd, Mount Laurel's planner, testified that
he did not know,what the employment breakdown was in the various
industrial facilities and could not estimate the percentage of
executive as opposed to low-income employees working in the
Holiday Inn in Mount Laurel. (T-IV, 69*71).
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The proofs reflect the affirmative action taken by the

municipality to attract commercial and industrial facilities

5 and the analysis by the township of the regional need and how

Mount Laurel could take advantage of it. Yetr despite the

fact that these facilities would generate employees as well as
10

taxes, the Township was satisfied to only«take the latter.

Provision was made only for the executive employees to live

15 in the Township. Lower-income employees would have to live

"elsewhere aii?r̂ Wurtr~iir-Motittt—imtrrei r --•

Present and future plants for land use controls and develop-
2 0 ' . "•" "

** me*nt in Moiint-LaureJL and the .exercise of municipal powers c#n-
tinue to disregard the needs of Sot!j resident and non-resident

construction of less-expensive- housing, present plans, i£ iniple(-

mented, ̂ would result in far rrtore expensive- units than have

been constructed to date.

Projected land use controls are contained in the 1969

35 Master Plan Report. This plan creates three residential zones;

Rural, Suburban and Moderate Urban. Ja-159A. The rural and

suburban zones comprise the overwhelming portion of the township.
40

.Virtually, all of the residential land is in thesr two zones.

Page 81 of the Master Plan Report contains density limits for

these zones? Rural (.3 to .75 units per acre); Suburban (1.5 -

3.0 units per acre). The Moderate Urban Zone is, in effect,
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three small portions of land in different parts of the
^ 8 " *•.

T o w n s h i p . , • < * • • • • •

5 There is a clear need for the construction of low and

jnoderate income housing units for residents of Mount Laurel

' Township. The Township, itself, recognized til is by resolu-

tion (Ja-96A, 20); although conditioning development on

conformity v/ith existing zoning (an impossibility). There is

15 uncontroverted evidence in this regard. Every 'review of Mount

Laurel housing c^ndttTOT^ h a ^ ~ ^ sub-

standard dwellings (Ja-llQA, 96A-9, 127A). The 1969 Master
20

Plan Report indicates that in 1968 there were 142 dilapidated
and 155 deteriorated units (3a-132A-138A) , This is an ex'tremely

25 •• • conservative estimate.^ * It is derived from the 1960 Census and

assumes .that' since. 1960, all units. whichTvere" demolished" w

i i - i x i 196IX; no deteriorating units in 19 60 had become *
3 0 • . \ i - " ;

dilapidated in 1968 and that no units which were sound.in 1960

had become either deteriorated or dilapidated by 1963. Regard-

35 less, even with this conservative estimate, the Master Plan states

(Ja-138A):

Mount Laurel does have a housing problem
40 that does deserve effective and sensible •

action.

38
45 This area is scheduled at a density of 12 ,to the acre.

Mr, Shepherd had difficulty finding these areas on the map due
to their stoallness. He indicated that zoning a small area for
high density had the effect of increasing the' cost of the land
thus zoned to such an extent that only luxury units could be

50 built and that only if vast areas were zoned at.high density ;
could land prices be controlled -co permit subsidized housing.
(f-IV, 53-55, 56-5?).
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Lastly, in light of the substantial growth of employment

opportunities in Mount Laurel and projected growth, and in

5 ligfrt of the fact that numerous municipal employees either

cannot afford to live in the Township or live in the undeveloped

and Soon to be cleared areas, housing opportunities must be *'
1 0 ' . , . •.- . • . "•••; - • • . . • •

provided*for these persons and future employees.-V4, (
 y ' .

There, is also a clear need for the construction of a sub-

15 stantial number of low and moderate income housing units for

persons living in^the ̂ -amden metropolitan area.

The proofs in this regard are uncontroverted,- Ja-254A
20 , . ~ ... .. -. .. - , •

shows that in I960' there were a tttal of 7,643 substandard units

in Burlington County or 17.7% of the housing ; 12,641 in

cester County or 16.0%. of the housing stock. In the City of

• Camden al'One"lthiere were 6-#-904 substandard units . „ Ja-25 0A-2 53A.. :

It should'be noted that since 1955 virtually no new low

and moderate income units have_been built in this region.

35 £Ja~&96A, 2,70A) . Almost all those which have been built are

located in the City of°taraden. (Ja~261A, 269A, 230A). It must

be assumed that the housing stock has continued td deteriorates.
4 0 "-• . _ -4 . .. _ . . . . . . "

.Thus, statistics such as ^iose used in the 1969 Master Plan

showing demolition do not show an.improvement in the housing

45 supply for the poor. Such figures show removal of some units

from the housing supply but no increase of new units for the poor
\
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In light of testimony as to the severly low vacancy rate and i

the fact that vacant units are usually new, luxury units which

5 experience a high turnover, it must be -assumed thai* the poor are -

being forced into an ever-narrowing housing supply of substan-

dard units. (T-III, 10-11). Furthermore, testimony indicates
1 0 - . - • • • * ' • • - • . • • • • • • . ;

that New Jersey receives less than its fair share of subsidized

/housing units. (T-III, 10).

15 The present and past actions of Mount Laurel officials have

%" operated to exclude persons of low and noderaie i -.> -andT in-.

** " . effect, members of minority groups", from the Township. The-

0 proofs are uncontroverted, and the court below found, that it is
impossible to construct low and 'moderate income housing in Mount

• 2 5 , ' „ ' '

Laurel under existina ordinances.

Def eD.djcUit 's own ,ex»er-t -testi,fied/that..in' the RI zone C'oun:,

30 Laurel's least exclusive) the most inexpensive housewould sell

for $23,000. This would be a "stripped job" (including only a
stove) built non-union. (T-III, 159, 175).- Testimony revealed

35
that the same house built union scale and including minimal

amenities as required by the federal programs would cost between

40 $26,000 and $27,000. (T-IV, 99).

The federal housdng programs were reviewed. Section 235 (home1

ownership) and 2 36 (rental) programs provide housing for moderate
45

income persons. Public housing and rent-siapplemefife prografas

provide fusing for low income persons. Since Mount Laurel has

50 no housing authority, it cannot take advantage of the public

• - • •
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housing program. Rent supplement subsidies can be utilized **

in projects receiving Section 236 assistance but minimum

5 construction costs prohibit development in Mount Laurel.

Testimony was, at times, quite explicit as to the changes

which would be required to build subsidized housing. Mount
10

Laurel's planner admitted that subsidized housingicould not

' b e built single-family, detached (T-Iv, 44). Another"-witness

15 said a bulk variance for 12 units per acre would be needed

(T-IV, 17). In any event, it was clear that under existing
.ordinances and the PUD ordinance' fl coul^ .net be done. (7-1,

2 0 • ' • ' . •. . ' .. •' -•- :

153, 154; 7-II, 153; l&III, 42-51, 52-54, 57-61, 62-69, 69-70;

T - I V , 9 9 ) . ,,, • • # • ' * .

25 The proofs reveal |he fact that all of the resources of

the Townstiip were geared "toward the construction of housing for

„ the affluent and those steps which had_Jto be^ta^^u,, k.U*ij*jL£-
yg—^-. , r _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - ~. ~ - - ••, - - ...-......--. - _

and facilitate such construction were, in fact, taken. On the

other hand, despite the undeniable need for housing for low and

35 moderate income persons, both within and without Mount Laurel,

done to develop such housing and, virtually every-
thing which could be done to inhibit it, was done.

40 ' ' : H

Even under the 235 program, 42 U.S.C. 1715 provides
that a 235 mortgage cannot exceed$18 - $21,000 (family of five).

45 The .Sficr_etarŷ Qf H.U.D. has the discretion to increase the ceiling*
to $21 - $24,000 in high cost areas. Testimony indicated the
ceiling in Mount Laurel was approximately $22,500 (T-III, 55).
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1 VII. MOUNT LAUREL'S DEFENSES TO THE
CHARGE OF EXCLUSION

* . . . • • * ^ ' — ' ; .

5 Mount Laurel raised four defenses, to the charge that it
, . ., -. ..•-. r • •• - -

was exclusionary: 1) there was no intention to exclude the

poor and members of minority groups; 2) Mount Laurel's ordi-
10

nances were relatively* liberal or non-exclusionary; 3).fiscal
,*

considerations compelled the Township.to have.exclusionary \>i

15 ordinances; and 4),variances could be sought to-enable the

construction of subsidized housing.

20 i. Intention of Township Officials: ' Plaintiffs- argue that .

regardless of intentf 'if the effect is exclusionary, the "'" !

result below was justifiable. There, is ample proof to esta-

Diisn the correlation between the poor -"ir*r; ~cmbers «cf minority

l#w*l-JLJh*193&?&il*#rT-~2&±**^^ Z-..1-+

3 0 59-61/ 119-122, 152-154} , the regional area (Ja-240A-260A;

T-I, 92-110, 112-119? T-lV, ,77-78) , and the State of New

Jersey <Ja-272A-276A; T-III, 6-9). One witness found that:

(T)he data on housing exhibits a very
strong correlation with the data on pop-

. ulation'and that is that low income, un-
skilled, minority group households are

40 * primarily*concentrated in the cities, are
.primarily tenants*, rfbt owners, experience
the highest* rate of overcrowding and live
in the oldest and most deteriorating housing
in the region, I think that" tnat is quite

4 5 clear. (T-I, 118-119).
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Mount laurel's own planner recognized the regional trends as

it relates to the poor and minority group members. (T-IV, 77-78)

5" Testimony indicated that ordinance*! adopted by the Township had

, the effect of eliminating opportunities for the poor and,

therefore, members of minority groups (see above). Further-
10

more, there was ample testimony and other evidence that this

was intended by the township and accomplished by design. (Ja-

15 64A-69A, 74A-85A; 87A-9 5A, 96A-8, 96A-20; see generally testi-

mony as indie a *:.„'.: .ibov*: rr̂ rardir.g thri effect of -develops Grit;
under Mount Laurel's cr^r.ances) . The finding of t:.«.- court

20

below was that the exclusion was intentional and-the'result of

clear patterns and.practices of the*Township. <Ja-3A-12A, r

2. Relative Liberality of Mou^t-Laurel.1 s Qrdinances: Mount/ - •.

30 * Laurel relies quite heavily ô i -the defense that their zoning

ordinance is less constraining than other townships in the

State and in Burlington Cnunty (Ja-281-282A). Plaintiffs sub-
35

mit that this is a specious argument and, in effect, underscores

plaintiffs' allegation that there is a desperate need for judi-

40 cial action. Testimony indicated the following;

(C)ounsel for the Planning Board Ibe-
lieve indicated earlier that relatively
speaking Mount Laurel zoning was liberal

45 by comparison with other nearby places.
If this fact be true than the situation
is even more terrible than if it weren't

* • * , . - • ' • . .
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• because even this so-called liberal,set
of regulations makes it utterly impossible

* for low or moderate income people to live
in the town. If this be liberal develop- "

- - ment control, what is exclusionary control*

5 like. (T-I, 126).

Defendants have introduced no evidence to the effect that

r' low and moderate income housing could be built in Mount Laurel.

In fact, defendantsf own witness indicated'thatt such housing

could not be built. It is, in,fact, uncontroverted that such

15 hbusing could notTBe built* .-Thuŝ .; jj?. Mount Laurel's ord inances

are "liberal", then there is virtually no hope for the construe
tion of subsidized housina thro.uahout the suburban areas ot_

20 : .
this region or the State. Plaintiffs1 Exhibit, P-76 (Ja-28GA)

-ndicates that when™Mount Laurel is compared to the metropolitan

as Delran, Moorestown and Cinnaminson) . To b'0-sure, when com-

pared to such rural and distant Townships as Bass River, Wash-

30

ington and Woodland, it is less exclusionary. However, there

is no pressufe for growth in those latter townships. It makes

35. more sense to compare Mount Laurel to the City of Camden than

it does to relate it to townships which are entirely rural and
•it • • '

•-•-•••• border the Atlantic Ocean.
40 • " " " " • • • •••• .. . . . . . . .

3. Fiscal Considerations: The tax consequences of the const

tion of low and moderate income housing indicate that Mount
45

Laurel would benefit if its*present supply of substandard" housing
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was eliminated and new, subsidized units built (T-III, 39).

Furthermore, the regional %*ax return from housing for low

5 and moderate income persons would increase^five or six times

if substandard units were eliminated and new, subsidized
4 0 • •-• ' • •; ' . : . "

units built. (T-III, 40; see generally, T-III, 36-45;
i o ' • ' ' - ' . . •• . • - "• • ••"

T-II, 13 0-136).

In any event, there is no doubt that, from a regional

15 perspective, the displacement of subsidized housing, on a

faJLr_ihaxfi_Jaasia-, throughout "the regiQTr'"^o^rtd™produee"far
less.of a tax burden and would have beneficial social ir-rli-

20

cations. The.present system of isolating low and moderat-a in

come housing in bankrupt cities* is totally self-defeating.

25 The effect is to place a substantial fiscal burden in a few

areas. leasjL. able to. b ê ax--4rt~-»feeê HdĤ e-i!>̂ -±iTc-̂ T5i s s •' uf~" ĉ o!?̂ . e f c i a I
: and industrial ratables to the suburbs.

30

40 "
It should be emphasized that the defendants did not at

35 any time raise fiscal considerations as a basis for excluding
low and moderate income housing. No proofs were submitted by
them in this regard at all. Testimony of Mr. Abeles and Mr, Gold,
acjain uncontroverted, indicated that a subsidized project for
,low and moderate income persons produced approximately one-third

40* of the taxes as a similar, conventional project. However, a sub-
'sidized development produced five or six^times the taxes as Sn
equal number of substandard units. Actually, many dilapid.ated
\inits•••produce no taxes and, thus, new" subsidized units would pro-
duce taxes where none existed before. Mount Laurel, then, would

45 clearly benefit, from a fiscal point of view, if its present
stcfck of substandard housing were converted into new subsidized
units. The negative tax consequences of substandard units was
recognized in Mount Laurel's original Master Plan (Ja-115A~116A).

* ' » . '
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Regardless, the fiscal approach is, fundamentally, in-

humane; especially when one considers the personal, psychologi-

5 cal and social effect of a substandard home and an intolerable

environment and the effective concentration of the poor and

racial minorities in isolated geographic areas ,(See•generally,
10

T-IIJ, 19-32) .

4. Availabilitv of Variances: Mount Laurel has suggested that
"15 , - ; — • . . ,

variances could be obtained to provide for subsidized Ji

This argument was subjected to detailed analysis beicK and- was

20 rejected.. The nead for variances under existing ordinances

was admitted (T-IV, 17, 44). The effect of variance battles on
, " . , * • * ' • . " • • . ..

cost was recognized,, by Mount Laurel's own builder-expert (T-III,
25 ' •• ''' '

176).

• Jfh&-ynTt^ic'eT'method of accomplishing zoning change is ua-

30 workable for low and moderate income housing developers for

several reasons. First, municipal cooperation is needed other

than the ov,ert official involvement in variance approvals (T-
35

III, 72-74), This was put quite bluntly:

A, (T)he municipality has to work with
. <*you. The municipality can give you

40 an ordinance which gives you 10 to
the acre and gives you a tax abatement
and just as well cut your throat through
the building'inspector.

45 Q. How dp you mean cut your throat with
ŝ  the building inspector?

A. There are alot of things open for dis-
cretion in this area of municipal plan-

50 ^ ning and development. Alot is open for
interpretation, (T-III, 81).
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Furthermore, the statement of a town committeeman with

regard to one planned unit development is revealing: '

5 (Larchmont) meets the further demands ,
* which we imposed upon it (over and '

above the local ordinance governing
planned unit development)...The con-
cessions made by the developer are ex̂ -

10- ••.».... -*...v>—,• tremely substantial. ; (Ja-82A) . ' •

•^Second, the cost of variance battles is prohibitive.

, (T-II, 182). Testimony was offered by the consultant who
1 5 - "" * •*' .

worked^ on DeSimone v. Greater Englewood Housing Corp. No. 1,

56 N.J. 428 (1970) . His 'testimony was quite explicit that*

20 • that case vas unique from'the point of view of municipal coop-

eration and expedited hearings, (X-Iil, 6-1-62).
Third, Mount Laurel has displayed its unwillingness to

2 5 ' * • '. * '

cooperate. It has been against the construction of inulti-family

uses (Ja-75A, /^A, 8bA) and its policy has been to only permit

30 : c^nst'ruu^t^m^'m^'Ti^Yax, rT€abIeT~TSary" units (Ja^74A, 7 6A, 78A,

80A, 81A, 82A, 89A," 90A,- 93A, 94A; 95A-) . Furthermore, township

reaction to the Springville project has already been detailed

above. The evidence indicates that"the planned unit development

ordinance itself was passed, in part, because the town wanted

40 "'protection from court attack on their ̂ denial of variances for

multi-family uses. (Ja-77A~78A, 78A-79A, 87A, 88A).

The variance route is a luxury which non-profit sponsors

are little able to afford. Regardless, it is contrary to <> the

notion of comprehensive planning mandated by the laws and court
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decisions of this State. In any event, testimony clearly indi-

cated that this approach would not alone be useful for purposes

5 of subsidized housing development. .(T-III, 61-62, 72-74, 81,

99-100). The following colloquy occurred at trial with regard

• to Pe Simons and the variance route:
1 0 - r - y . - ' *• •• ' _ ." ' : "' - - - • - •••• •-

Q. Do you think that case (DeSintone),
and other' cases offer a solution

' ' " "*" to subsidized housing problems?
. . . ••"• >,J ,. . n , (;,j, " • .

15 A. No, I don't. .'-'**

Q, ' Why not? : .-'•-.. ' — • L — — - — -~

A. You cannot fight; ̂hese kind of-- .
20 . ' battles every time yetnwnt. to .

build a couple of units. -

Q. The various (sic-vanance) pr©ce-
•• • v dufes are not a viable procedure?

2 5 • ' " • '

. ' A. It. is' not.-the way to do xt. You'.. '
• \ ' . h?ve got \- our self v;ay out in front

•-• and your ••he-a"d""rs g'axng "TO"'g-:~ t
chopped off.

30 '
Q. Explain that to me a little bit better.

A. You have got a Board of Adjustment,
seven good men and true, you have got

35 / •* - everyMng going for you and you think
you are going to get the variance.
Something happens. You don't get it.
The project is dead. You don't involve
your clients or the agencies or govern-

40 */ • <* ment in four or five or six'million
• -*• _ dollar projects depending upon how indi-

viduals feel at the end of 13 days of
he a r i n g s . I t is not a reasonable way of
doing it. We don't build roads that way

45 by variance-, I don't think we should do
' it with housing.

50 X

The question you posed to me is a tech-
nique of making land available by variance,
a good technique to answer the problem,
my answef is no. c
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/
In light of the fact that it is the municipality which has

the controls and the power, delegated by the State, necessary - •. .V\

5 to develop plans for growth and to do those thingsinecessary to

insure that development occur for all citizens, including those

of low and moderate income, it is necessary that affirmative
1 0 ' • • - • • ' • - : • : • • - . . • ' : • : • . • • • ' - • : . - / ;

 : ' ' '

municipal action be taker, to reverse prior patternJ of

exclusion and to foster the development of lov: and moderate in-

15 come;'housing units. The Township of Mount Laurel is the muni-

cipal corporation with the delegated "authority from, the State
& , * • • ' . - * • '

Legislature to control what occurs wiAb-in this 22 square mile
20

. area^of New Jersey. If it refuses to act, there is no other

body with authority to act on behalf of low ana moderate in-

25. come .persons and-racial minorities. : ••* .

All witnesses agreed that affirmative'municipal action is

necessary. The court-below found thut Mount !.„___„,, i;. _::,
30

has been acting affirmatively for years but only for the bene-

fit of middle and upper income persons. The full1 resources of

35 " this municipality have been geared to the benefit of.those who

need municipal assistance least: affluent persons, commerce and

industry. Low and moderate income persons have received nothing

from this Township and, in fact, have suffered fwto this neglect

and from "ther affirmative actions taken on behalf of wealthy per-

45 sons, commerce and industry. v

>
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Testimony, uncontroverted, indicates that municipal action

Z is necessary if low and moderate income housing is to be built.

5 Testimony, uncontroverted, indicates that federal and state

programs do exist by which, with municipal action, low and

moderate income housing can be built. Testimony, also uncon-
10

troverted, indicates the desperate need, both for residents of
- * , " • • • . . /

Mount Laurel and those isolated in the urban centers, for such

15 housing. In light of this need, and the availability of a

method to satisfy that need, the court below acted" to rnstrre-

<• ' -that this municipality act .affirmatively to plan for "and enable
20 , . _ ' '' " • ' *

as well as for the affluent.

2 5 • - ' , • •• •
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- " ARGUMENT

PREFATORY STATEMENT OF THE CASE

9" • • . •

This litigation is not indicative of the traditional

, zoning case. Plaintiffs ar̂ e not challenging restrictions

10-." placed on land'Insofar as such restrictions effect the value

and marketability of any particular parcel of land in the

defendant Mount Laurel Township with regard to cost or use,
1 5 • ^ • • ' . , - » '

In the traditional case the persons nost affected by exclu-

; sjoaa^ry land use, controls,, the- poor and members cf minor4 ~.y

•20 groups, are not represented. Plaintiffs instituted this- " ' • '

•' action in orefer" that they "mi|:~! v ---e•" a- d«rj*•-in-eett^fe-^^n- ~~«.—: -—_~

their interests would not be overshadowed i,, • * standard ^
2 r •

J '

officials. - •
- . . . . . . , ' j, • * .

30 Plaintiffs, in the instant case, are all'persons of lov:
• ' * . * 4 1

or moderate income who reside in the Caraden metropolitan area,

including Mount Laurel Township, and/or are representatives of
35

such persons'. They are neither builders nor developers. They

neither own, nor have any financial interest in, large tracts

40 of land sui^ble for residential development. The individual

plaintiffs are poor and minority group ..members and, %§ such

4 5 4 , " . ' *'<•• <M*'- • 4*

The individual plaintiffs fall into three groups. Three
are presently residing in substandard housing in Mount Laurel

^^Townshi^. Three are past residents of the Tovnship who were
( forced ̂ :o seek housing elsewhere and the last three are non-
50 residents living in substandard housing in the City of Camden

or other pockets of poverty in this metropolitan area. All
sue as representative of respective classes of persons.
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and as the proofs have shown, are the victims of political and

social forces largely beyond their control but which, neverthe-

5 less, affect their daily lives. They presently reside in sub-

standard and dilapidated housing in the segregated urban ghettos

of this region or in pockets of suburban poverty yet to be
;

i o . * • •
 j

 . . . . . ' • • • • > ' - • • - • •

cleared to make way for new housing projects for the affluent.

The proofs have shown, as plaintiffs contended, that their

15 present living conditions cind lack of hope for change are a

direefe ̂ e^uXtof-jnuniiiipiaLjdanriing and action such as the

restrictive zoning and planning practices engaged in by the
20

-defendants herein. This misuse of municipal powers has resulted
i ..;;.. . . . / . / ; •

in a pattern .of racial and econof:,iê discrimi-nat:ien in housing -—
25 in the Camden metropolitan area and a critical shortage in the

- ' ' - • :* " • - - '•- , - • .' • . . . ' ^ . \t

supply of new low and moderate income housing units.

Plaintiffs' inability to alter their present status is
30

directly attributable to the debilitating effects of segregated,

substandard housing. Furthermore, plaintiffs are also suffering

35 from the social and political problems which are associated with

and spring from such housing; that is, for example* segregated

public schools; widespread unemployment, and inadequate public
40

serviqes. Plaintiff s !fihave instituted this legal action because

they know of no other way to remedy their present and continuing

45 distress. . •'
42
The proofs were tmcontroverted that "low and moderate income

housing" meant housing subsidized under at least one of several
federal or state subsidy programs; that is, that absent such subsi-
dies, low or moderate income housing could not be built. Units
which were-built and financed conventionally were too expensive.



' . . • • • • ' • . - . / •

The issues presented herein bririg into question whether

thousands of low and moderate income persons in tis region and

5 in the State of New Jersey are to remain condemned to an envi-

ronment generally unfit for human habitation. The resolution

of these issues, plaintiffs contend, will not be accomplished*
10 ;

by judicial censure, nor eVen by the broad stroke of voiding

all present land use controls. Such judicial action has not

15 worked in the past. It would not now resolve the problems

of econornic ana racial
•"-••• construction of needed subsidized housing.
2 0 • .-'

Plaintiffs maintained below, and. the court accepted the

proposition,'"that nothing short of a complete reversal of the

25 current:pa£1$brn of official action is necessary. As a result

of the decision below, municipal officials; v:ho, for years'"had
• ~v , ~, •.... .

utilized t;;-j totality of their povers* and 'respuree-s t<3 "exclude
3 0 . • • • ^ — — j —

the poor and menbers of minority groups, are now, required to

utilize these same powers' and resources in, affirmative action

35 on behalf of low and moderate income persons. The court below .

invalidated the defendant's zoning ordinance and ordered affir-
. « - .

mative action to repress grievances alleged in the complaint
40

and found to be supported by the weight of the evidence.

Defendants seek "reversal of this decision. The court's

45 findings of, municipal neglect ancj discriminatory practices are

fully substantiated in the proofs which were largely uncontro*
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/ verted. It is in this context that defendant's appeal must be

viewed. In essence, they seek appellate sanction for past and

5 current discriminatory practices. They are asking this dourt

to condone the results of their wanton disregard for the needs

of the poor.
1 0 - '• : ' . " • ' • • ••-.. ,, - • > -

The court below was moved/by the proofs to put an end.to

the "patterns and practices" it found to exist. This court,

15 should affirm that decision.

£ J)

POINT I

20 ' THE POLICE POWER CANNOT BE EXERCISED III
MANNER WHICH, BY EESIGN OR INFECT, EXCLU
THE POOR 02 MEMBERS OF Mi;/)? 177 G?r/?S f
A TOWNSHIP AND ;.:il<
TUNITY TO SATISFY TI- L ::EED FOR LOW A>;D

' ' '' The defendant Mount-Laurel Township is a municipal corpora-

30 jtjton possessing pov/ers of self-government delegated by the

State of New Jersey for the purpose's of insuring effective

government in that areas of the State of New Jersey. Powers
35 ... ,. • , . . , ,

' > exercised by a municipal corporation must be exercised in accor-

dance with the laws of the UnitecU Spates and the State of

40 New Jersey. These powers are delegated to municipal corpora-
• •-. ... . • ' u

tions by the State and, therefore, ir.tist be exercised for the bene-

fit of all citizens, regardless of race or economic status. Mans-
4 5 - : . . • . •

field and Swett Inc. v. West Orange, 120 H.J.L. 145, 151 (Sup.

. " ••* • ' - 5 2 -



Ct., 1938). See also, Molino v. Mayor and Council of Bor. of

Glassboro, 116 N.J.Super. 195 (Law Div. 1972); Oakwood at Madi-

5 son. Inc. v. Tp. of Madison, 117 N*J.Super. 11 (law Oiv. 1972) .

The powter to zone is a delegated power which must be utilized

pursuant to the public health, safety and general welfare.
10 • *

However, as the Court below stated*.
••• • • . i> • • « • - •

There has been too much conservatism in f

the definition of the words1 whriHch refer
15 , to the purposes of zoning, i.e., "to pro-

' • . . . . mote the general welfare." Some defini-
tions would better apply to private wel-p
fare. 119 M._J_.S;a^_er_,__at^Aj'l
added} ., ' •

2 0 • ' ." ' • . . ' - .'• ' _ r .. • •• •

A municipal corporation cannot exercise its delegated powers'-in

derogation of the basic, fundamental 'needs of its own citizens

25 and citizens of the "State of New Jersey. This, at least', is en-

-compassed i:» IU^ Motion of the-general welfare. ' . . ..*
.., Food", --jeiefch-iiwj -and shelter are'.pernaps ".

30 „ ; • more fundamental to life than free speech,
freedom of worship and other inalienable •• •
rights. ., (T)he right to food, clothing • "• . '" ""
and shelter are not only inalienable rights,
but rights that are essential to life it-'

35 ' * self. Inganaroort v. Fort Lee, 120 N.J.
Super. 286, 326-7 (Law Div. 1972). See
also, N.J. Constitution, Article I, ,

Municipalities today no longer assert the right to confiscate
40

property or zone in such a manner that property cannot be used.

Morris County Land v. Parsippany-Troy Hills Tp., 40 N.J, 539 (1963);

46**- Koseznik v. Montgomery Tp. , 24 N.J. 154, 182 (1957). Yet, munici-

palities have blatantly exercised land use controls and other

powers to effectively deny to a large segment of the population
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access to decent, safe and sanitary housing. It is a testament

to municipal hypocrisy that such actions are taken in the name

of "sound comprehensive planning", "the common good", "fiscal

management" and "protection of property values".

United States Supreme Court, in Village of Euclid v.
L O ".-•• •

Ambler Realty Co., 272 U.S. 365 (19^6), recognized the need for

municipal action under the police power to plan for growth -con-

15 sistent with the welfare of all people. The history of zoning

cipal misuse of their power contrary to the needs of those
2 0 • • •' '' . ; _

who are least able to help themselves, the poor and wenbers,of

'minority groups. Municipalities consistently failed to include

•. welf

In the end, those, deprived of municipal assistance, repre-
30

senting a minority of the electorate, have no alternative but

to seek judicial redress for wrongs inflicted. The need for

35 such action has been recognized:
(Legitimate use of the zoning power by
such municipalities does not emcompass the
right to erect barricades on tl?,eir boundaries

40 through exclusion or too tight restriction of
uses where the real purpose "of to prevent
feared disruption with a so-called chosen way
of life. No does it encompass provisions de-
signed to let in as new residents only certain

45 kinds of people, or those who can afford to live
in favored kinds of housing, or to keep down
tax bills of present property owners. When^one
of the above is the true situation deeper con-

intrinsic in a free society, p
50 • the ascendency and courts must not be hesitant

to strike down purely selfish and undemocratic
enactments. Vigkers v. 'Tp. Cgnu of Gloucester
yp., 37 "J7J. 232, 264 (1962)(dissenting opinion
of Hall, J.) ' * .
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THE COURT BELOW ACTED CONSISTENTLY.WITH THE
MANDATE OF PAST JUDICIAL PRONOUNCEMENTS RF-

5 • • GARDING EXCLUSIONARY'LAND "USE PRACTICES

The following is the litany normally recited by, and on

behalf of, municipalities which are defending against at'tacks

10 on particular actions taken by them in the name of zoning and

comprehensive planning: w•

-1 Our C6nstitution gives to municipalities
15 •"*" a right %o adopt zoning'ordinances pur-

suant to •gener-al-̂ 4p»w&: enacted
legislature and' it enjoys a liberal con- ,-

n\ •• • struction in their favor. ..There" is a pre-
sumption such an ordinance is reasonable''

20 .. and the .burden of proof is en the moving
•. ». party to prove otherwise...

• ' ', The community has a broad power reasonably

to provide a balanced and weil-or

tcr the particular community., .Se
• ,- . , • Apartments , Inc. v. The City of Engler.vOod, • • ,

•9 N.J. 182f 185-6 (1952). * . . •'
30 :

(I)t must be said befote the ordinance can
be declared unconstitutional that its-pro-
visions are clearly arbitrary and unrea-
sonable, having no substantial relationship

35 to the public health, safety, morals or .
general welfare. Village of Euclid v.

' ' Ambler Realty Co., supra, 272 U.S. at 395.'

As the court below note^, the New Jersey Supreme Court
40

• (pursuant.....to this policy and under the particular factual cir-

cumstances of individual cases) has upheld zoning ordinances

45 Mwhich require minimum interior floor space, Lionshead Lake,



Inc. v. Tp. of Wayne, 10 N.J. 165 (1952), app. disro. 344 U.S.

919, 73 S.Ct. 386, 97 L.Ed. 708 (1953); which limit lot sizes

5 for a single family unit to five acres, Fischer v. Tp. of Bed-

minster, 11 N.J. 194 (1952); which absolutely prohibit the

construction o,f any additional multi-family units, Fanale v.
10

Bor. of Hasbrouck Hts.y 26 N.J. 320 (1958); which prohibit

use of mobile homes on an individual lot, Napierkowsk-i v.

15 Tp. of Gloucester Tp., 29 N.J. 481 (1959)? and which .absolutely

prohibit all mobile-home parks from a township, Vickers *v. Tp.

Com.'" of GloucesteT;Tp; , 3? IUJ . 232 (1042) t cert* den. 371. U,S,_
20 ' . ' " * .. ~

233, 83 S.Ct, 326, 9L.Ed.2a 495 (1963).". 1.19 K.J. Super * at

168.

25 Having cited this history of judicial precedent, the court

Plaintiff s do not quarrel with.. ..the... .above- •~~~~~1~"
30 • mentioned cases and, for the purposes of

argument herein, are not suggesting that
they be overruled. They maintain that,
if anything, these cases clearly enumerate
judicial standards which mandate that they

35 prevail in the . instant case,,

The Supreme Court's own viaw of these rulings is indicative

of this. In Pierre y,•Baxendale, 20 N.J. 17, 29 (1955) this
40

Court stated:

We are aware, of the extensive academic dis-
cussion following the decisionsofthe Lions^

45 head and Bedminster cases, supra, and the
suggestion that the very broad principles
which they embody may intensify dangers of
economic segregation...In light of existing
population and land conditions within our
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State these powers may fairly be exercised
without anywise endangering the needs of
reasonable expectations of any segments of
our people. If and when conditions change•»
alterations in zoning restrictions and per-
tinent legislative and judicial attitudes -

not> long be delayed. (Emphasis added).

"Plaintiffs respectfully submit that times have now,

indeed, changed and that in light of present land use prac-

tices and housing conditions throughout the State, but in

15 ' particular, in the Camden metropolitan area, "alterations in

t judicial attitudes..."" xiaJi no longer be delaved if the

pattern and oractic-s of racial and economic -
20

exclusion in housing in this region are to be reversed and

needed subsidized units built. The results of these patterns

25 • ~*Ti3t::T>rali^^ of Facts

above). Raw statistics and a" "cold" Record, however, hardly

reveal the actual human impact of these conditions. The fol-
30 - ~ «

lowing statement of one writer, Anthony Downs, does more to

convey this reality: . "
35 e Unfortunately, this.,.utterly fails to convey

the quj-te appajlling living conditions which
give the housing problem such overriding ur-
gency to millions of >̂oor Americans. In factf
most Americans have no conception of the filth,

40 degradation, squalor, overcrowding and personal
danger and insecurity which millions of inade-
quate housing units are causing in both our
cities and rural areas. Thousands of infants
are attacked by rats each year? hundreds die

45 or become mentally retarded from eating lead
paint that falls off cracked walls, thousands
more are ill because of unsanitary conditions
resulting from jamming large families into a
single room, continuing failure of landlords

50 to repair plumbing or provide proper heat, and
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pitifully inadequate storage space. Until
you have actually stumbled through the ill-
lit and decaying rooms of a slum dwelling,

•*••-•••'••-• w" " smelled the stench of sewage and garbage,,

5 and dead rats., behind the walls, seen the
- . roaches and crumbling plaster and incredibly

filthy bathrooms, and recoiled from exposed
wiring and rotting floorboards and staircases,
you have no real idea of what bad housing is

10 , like. These miserable conditions are not
true of all inadequate housing units, but *

' ' enough Americans are trapped in the hopeless
. • desolation of such surroundings to constitute

both a scandal and a serious economic and
15 - • social drag in our affluent society...(B)ehind

the dry data lurk the faces of thousands of
*"' ' suffering human ceings, '..'hose basic need fcr

decent shelter is nor, -beir.̂  :'•"*
T~ i I i . ¥ )>

20 • •••• • that benefi

Toward Realistic ilcrjsincr Goals", appearing
in "Agenda for Action" - (DoUbleday-& Co., Inc.

1968), page 142 (Emphasis added).

25 These conditions have been largely created, maintained and

""™*̂  "e^iceiroaced, • by municipal off icials -such' .as tne defendants ' here-

- . in. Their use of zoning, planning and other municipal powers
30

to exclude the. poor and members of minority groups is the cor-

nerstone of racial and economic segregation and exclusion in

35 the Camden metropolitan area and the basic reason for the lack

of construction of needed subsidized dwelling units.

This Court has consistently promised that judicial interven-
40 • • . .

tion will beswiJfe when neeessary to protect the poor and under-

privileged from the potential or actual harm worked by such ac-

45 tions. Lionshead Lake, Inc. v. Tp.'" of .Wayne, supra, 10 N.J. at

172-3; Fischer v. fp. of Bedminster, supra, 11 N.J. at 205; Vickers



v. Tp. Com, of Gloucester Tp., supra, 37 N.J. at 250: Pierro

v. Baxendale, id. Plaintiffs contend that the time to act
- * 43 .

5 has arrived. The decision to act was made below. That* deci-

sion must not be reversed.

i o ' . ••""" " • • • • • * • . • & . • . , ' , , . ' . •

THE EXISTING fcOUS.ING CRISIS AND THE NEED FOR
EFFECTIVE GOVERNMENTAL ACTION HAS 3EEN RECOG-

NIZED 3Y EVERY IEVE£ OF GOVERNMENT • \
1 5 ••• - ; " • : : " ~ " * ' •'

1. Judicial Recognition: Long before the occurrence

of the massive civil disorders which rocked the State cf

20 New Jersey in the' past decade, the New Jersey Supreme Court .

had acknowledged the impact of substandard housing conditions

on underprivileged persons: ;

1JTT™

tioas do. more than spread disease and crime, • ' '* ..
and immorality. They rsay--a-ls© .suffocate the
spirit by reducing the people'who live there •

30 to the status of cattle. -They may indeed ^
make living an almost insufferable burden.

* furthermore, the Court recognized that as a result of patterns

35 ..and practices of racial and economic£ discrimination and exclu-

. sion, members of minority groups were being "compelled in large

numbers to live in circumscribed areas under substandard, un-
40

healthy, unsanitary and crowded living conditions." ..Jones vT"

43 "
45 Tvo other recej>* decisions also recognized the need for

judicial action. Mplino v. Mayor and Council of Bor. of Glass-
boro, supra; Oakwood at Madison, Inc.. y. Tp. of Madison, supra

44-/' '
Wilson v. City of. Long Branch, 27 N.J,. 360, 370 (1958), cert

50 den, 358 U.S. 873 (1958), quoting from Berman v. Parker, 348 U.S.
26, 32 (1954). See also/'"jf̂ J« Mortgage Finance Agency ;v > McCrane,
56 N.J. 414, 4^0-1 (197Q.
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The Haridor Realty Corp., 37 N.J. 384, 392 (1962). See also,

Marini v. Ireland, 56 N.J. 180 (1970; Inganamort v. Bor. of

5 Fort Lee, suprar Samuelson v« Quinones, 119 N.J. Super. 338
• • ' \

(App. Div. 1972).

The Court has also recognized the ancillary effects of
10 "

segregated housing patterns; especially with regard to public

4.5 — . • -
school segregation. New Jersey has an extremely strong policy

15 . against school segregation, whether de_ fag to, or de_ jure (Booker

v.'rBcrr~oT~Etfticarfciorr;-̂ €̂  fieId, supra) and in

favor of affirmative action to remedy such discrimination when
2 0 • 46

and where it occurs.

' The Supreme Court's goal, as enunciated in' Booker, suprs,

25 45 N.J. at 180 of "achieving the greatest dispersal consistent
with i.o-:»d ca

attained. If .anythinq, public school sear 2-ga.t ion. • in the .Xarr.den
..30 : ' ' " - :'..""

metropolitan region is increasing. Three of the plaintiffs

represent a class of persons indicative of the migration of the

35 ,poor from Mount Laurel to the cities and other pockets of rural,

poverty. The reversal of this trend, short of massive interdis-

tritt bussing, depends entirely on the construction, in the
40- " • ' : ' • ' * •

suburbs, of low and moderate income housing units. The Supreme

Court has recognized this:

4 5 • , _ ,

45 &
See Jones v. the Haridor Realty Corp., supra, J7 N.J. at 166;

and, Booker v. Bd. of Education of the City of Plainfield, 45 N.J.
161, 166 (1965).

5 0 46
Jenkins v. the Tp. of Morris School Dist. and Bd. of Ed.,

58 N.J. 483,, 500 (1971) . ,
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It may well be, as has been suggested, that
when current attacks against housing and
economic discrimination bear fruition, strict
neighborhood school'districting will present

5 no problem. Booker^ supra, 45 N.J. at 171
(Emphasis added).

These "current attacks" have already resulted in limited
• " 4 7 : ' ' • " *

10 victories for the poor. The decision below was a major

breakthrough toward the realization of raunicjlpal action for

the general welfare of all of the people.
1 5 » • t

2. Executive Recogn..> . ,;..
attacked municipal -actions which exclude low and moderate in-

20 come persons as a perversion of the original concept- of proper

zoning and planning. "A Blueprint -for Housing in Mew Jersey -

A Special Message by Governor William T* Cahill" (December 1,

1970). . ...,

......... -We" have "reached' a point in the State v.-here • •
' the zoning criteria in, many municipalities.

30 • is two-fold; dwelling.-,units of -all kinds
must be curtailed; industrial development
must be encouraged.' This is a far cry from
the original concept of municipal zoning and
planning...

35
The fundamental objective of (the) consti-

• '. • tutional amendment and the implementing Muni-
cipal-foiling Enabling Act was local control

*••''*'. ."•- bf zoning and planfting for the purpose of
*® effecting the public good,..Tha original con-

cept of local,planning and zoning never con-

47
See, DeSimone v. Greater Englewood Housing Corporation

No. 1, 56 N.J, 428 (1970)~{subsidized housing as a special rea-
son for granting a use variance)? Molino y. Mayor and Council

' ~ of the Bor-i7 of Glassboro, supra, (ordinance struck down which
made moderate income housing unfeasible); and Oakwood at Madison

50 Inc. v. the Township of Madison, supra, '(zoning ordinance struck
down which was not responsive to regional housing needs).
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49 50

advisory commissions and mandated by recent court decisions.

Another executive report pinpoints zoning as one of the

5 major sources of the overall housing problem. HThe Housing'

Crisis", Report of the New Jersey Department of Community

Affairs (1970): ; .

10
The situation (housing^deterioration)...
in most of these cities is considerably
more grave,-particularly in Trenton and ,

'r'" **•••""•••• Camden. . . (Page 2 2 ) ' . .

(T)herc is little- question that at present .
many muniCriD3tl : ~ " ~ ~ ~ " " .__!.._
device to orov
as ':e\l as

2 0 ". ĵ~£± ' * ~ *- : on , r:. • • " - * in as a zi
£ija_L L-OOl . _ 3O|.

The net effect of all of these -1:-* ncles is
to make virtually impossible t.. ..- .••.3true*-.

25 • tion of housing ..either at low enough cost,
• ui in adequate volume, to ltfroviae aecent-

homes for the households of. the State..
(Pace 92].

30 Plaintiffs are the 'direct victims of the aforementioned

patterns and practices. The resolution of at least a major

part of their problems.<will depend on the outcome of this appeal.
35

49
See, "Report of the National Advisory Commission on

Civil Disorder" (March 1, 1968) at 10, 263;-"Report of the
40 National Commission of Urban Problems; Building the American

City*" (1968) at 18, 211-217; MReport of the President's Com- -
mittee on Urban Housing, A Decent Home" (1968) 35-40, 140,
142-149.

4 5 •-- --See;r Shannon v> U«S« Department of Housing and Urban
'• Development, 436 F2d 809 (3d Cir. 1970); Hicks v. Weaver, 302

F.Supp.. 619 (E.D.La. 1969); Crow v. Brown, 332F.Supp. 382 (N.D.Ga.
1971), aff'd, 457 F2d 788 (5th Cir. 1972); Gautreaux v. Chicago
Housing Authority, 296 F.Supp. 907 (N.D.Iil. 1969), aff'd 436

50 F.2d 306 (7th Cir. 1970>, cert. den. 402 U.S. 922 (1971).
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templated-prohibition in lieu of regulation
nor the welfare of the few in place of the
general welfare.

5 What then did occur: Many municipalities
did accept the zoning powers and acted in a.
resolute and responsible manner. Regrettably,

/ many more accepted the responsibility, but in
, a purely parochial way. (Emphasis "added).

10 ' "Blueprint for Housing"-, r page 10-11.

The "purely parochial way" referred to by the Governor

is the 'perversion of the original purposes of zoning and com-

prehensive planning powers and their use to exclude the...poar

and members of minority groups from residing in suburban .

20 townships. This use of zoning and planning has not only

resulted in segregation, but has frustrated every effort to

solve -the problems of blight and the need for new subsidized

housing units. It is by now clear that the City of Canden

cannot hope to "house all _of̂  ~h:\ £o&r_sx*ii-.Jin̂

30 in this region., Even if the City cduld, such a result would

be contrary to the policy of integration and dispersal of low

and moderate income dwelling units recommended by three national
35

The effect on education has also been recognized by the
State. In a special report "A Survey of the Camden Public

40 Schools" (November, 1969) the State Department of Education
found, wftiK regard to the Camden public schools, that:

(S)kills which, traditionally are provided in large
_ _ partJ?y the public schools...are not being provided

45 for a large enough proportion of Camden's students.
Not only are most students behind the national norms
in reading, but some students are illiterate. Not
only are some students unable to obtain meaningful
employment upon graduation, but many, never graduate.

50 (Page II-5)
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3. Legislative,Recognition: The Legislature of the State

of New Jersey has taken virtually every step possible to pro-

5 vide the means'by which the problems of blight, segregation

and needed subsidized housing construction could be solved.

Virtually all of these steps have been frustrated by municipal
1 0 • • ' . • • . . • • • - - • " ; • • • • • • • "• ; • • • • : • • "

action such as that taken by the defendant. The Legislature

has passed legislation to: 1) facilitate municipal control

15 over residential u'nits; 2) provide municipalities with broad

powers to zone foF the- welfare of all and not the select few

(but see Cahill Report, supra) ; and 3) provide assistance for
2 0 . ' .' t ,, . . . w . •

the removal of blight and the construction and rehabilitation "^
53

of low and moderate income housing.
k -=••• . •• .

2 5 • . . _ _ , - • . . . . ' . • •' • ' • • ' ' " '

See for example, N.J.S.A. 4§i48-1.13, 15; '40:48-2.12a
-«ttd~~a 1 so N". J. 5. A. 55:1 -IT" trWXtTpTe^DWe^XXXng Law) ; ^•^^•^-•p- -
(Hotel and Multiple Dwelling Law).

30 2
See for example N.J.S.A. 40:55-1.1 (Municipal Planning

Act); 40:55-1.30 (official Map and Building Permit Adt); 40:55-30
(Municipal Zoning Act); 40:55-54 (Planned Unit Development Act).'

35 See for example, N.J.S.A. 40:55-22.1 (Blighted Area Act);
4O:55C-1 (Redevelopment Agencies Law); 40:55C-40 (Urban Renewal'
Corporation and Association Law); 40:55C-77 (Urban Renewal Non-
Profit Corporation Law); N.J.S.A. 52:27D-44 (£t%te Aid for Urban
Renewal Projects); 52:27JD-59 (Demonstration Grant Law);'52:31B-1
(Relocation Assistance ActfT? N.J.S.A. 55:14A-1 (Local Housing
Authority Law); 55:14B-1 (Housing Co-Operation Law); 55 :14D-1
(Redevelopment Companies Law); 55:14E-1 (Urban Redevelopinent Law);
55:14H-1 (Housing Law) ; 55:141-1 (Senior Citi2ens .NOorJ&rafi.t_Ren-
talHousing Tax Law); 55:14J-1 (New Jersey Housing Finance Agency

45 Law);.N.J.S.A. 55:15-1 (Public Housing Law); N.J.S.A. 55:16-1
(Limited-Dividend Housing Corporajtion Law); and N.J.S.A. 55:17-1 l

(Redevelopment* Renewal and Rehabilitation Projects in General).
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10

The passage of these numerous laws and the recitation of

purposes and findings contained therein evince the profound

concern of the Legislature for the welfare of the poor and mem-

bers of minority gxoups who live in conditions of blight and

who desperately need subsidized housing. Yet, despite the

fact that" these tools exist, they have not been utilized be-

cause of the patterns and practices of segregation and exclu-

15 ' sion which characterize»suburban townships such as Mount Laurel

The frustration of the implement at ipn-ne£--*hefie---law*--by

local municipal action which excludes subsidized housing is
20

clearly contrary to the policies, purposes and intent of the

Legislature which is both explicit and implicit in the, above-

25 TDpnt"•* oripzfi î ;̂c;. •rn>io ̂ ofo"^ap^c scti-or.E 'vhich, contravene und

• frustrate''State'Policy as d
be^said to be for the General welfare of all of the citizens.

30 r0*^
. 4. Local Recognition: The need for massive construction

of subsidized low and moderate income housing has been recog-

35 nized on the local level in the Camden metropolitan region.

In July, 1971, the Burlington County Planning Board published

its second report for the Burlington County Comprehensive Plan;
40

"Housing in Burlington County: hn Interim Report."

The housing report acknowledges that the pressure for

45 growth in the county "may be attributed to the flow of people

from the cities to the suburbs, trying to escape what they con-

- S5 -



sider to be crowded and unsuitable1 conditions" (page 5) and

that non-whites are being locked into urban areas (page 14).

5 The report cited high land costs amJK local zoning as the

principle factors which have created a housing shortage and

which have resulted in no low or moderate income housing con-
10

struction (pages 6-7). Furthermore, it recognizes tliat "at

present...it is almost impossible to find new housing for

15 " less than $25,000". (page 7).

envisioned by the report is for pu»'

nicipalities to take advantage of federal and state* programs
20

for subsidized housing production. (pages 22-43). This solu-

tion is wholly unworkable as long as current zoning and planr

housing in Mount Laurel is impossible,,_ under,.existing.municipal

ordinances and the present policies and practices of the
30

defendants, h complete reorientation of those ordinances,

policies and practices is necessary if subsidized housing is

35 to be constructed in the Township.

Furthermore, Mount Laurel itself has known of the need
for subsidized units in its own Township at least since its

40
first Master Plan was.....finished, in 19.59, yet the Towns&ip has

done nothing to satisfy this need.

45
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10

15

20

25

30

THE PATTERNS AND PRACTICES OF THE DEFENDANT
TOWNSHIP OF MOUNT LAUREL VIOLATE THE CONSTI-
TUTION AND-LAWS OF-THE STATE OF :;EWT JERSEY

Local municipal officials, acting under the umbrella of

"home-rule" have lost sight of the fact that they play a sub-

ordinate sole in the utilization of municipal powers. The

zoning and planning po'.vers, and indeed all lo_Cj

rt iw.^^nt but "die lean ted :

It has no inner . iction tc :-a}:e
lav;s or adopt r ^ -~a ̂ ~..= of government;
it is a government of enumerated coders,
acting by a delegated authority. ::.J.
Good Humor, Inc. v. Board of Con, of the

Pe.ch
164

12*! M T Z.
.Added) .

35

40

Prior' to constitutional amendment(jConstituricn c: the

State of New Jersey, Article 4, Section 6, Paragraph 2) and

the adoption of state enabling legislation, (M.J.S.£. 40:55-1,

et. seq.) the power to zone and plan was tied to a strict

interpretation of the police' power and, for the most part, "̂

prohibition of uses was not sustained by the Courts. State,

ex. rel., Ingacius v. Town of Nutley, 99 N.J.L. 389 (E&A 1924)

However, this parochial view soon changed. Koplin v. Village

5*4

45

54
The Town of Nutley was not long to be denied. Five years

later it succeeded in excluding apartments. Steinberg v. Board,
of Adjustment of the Town of Nutley, 106 N.J.L. 603 (E&A 1929).
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of South Orange, 6 N.J.~Mis.c. 489 (S'.Ct. 1928) affM for rea-

sons expressed below, 105 N.J.L. 492 (E&A 1929). See also,

5 Village of Euclid v. Ambler Realty Co., supra, and Mansfield

& Swett, Inc. v. Town of West Orange, supra. The Courts were

quick to realize the beneficial aspects of proper zoning and
10

planning and cited with disapproval the effects of unplanned

• ' growth. Mans fie 13 & Swett, Iacyv.j Town of West Orange, supra;

15' , Duffcon Concrete Products, Inc. v. Borough of Cresskill, 1 N.J.

56*9, 515 (1949) .
_ _ .._ ...... <*. .. • _____ _ _ _ ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . - . " i

However,tthe'existence of zoning and planning controls
20"

was never intended to include the power to exclude a larae
- . , - • « . >

segment of the regiohal population which was in need of

25 housing. Nothing in the Constitution or legislation suggests

_„„ such a resaltt ":-tt''h3§7' nevertheless, cccttrred and" clearly -can

no longer be
30 • W •

" •' A municipality need,,not zone or plan. It has the option

to do so bat only if it acts pursuant to proper legislative auth-
55

35 ority. Had Mount Laurel not exercised this option, it would have,

" -v. perhaps, experienced problems with ̂ unplanned growth. However,

••" • V - • •

40 " : - ' . ' "

Antonelli ConstructiQn# Inc. v. Hilstead, - 34r Nv3";
449,"456(Law Div. 1955); State, ex rel,, Paffendorf v. Tp.
of Lyndhur^t, 1 N.J. Misc. 289 {S.Ct. 19 23)~ Angermeier v.

I 5 Sea Girt, 27 M.J. 298, 306 U95£).



should realize that absent the exercise of these powers, subsi-

l dized housing development would prosper. If there were no land

5 ' use controls and no local approvals necessary, developers would

not be inhibited from using federal and state subsidies to

build housing for low and moderate income persons. Furthermore,
10

considerable land would be available for the construction of the

• • • • ' . • ' I

multi-family units which make subsidized housing feasible.

,15 The^ power £o,zpne and plan ,comprehensively is viewed as

an extension of the police power and is to be exercised for

* the public welfare.
2 0 - . • - • ;

The police power of the State of New Jersey
may be delegated to the State * ••• • icipal
sub-divisions.. .to be exercise- ....never
necessarv for the eer.eral :jood and we li Tire. . .

25 ^ The authority is of the essence of the social
xhe cenius ci organized ooverr.r^r.t

is the- subcrdInation o: :r.::;.v idua 1. . p::;.v idua 1.
and oroc :• r

r.sr iel~
30 : " . • Town of West Orange, supra,. 120 N.-J.L. at 151.

See also, N.J. Good iiumory Inc. v. Bd. of Com,
of the.Bor* of Bradley Baa'ch, supra, 124 K.J.L.
at 168.

35 The power to zone and plan comprehensively is limited to

actions taken in accordance with the public health, safety,

morals and general welfare. Plaintiffs maintain that plan-
40

ning and zoning is unlawful which, by design or effect, ex-

cludes the poor and/or members df minority groups from a

45 township and denies them the opportunity to obtain decent, safe

and sanitary housing.



Furthermore, constitutional provisions establish, as natural

and unalienable, the right to acquire, possess, and protect pro-

5 perty (Constitution of the State of New Jersey, Article 1, Para-

graph 1) and prohibit the denial of all civil rights and dis-

crimination in the exercise thereof (Constitution.,, Article 1,
10 ., - „ . \ . .. •

Paragraph 5).

Plaintiffs are not recommending that all zoning and

15 planning- powers be ""rescinded. The above underscores what* it
is that townships have been doing when they chose to zone and

plan. From the perspective of the ooor and underprivileged,
20 - • " % ' • • $*

such a choice has meant the removal of available land for

construction of subsidized housing and the imposition pf local

\ • , . . " ' " '

' . . . " • • • ' ' - -

It ais® has meant that the" poor and members- of iftinority groups'

are to be condemned to segregated, substandard housing, located
3 0 . " • _ . •.; . ' ... - , • • •

•in circumscribe^ areas of the region; areas characterized by

the scourge of*blight which zoning and comprehensive planning

35 was meant to eradicate.

The proofs clearly indicate that in planning and zoning
0

m Mount Laurel Township, officials completely disregarded the
40

known need for subsidized hopsing units for low and moderate
income persons. The result of their labors, ironically finan-

45 ( ced by the State of New Jersey and Federal Government, manifests
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a desire and intention to maintain the present pattern of

racial and economic segregation and to do nothing to lessen

5 the need for subsidized housing. The use of municipal planning

and zoning power in*such a way is contrary to the general wel-

fare1 of the community. In considering the needs of the "commu-
10

nity", the municipality has no license to disregard the needs
. . • * . • .

 :
 • I ' . - .

of an underprivileged, governmental ly° unrepresented minority,

15 especially when the results of such a decision are so devasta-

ting. See Molino, supra; Madison Township, supra.

(W)here the general public interest
20 would so far outweigh the-interest

of the municipality.. . the--municipality
would not be allowed to stand in the
way. .Village of Euclid v. Ambler Realty
Co. , £uprDa, 27 2 U.S. at 390.

2 5 _ ̂  •

•mis is also the view of-every NPW .ipr^^v Surr^^e Court case

... - tkat,,,..,..ha§ considered ...the inryact of exclusionary zoning. See

30 for example, Pierro,v. Baxendale, supra, 20 N.J.. at 29.
, ^ ^ -I... i . i j i - . . I - i .1 i . i n . . I . .. i. ii - - a T - ^

- V.

As has been discussed above, tHe executive, legislative,

judicial and local branches of government of the State of New
35

Jersey have stated that zoning is intended to cure the problems

of blight and have acknowledged; the existence of blight and the7

40 need for the,massive construction of subsidized housing. Yetr

W the use of zoning and ancillary powers by suburban municipalities
is doing more t6 increase and maintain blight and retard the

45
construction of these units than any other factor. This is a

- 7 1 •



mockery of the original intent of the law as expressed by the

Supreme Court. "The devotion of lands to their highest and'

5 best uses, having in view the needs of all, is the principle

of zoning as expounded in the Statute." Collins v. the Board

of Adjustment of Margate City, 3 N.J. 200, 209 (1949).
1 0 . • > ' •• ' • . . • . , . . •• • ' • : .

It is now clear that zoning, as it has been utii^zedi has

"intensified dangers of economic segregation". Pierro v. Baxen-

15 dale, supra, 20 N.J. at 29. Furthermore, it should be equally

clear that €he result of zoning" practices has; been the segre-

:—-—gtrtion of the poor^and TRSMBfefs of nirioritv groups in isolated „.
2 0 . •*- ^

and environmentally unsound areas. This is the finding of *•

the court below.

23 rlaiiitills iiidintdin: -chat che general v:eirare requires tnat

need of all citizens and not just those oj: middle and upoer in- *-
30 " • . \ . ' - •; . . *; ;.v

comes; that municipal responsibility includes the responsibility

to zone and .plan comprehensively, for all people, na,t just the x

35 wealthy. \

Plaintiffs asserted, and the court below found,; th^t'affir-
• , t " '• ' ' • "$•• . - • • » "

mative action is necessary to accomplish this and to* overcome the
40 * . * ' ' "

results of past patterns and practices of exclusion and dis-

crimination. Local municipalities have accomplished through" the

45
- 72 -



misuse of "home, rule''what the legislature could not have done

on a state-wide basis: the isolation of the poor and members

5 of minority groups in circumscribed urban ghettos and the

frustration of all programs intended to give them assistance.

What the legislature cannot legally do by itself, it cannot
10

delegate to local municipalities to do. As maintained in^lai

tiffs' complaint, if the s>tate enabling, legislation v;oul.d per-

15 mit this result, then it is unconstitutional. Plaintiffs^

however, argue that it does not and that local municipalities,

such as Mount Laurel± have .excaedeA-t̂ haxr—jdel-egatscU
It is

past

now time

to rectifv

ror

the

the

ill

court to

s caused

take the

bv the in*

action

orer-sr

Dror

use

*1 S

of

ea

T4.*

in tK£

onina

a3i^ y ̂ 3^^qf^uav^»^^,sjipra.t JO...?:. J.4,...at

. Fischer v. Tp. of Bedminster, ..supra, 11 N.J. at 205.; Vickers v.
30 *

.Tp, Com, of Gloucester Tp., supra, 37 N.J. at 250.

The need for judicial action was desperate and the direction

35 it should take was clear. The court below merely followed the

dictates of sound judicial action in light of the demands of
the particular case. The defendants have been ordered to cease

40

and Resist ftom continuing to engage in actions which exclude

ttm poor and members of minority groups-; They have been required

45 to engage in affirmative action to cure the existing pattern of

racial and economic segregation in housing which has evolved as
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a result of their prior actions. They have been required to

accomplish this v/ith the same success and zeal which in the

5 past has marked their efforts on Behalf of the affluent.

In short, they have been ordered to prepare and effectuate

a plan by which the needs of the poor for safe, decent and
10

sanitary housing will be satisfied. They are being asked
* • • ' • •'

to do nothing more than the dictates of the law have long

15 required: plan comprehensively for all, zone for the benefit

of all, insure the health, safety and general welfare of all.
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T II

THE PATTERNS AND PRACTICES OF THE TOWNSHIP
OF MOUNT LAUREL VIOLATE THE EQUAL PROTECTION
AND DUE PROCESS CLAUSES OF THE CONSTITUTION
OF THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY" AND*-THE UNITED

STATES

10 . A

* ' ' DEFENDANT'S ACTIONS HAVE .VIOLATED THE SQUAB-
• •• ••- PROTECTION CLAUSE OF "ARTICLE ' DP THi:

• JERSEY CONSTITUTION AND OF Tn. i .•uRTEEI,. :i
15 AMENDMENT OF THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UN'ITED

'••• " : ' . . STATES • . .

" Plaintiffs nail:tain t. de..fendani-ls....actions
20

to an invidious discrimination against the poor and . . irs of

minority groups. The court -beXpv clearly f̂ -:r.-: *•'-.•? *•"-- v--"-'-i

?S da/\t. had discriminated aaainst the' coor'.and the uncon trover tied
... ' ""prdoTs-. 3"G'tail the "correlation between race and poverty. At

issue is *wh**Ttrer the' defendants rr.av utilize .land use controls,
30 .....-,. • • " . ' • • • . - . - • • • .

zoning and planning in-a manner which,, by design or effect,

creates, maintains and/or exacerbates patterns of racial and

35 economic segregation and exclusion, forces plaintiffs to reside

in segregated, substandard housing and inhibits the construction

••of new subsidized housing.
40

It has been argued above and is argued herein that the

patterns and practices of economic and racial discrimination ex-

45 hibited by> the defendants' action have: 1) deprived the poor and
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members of minority groups of adequate housing and the oppor-

tunity to secure the construction of subsidized housing; 2>

S resulted in the creation, maintenance and exacerbation *6f

patterns of segregation in education, employment and housing;

3) utilized federal, state, county and local finances and re-
10

sources solely for the betterment of middle and upper-income

persons; and.4) deprived the poor and mergers of minority

15 groups of the right to travel., to and abide in the State of

• New Jersey and in Mount Laurel Township.
The patterns and practices of Ilounr Laurel CGV::.E.I^D rio-

20
late both the equal -protection clause of the. Fourteenth Anend-

•• ': men t and Article 1, Sept ion 1 of the ..New Jersey . .

25 Although !' ;iwo provisions may be substantially *ai: .ilar.

•the-"-'basis-of either
30

55 "
See Kashinacon !':.t:;or.ai Insurance Co. v. Boo re;1 N.J. 545, 553-554 (124cs). Bail.y y. iJngel-iar., 5C ::.J.

~ - (1970), Gener ?. 1 Pub lie Lo an CQ.rp._'.'___. D:r^ctor :. ̂y_. c *l_Ta xat: - •., 13
N.J. 393, 401 (19 53,), ftobinson T'\ Cah ill , 118 .N. J ."Supor .' at~'i V 0-271

56
Cdmpare Serrano v. Priest, 5 Cal.3d 584, 487 P.2d 1241, 96

Cal.Rptr. 601 .(1.971) which was based on both the California and
the United States Constitution even though they are substantially
equivalent.

""Departnie.n.t..-;o.f Meat«ul~-«y9ei-ne--vv Jvirchner, 62 Cal"."I'd SB€, 400
P.2d'321, 43 Cal.Pptr. 329 (S.Ct. , Cal. 19"63T15ras remanded by the
United States Supreme Court to the California court for clarifica-
tion of whether the court's use of equal protection to invalidate
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1- Racial Discrimination. Even during the era of separate*

but equal, the Supreme Court repeatedly struck, down efforts to
58

5 utilize land' use controls for the purpose of racial exclusion.

Furthermore, judicial enforcement of exclusionary covenants,

Shelley v. Kraemer, 334 U.S. 1 (1948), public repeal of a fair

;. housing 1 aw +sRe it man v. Mulkey, 387 U.S. 369 (1967) , and exclu-

sionary activity by private persons * Jones v. Alfred H. 'layer •

15 Co., 392 U.S. 409 (1968), have all been declared unlawful by the court

20

(57) ,. - . . .
legislation T.;as bas-?d or. the state or federal const i tut* or..

The California Suprer.o Cour* "V.'G '.ore r.t

California lav;, ; . . s n " ... re is or is ::
sion to the- ~ ,;••; ar i by -he il Court". • 6 2 Ca L :• .1 .r_ ..:.:.

30 see discuss: o' "Evolution of l.^-al Protec " -atic:i, .*•:-:-.-.-ji-
pal Services: and Wealth", 7 Harvard Civ. . . _iv. Lib. Lav:
Revie,; 1 0 5 , 107-108 (1971) .

*. H; - - - . '
^Buchanan v. Karley, 245 U.S. 60 (1917)(ordinance preventing

35 persons from moving into block which va-s occupied by over f i f ty
.. :* percent- of persons of another .race) r^jjarmon y. /'Tyler, 273 U.S.

668 (1926)(ordinance prevented individual of one race frcni moving
into neighborhood of another without approval of a majority of

i h b l i j L f i h d 4 ^ ^ 2 iXSt.2%) , '
40 (ordinance prohibiting individual from residing on block if a

majority of residents were of a race with which he was prohibited
from "IntermarryingT. ~""~* " """" :'""" " r""r""
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The New Jersey Supreme Court ,has acted even more strongly

t6*eradicate the evils of racial discrimination. Thus, without

waiting for a determination of whether or not the federal *

constitution compels action to eliminate or reduce de facto

segregation in public schools, the New Jersey Supreme Court
10 t

"sympathetically applied our constitutional and statuatory

policies towards the elimination of (de facto) racial.-, .iî -

15 balance." Jenkins v. Tp. of Morris School District, supra, S3

N.J. at 496. See aj^o^^aook^g-r-^trpraT" 45 N.J. at 170-171.

-=--• •"~"" "" In the instant case a similar subtle form of discrimination
20

was presented to the court below.
Court must, and do engage in a determined effort to unravel

* • •

25 the more soph isLiCci Leu fcrras of di script I net Lion. Laae y. \sil^ti^i.,

307 U.S. 263,' 275 (1939). Zoning and -•planning may be such a

if so, its use as such can not be tolerated. Kenne-
30

dy Park Homes Assoc. v. City of Lackawanna, 426-«F-. 2d 103 (2nd

Cir. 1970), cert, den., 401 U.S. 1010 (1971); Dailey v. City of

3 5 Lawton, 425 F.2d 1037-1040 (10th Cir. 1970); Southern Alarneca

Spanish Speaking Organization v. City of Union, 424 F.2d 291

* . (9th Cir. 1970); Crow v. Brown, supra. ..._„, —'-~~~
40 . . >•

Needless to say, in this day and age, people are not overly
bold in publicly; enunciating a racial motive. In light of the

' ^ . . . . . - • • • - • • • " " " •

45 clear regional pattern of racial segregation the availability to
- 4

the defendant of skilled professional planners, and the fact that
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such segregation clearly results from zoning for the affluent,

" • " ; • ' ^ . • .

it seems clear that either the defendants did not care if
•tr . ° • .

their actions resulted in racial discrimination and segrega-

tion or that they meant to cause such a result by excluding

minority persons"sfrpm Mount Laurel. It would take a rather
l6

determined ostrich to avoid knowing that exclusionary zoning

results in .patterns of segregated housing, public .school*.

15 education and unemployment for minority members.

Jrt any event,, the effect -of such--zoning is rlf^fl" dis-

criminatory regardless' of the motive. It is of little concern

20

to plaintiffs whether their-suffering is a result of the' inten

tional acts of the defendants or due to their inaction,- indif-

25 . . ference or caprice. As the United States Supreme Court has.

noted:. "It i,s of.no consolation to ..an. indivriduai-4e»ie4 • the '

laws that -i-t—r*f5" don^~T?r'Cf aocT f a ith rr<J O • --- . .. •• '•• • . ' . • • - -

Burton v. Wilmington Parking Authority, 365 U.-S* 715, 725 -.{1961). .

The United States Supreme Court, in analyzing Whether

35 certain employment practices were discriminatory,' enumerated

the following rule: "(N)ot only overt discrimination {is pro-

scribed) but also practices that are fair in form, but discriini-

40
natory in operation." Griggs v.., Duke Power Co., 401 U.S. 424,,

59 ^
431 (1971) ,

4 5 : •• - • 4& • • • ~

59
The relationship between economic and racial discrimination

has-been acknowledged by this#court. Jones y. The Haridor Realty
Corp., supra, 37 N.J. at 392. ^
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In Horwalk G.Q.R.E. v. Norwalk, 395 F.2d 920, 931 (2d Cir.

1968) the Court, in reviewing the operation of relocation prac-

5 tices, cited the illegality of municipal action which was dis-

criminatory in effect: . -
• • • > • & • - - . . . /

Equal protection of the jLaw means more
10 • *• - than merely tf\e absence of governmental

action designed to discriminate; as •>*
' Judge J. Skelley Wright has said,,"We

now firmly, recognize that the arbitrary
quality of tho.ug tlessness can be as d'i- • - '

15 sastrous and unzair to private rights "
and public interest as the perversity of
a^riiiftii sell eme." ftofason'T. tens en, 265 •
F.Supp. 401, 43? (D.D.G. 1967).

20 This finding has "been followed where municipal practices Have

• •' '•• the effect-of discriminating against members .of minority groups

with regard to housing. See SASSQ, supra/. 4 24 F. 2d at 295-6;
2 5 ' . :' • • • . . ^ • ' . - " .• .. •

" v» Citi'r of Ls^y^'''snnci su^-r?

AM ..£..^2il---a4^JLlij>^I^l^^,.x^Xlt.y of Lav;ton, supra , 4 25... F...2d ̂ at_10 4.

30 QXQM y« Brown> supra.

Plaintiffs submit that lotal zoning and planning powers
: • • • \ . • • • • • . - , \ '

••.«. have been applied in a manner which has resulted in racial
3 5 v '• "• " "" A .

discrimination. Plaintiffs further submit that the defendants

must have known this and are therefore responsible for such

40 discrimination. Lastly, plaintiffs maintain that, regardless

of their intent, the defendants have effectively discriminated

against racial minorities, and, therefore, judicial action- i§45
necessary to protect the rights of Plaintiffs and the cTass

represented by them.
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2. Economic Discriminationt The actions of the defendants

clearly discriminate against persons of low or moderate incomes

who canoot afford the housing which can be constructed, in Mount

Laurel. The use of.zoning and planning powers to so discriminate

affects the poor in other ways: it forces them to live in cir-

cumscribed areas of poverty and blight.

N'ew Jersey courts have recognized that discrimination on

the basis of wealth constitutes a denial of equal protection.

Thus, the court in Robinson v. Can ill, 118 N.J.Super, at 27 5

quoted Harper y. Virginia Board of Election, 393 -U.S. 663,. 668

(1966). "Lines drawn on the baiss of wealth or,property, like

those of race, are traditionally disfavored.

• .- Similarly*, the. court in fioiino v. fray or and council of

Borough of Glassboro, suora, 116 X.J.Super* at 2 1,4 declared:
.L.. mi i ii n I n ii rim imiiHpmmir mi • 0 .£-_,„_.-„ . . . .... _ ..'_~ ..,-.„.,,.-. , .................v.-,,. , ._

There is a right to be free from discrinii- f

nation based on economic status. There is
also a right to live as a family, and not ;
be subject to a limitation on the number of
meflabers of that family in order to reside
any place. Such legal barriers would offend
the equal protection mandates of the Consti-
tution.

See also, Oakwood at kadison, Inc. v. Tp. of Madison, supra.

are appropriate:

Surely, if the environmental benefit of
land use planning are to be enjoyed by a
city and the quality of life of its resi-
dents is accordingly to be improved, the
poor cannot be excluded frora enjoying
the benefits.

i ' v
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Thist concisely stated, is the basic issue. The poor have not

only been denied the benefits of land use planning, they have

suffered because of such planning. While the municipalities

of the Caraden metropolitan region plan to enhance the quality

of life for the affluent, the poor suffer from the direct and

indirect effects of exclusion. Planning and zoning f or*" the

affluent has meant planning and zoning contrary to the needs

of the poor and members of minority groups. Discrimination

on the basis of economic status cannot be tolerated which so

effectively destroys -any hope that the poor and .members of
j ... -

minority groups fcave of obtaining a decent environment. These
"A *

actions are contrary to law, unconstitutional and., void. .

DEFE^DAJ-ITS1 ACTIONS go:.: :
TO TRAVEL TO A:;5 ,Y3IDI: i:>;
NEW JERSEY k:iD THE TC'.OrSrl

;:E RIG:-:T

OF y.ZV::': LAUREL

Courts give special scrutiny to classifications which

infringe upon fundamental constitutional rights. One of these

rights is the right to travel. This was first declared to be

a fundamental right in 1823, Corfield v. Coryell, 6 Fed. Cases 547

(No. 3230) (Cir. Ctr. E.D. Pa.) See a±go Cran4gTl"vT Hevada", TTTHTr35

(1869) (tax on persons leaving State violates rlgl^to travel);

Truax v. Raich, 239 U.S. 33 (1915)(law requiring 80 percent of

employees to be American citizens violates right to travel).
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In Edwards v. California, 314 U.S. 160 (1941), the Supreme

Court considered California's attempt to exclude the poor and

5 acknowledged that an influx of migrants posed a problem:

But this does not mean that there are
no boundaries to the permissible area
of State legislative activity. There

10 are and none is more certain than the
prohibition against attempts on the part
of any single state to isolate itself
from the difficulties common to all of
them by restraining the transportation

15 of persons and property across its bor-
ders . 314 U.S. at 174.

— Ttw^Colirt noted that- denying access, couId gain the State

20 wa momentary respite fron the pressures of events by "the .simple

expedient'of shut;t-ing its gates to the outside world,n but the

court went on to assert:

The Constitution. • ,w=tj» framed upon .me

States must sink or svi~ together, and1

that in the long-run property and sal-'
30 .. ,- vation are''in' union not division. Id.

- - This view- was reiterated by the United States Supreme

Court recently in voiding a one-year residency-requirement
3 5 * • ., " •••

for eligibility to receive staterwelfare payments. Shapiro

y. Thompson, 394 U.S."618 (1969). The Court declared:

40 But in moving from State to State or to
the District of Columbia appellees were

r r~* «*erci<§ing a (fundamental) constitutional
~ rights and any classification which serves

to penalize the exercise of that right, un- w
45 less shown to be necessary to promote a

compelling governmental interest is uncon-
stitutional, (Emphasis In Original), 394
U.S. at 634.
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Economic and racial segregation and exclusion is accom-

plished as well by zoning and planning as by a tax or a resi-

5 dency requirement. The pattern of segregation in the" Camden

metropolitan area has already been discussed. The actions of

the defendants maintain that pattern and exacerbate it by
10

inhibiting the construction of needed subsidized units.- The

result is that persons migrating to this area who are poor •

15 or members of minority groups are forced to reside in segrega-

ted substandard housing under blighted environmental conditions.
Persons migrating here, or already living here, are denied

2 0 • . . ' . ~ ^ — ~ — — ^ - - • • •-•• " - .

access to Mqunt Laurel and .other.., suburban areas. .

-Where the "inevitable effect", if not the intent of the

25 defendants* actions is to so inhibit the right to travel and

abide, these._^^ X̂dwaxdŝ û .----Ca4i-#̂ B̂'î r̂ r̂apT̂ 7

314 U.S. at 174. Furthermorei even if the .impact, were solely on

intrastate,. as opposed to interstate travel, the results would

be the same. King v. New jlochelle Municipal Housing Authority,

35 4f2 F.2d 646 (2d Cir. 1971) cert, den." 404 U.S. 863 (1971). See'

also* Cole v> Housing Authority of Newport, 435..F.2'd 807 (1st

Cir. 1970}.
4 0 • ; ' • \ " * • - ' • • • • • " .

It is not a proper function of government to designate

certain eireumscribed areas withiii a state for tlie poor and

45 members of minority groups, especially in light of the fact
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that these areas suffer from all the indicia of blight. Four

judges concurring in the Edwards case, 314 U.S. at 181, warned

5 that upholding such action: " '

Would also introduce a caste system utterly
incompatible with the spirit of government.
it would permit those who were stigmatized

XO frY a state as indigents...to be relegated
to an inferior class of citizenship...The
result would be a substantial deletion of
the rights of national citizenship, a
serious inpairment of the principles of

15 equality.,, , • ' .̂. .. x

This statement is an accurate portrayal of what, indeed,

has happened in the Camden metropolitan region. The creation
20

and maintenance of this status quo can be directly attributed

to municipal planning and zoning. Judicial intervention is

^co chanqe .this pattern.

30^ • - . DEFENDANTS' ACTIO1.S .HAVE DEFIED THE RESIDENT
v PLAINTIFFS THE EQUAL PROTECTION OF THE LAWS

IN THAT MUNICIPAL .POWERS AND FINANCES HAVE
BEEN USED SOLELY TO PROMOTE THE INTEREST

., . . • OF A LIMITED SEGMENT OF THE TOTAL CITIZENRY
35 OF MOUNT LAUREL-

*The resident plaintiffs are the present generation of „

40 families who have resided in Mount Laurel since the inception

of the Township. They have seen thetownship grow from a pre-

dominantly rural, agricultural community to a rapidly develop-^
45

ing suburb, integrally related to the Camden metropolitan region.
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New residents of the Township live in standard homes, on paved,

» well-lit streets and benefit from municipal water and sewer

5 facilities. The resident plaintiffs have not shai^d the bene-

fits bestowed on the more recent citizens. . . . .

In Hawkins v. Town.of Shaw, 437 F.2d 1286 (5th.Cir. 1971),
10

the Court declared that a municipaliity cannot discriminate in

. the use of municipal services, and said that a town could be

15 required to submit a plan £or the equitable distribution of such

services, 437 F.££ ât, 1293,. £..urtl%a*-moife, ̂ he Court said, that
rfo intent need be proven where .the facts sfteak for themselves

20 •• •• - . . ,

and the effect.is clearly discriminatory,' 437 F.2d at 1291-2. I

Franklin-y. City of Marks, 4.39 F.2d 665 CStil Cir. 1971), the

25 r '

not avoid its respansib-i-lifey- *£& provide municipal service.
- • • — • • ' ; • " < • ^ . D . .„ -• ' ^ r ^ ;

the powers' of deannexation, 439 F.2d at 670.
3 0 . • • . • • ' • . . . ' - " : ' ' • ' ' • "

Plaintiffs maintain that the defendants have discriminated
v 1 ' • , - "

against them, not only in the provision of municipal services,
- - - a - - - • • • ' - ' —

25 .but ir>-every aspect of the operation and use of municipal pov/ers.
"p The Township has consistently exercised its planning, zoning and

• • • , * * *

other powers in order to provide for a community in which the
40 ' . ' ,

affluent could live. No provision has been made for the poor and

members'of minority groups who still remain. Some, indeed, have

45 already left. The resident plaintiffs are living in Mount Laurel

on borrowed time. As the township develops further, they too
will be forced to leave.

50
• • • - 8 6 - <



Plaintiffs submit herein that the theories which underlie

the Shaw and Marks" cases, require a municipality to* care for

5 all of its residents and not to saun one segment of the popula-

tion in anticipation of affluent, new residents. The words of

the Ninth Circuit in Southern filaneda Spanish Speaking Organiza-
10 : """".-

tion v. City of'Union, supra, 424 F.2d at 295, are appropriate

here:

15 ' " Surely, if the environmental benefits of •
l.ir.c u are to be enjoyed by a
city ar. . ... .. ....ity of life ot its re?i- • _ ^

., dent? is accordingly to b:? improved, the
poor cannot '. ;• exclude - enjc

2p' ' the benefit.-; .
tance of c.;u:;]
i t may v:cll oe, aJ :
it; is the *--. • ^ ^bi -

.ir.ie.3

- -..-. - -.

-. --"-*-

in r
of
a /
. . . . - • .

•. a A'. •_ j - '

of rkiMon11;v a r o u o s .
. . . , , . , , . ^ _'-—,—.—«. • ' . ' .

30 "^ See also, Molino v. Mayor and Council of the Bor. of Glassboro,'

supra, and Oakwood at Madison, Inc. v. the Tp. of !*adispn, supra.

The poor and members of minority groups of Mount Laurel*"" a"*
35 * . ' - . •

Township have baen denied the benefit of a concerned municipal .

government. The Township has been structured to the detriment

40 " of these groups. The poor and members of minority groups are

at the mercy of municipal neglect, arbitrariness and caprice.

They do not have the political power to effectuate change through .
45
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the elective process. It is for this reason that government

must take care not to disregard their needs. It is also for

this reason that the judiciary must act to protect their in-

terests when government has chosen to avoid its responsibilities.

It has now been ordered to take similar action on behalf of
10

. the poor.

DEFENDANT'S ACTIONS |£AVE VIOLATED\THE DUE '
PROCESS CLAUSE OF THE FOURTEENTH AME:;DMEN*T
TO THE UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION j u ^ ART I-

20 • TUTION
•

1. Defendants Actions Are An Improper Exercise Of The

l. . -n,. .1.

And General Welfare. The power t̂ ) zone is found" in the police
, \ . — — — — - ._ : : T . : , ^ r : ; -• -.•. -

power. The exercise of the police cover by the States, their

municipal sub-divisions and/or delegatees is constrained by

the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the Con-

35 stitution of the United States and Article 1, Section 1 of the

New Jersey Constitution. The United States Supreme Court, in
considering the relationship between zoning and the police

40
power, and between the police power and due process, asserted

in Village of Euclid v. Ambler Realty Co., supra, 272 U.S. at
• • - • . • • . . . . . . - a

45 395 (1926), that the police power may properly be utilized in
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the context of zoni-ng so long as its exercise is neither arbitrary

nor unreasonable and has a "substantial relation to.the public health,

5 * safety, morals or general welfare." Although the Supreme

Court thus, gave broad powers to the State to .zone, it simul-

taneously issued the following warning:

10
It is not meant... to 'exclude the ; ;,.lity

- qf cases * - " ' lie ;;.:. -t. •
' . would so i _ .. ....... •_.. . _..: jrest o_ :..•-; ,... , •

nunicipality th.ic the municipality '.vculd not . • y/' '
15 . be allcv:-:-:: *.,o :• in the v;ay. Vi IIage of

Euclid •-. •••-•̂  -iiiL££^ / supra", 272 U.S.' •
7 L 39fr.. " ' - " .• ' • • • ' • •

mPl^irttiffs submit that this is such .a
20

public interest can be served only by.judicial inter

to curb and eradicate the racial, economic? and social crisis

25 ' created oy improper- • r.-pl̂ -rr.tation o:~ :.- .,..*• ccntroiG.

.. dan ts' actions in. light 6i the. effect. Qf th . .. . ...... , if not
30 .

their intent,, then said legislation,- -to that extent, is violative

of due process and is an unconstitutional exercise of the police

35 power. Furthermore, regardless of whether or not defendants'

actions are countenanced by the State enabling legislation, the,y
are, in and of themselves, violative of due process and an uncon-

40
stitut.ional exercise of the police power.

In both casest, the police power is being used in a manner

45 contrary to the public health, safety morals and general welfare,
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1 and to the extent that it is being so used, the defendants'

actions are arbitrary, capricious and unconstitutional.

5 2. Plaintiffs Have Been Denied Both Access To Safe, \

Decent, And Sanitary Housing And The Means To Acquire Such"

Housing. The control over land and the uses to which land

may be put is largely a function of State law. The individual

decisions as to the use of property operate, within the narrow

15 framework of municipal planning, zoning, building and health

' •codes and numerotis otfier restrictions. "" . "'-ite of .-New Jersey,

•by--Constituttonal Amendment, Article 4, §6, paragraph 2 and
20 - ... • " ' ' ' , • . • • • •

Enabling Legislation has given local municipalities the power

to monopolize, land use controls and, in effect, to control

23 uevblu^utent. In 'short:, tne State Has largely preordained th'r

utilization of -land> its basic natural resource, and the nature •

': '." of all'Irelfilential dwellings which are constructed.. This is
30

done, of course, by.numerous loe^l municipalities, such as

Mount Laurel, hutr in *every case, it is done pursuant to state

35 law and .authority. Furthermore, the proofs have shown how

federal, state and county assistance is used to promote the
ends of local municipal officials and the development of tkeir

40
municipalities. The proofs have also shown, and the Court below

found, that as a result of the use of these powers by .Mount

45 Laurel Township, housing for a substantial portion of the popula*
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. tion cannot be built and thus those persons are excluded from

housing opportunities.

5 In Boddie v. Connecticut, 401 U.S. 371''(1971) t*he Supreme
, ^ ^

Court considered whether a State could legally deprive indigents

from access to its courts for divorce proceedings solely on the

ba'Sis <tf their poverty. Regardless of the intent of the law

(which' established various fees), the court found that the

15 effect was to keep indigents . from obtaining divorces. „ --.: -

The Court considered the fact that the- State had chosen
to t«*!u substa:.*. - rol-over •• the* insti tut ion

20 ' .. ,,

obtain a divorce without state approval. 401 Wi-.S. at 376. -The

25, court four.;; th::t.-the State".had nionopolized -. " ~;s of obtain-

ing divorces'and could not bar a .person from utilizing t', :

m e a n s solely : . ......j_ __ ais ,p.c\ „_•-.. -.̂ ^ .̂̂ .. at ^7 4.
30

.In. the area of housing and land use control, the State

has also chosen to act. It has created a syst- .creby the

35 moans of utilizing land and constructing residential dwellings

is controlled by local municipal officials. In effect, the

state has pre-empted the law of supply and demand and other

purely economic factors by creating a prefabricated structure

of overt and covert controls which operate to control land use.

4 5 The result has been economic and racial segregation and exclu-

sion and the inhibition of the development of new subsidized
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units. Plaintiffs have been relegated to segregated, substan-

dard housing/and denied the means of improving their- living

5 conditions. Subsidized housing cannot be built because of the

monopoly over land and land use controls delegated by the State

to local officials and because of the way in which these dele-
10

" \ * ••? • • •

gated powers have been applied. -•
' • 1

In Boddie, supra , 401 U.S. a t 383, the Court held t h a t :

15 (A) S ta te nay no t , c o n s i s t e n t v:ith the
o b l i g a t i o n s iuipxxs^a -Q-P. -it i->y

or

this .1 . , , , . . , . _ '
-20 • '• affording all citi? ,;s

it has prescrri : so. . '•

In the instant case, plaintiffs ; ... .-State . .. . . L

25 pre-empt lar.d use controls vithc^L u-^aiinu *̂..̂ u Lii«5'se contro

ob- • h o u ? ^

them of the means to obtain such -housing. The-system of State .
30

controls over land use must be exercised and applied in such a -

toanner as to afford all citizens, including the poor and me

35 * of minority groups, access to land and the means by which to

construct safe, decent and sanitary housing for all persons.

Plaintiffs are not cross-appealing the failure of the court to de-
40

clare the State Enabling Legislation unconstitutional. Tj|e

application of the State Zoning Enabling Legislation by the

45 defendants herein is unconstitutional to the extent that they
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, deprive plaintiffs, solely because of their poverty, of safe,

sanitary and decent housing, and maintain and exacerbate exis-

5 ting conditions" of segregated, substandard housing in circum-

scribed, blighted areas.

10



P0IN5T III

THE DEFENSES TO THE CHARGE OF EXCLUSION RAISED
BY THE TOWNSHIP DO NOT WARRANT REVERSAL OF THE

DECISION BELOW

The plaintiffs who resid^in Mount Laurel have watched

10 massive new development and expanded municipal services bene- "

fit only persons who have moved into the Township in recent

years. All of the efforts of their elected officials have re-
15

^ Ûlt̂ ed in helping those who needed it least, the affluent and

predorainantly white non- res iden t s who have Eeen~v?5ljCOme<3Ht»%©—

20 Mount Laurel. . » '

The resident Plaintiffs have seen federal, state and county

• assistance being used to make the TownshiD an attractive olace

tor otners to live. Tney nave seen tfteir own municipal orriciaxs

__ _

use land' use controls to deprive then ox any' op

30 decent and sanitary housing. They have seen substandard homes

boarded up after residents leave; while nothing was done to

upgrade conditions in an effort to allow the poor to remain. It
3 5 • - . - . • • •

is a pathetic story of the wanton disregard by municipal officials

of the needs of the Township's minority and poor population.

40 In light of the above, it would be the height of hypocrisy

for township officials to speak in terms of the general welfare
of the community. Most of the underprivileged residents of the

4 5

Township now live in substandardjiomes ^n areas zoned for 20,000

square foot lots, the most exclusive land use in the Township.

50 it is clear that they are living on borrowed time in a Township

that knows their plight but refuses to aid in alleviating it.
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Eventually, the plaintiffs will be forced to leave as they fall

prey to the bulldozer of "progress". ./

5 The subject actions of the defendants, in such carious

disregard of the needs of its poor and minority residents,

contravenes state law and public policy which mandates that
10

delegated land use powers be exercised for the good'of all

citizens. Absent the swift and far-reaching judicial action

15 mandated by the court below, the resident plaintiffs will soon

join prior residents of ttie Township in The gh
other pockets oj: poverty in the region. State law and policy

20

cannot be said to countenance such a result.

In defense to their action, township officials raise

25 the following: their alleged lack of commission, or good

intentions, the relative liberality of" their erdi*iar.ces, the

issue of fiscal zoning, and plaintiffs failure to exhaust.ad-

ministrative remedies.

35. ^ s . , . j ^ ;. •;• • ' V

INTENTION OF THE1 TOWNSHIP OFFICIALS

Plaintiffs submit that the proofs clearly show that

Mount Laurel officials have deliberately acted to attract

housing for the affluent and commercial and industrial _r a tables...

45 and have neglected the needs of their own low and moderate

income residents. Furthermore, the proofs show that as a result

of municipal action, housing for the poor cannot be built in
50

the Township. The proofs reflect an early and continuing effort

to keep out families with children and low and moderate income

5 5 Persons. _ ' ^ " _ r



Plaintiffs further assert that there was ample proof that de-

fendants knew what they were doing, intended to do it and,

5 in fact, almost accomplished their goal until the court below

intervened.

Nevertheless, even if only good faith acts of omission or
10

careless oversights are involved, plaintiffs' legal arguments

are equally valid. The United States Supreme Court in Burton

15 v. Wilmington Parking Authority, supra, 365 U.S. at 725, stated,

•—: —̂ mw- noted '

No Estate may effectively abdicate1 its res-
20 _ " • ponsiblities by either ignoring them or-by

failing to discharge the:? whatever the r.o-
tive. it is no consolation to an --individual
denied the equal protection of laws that it
was done in good faith.

25 - • * '
, two Federal Circuit Courts' (see Southern *l?rwr-c;.?.

30 Park wpr.es. Association v. City of Lackavranna, supra) have- quoted •• ' •

with approval the following statement, already rioted, contained

in Hobson v. Kansen, supra, 269 F. Supp. at 407?" "We now firmly

recognize that the arbitrary quality of thoughtlessness c«sn be

as disastrous and unfair to private rights and public interest

4® as the perversity of a willful scheme." In Hawkins v. Town of Shaw,

supra, the Fifth"Circuit ordered Shaw, Mississippi, to equalize

municipal services among the poor and non-whitecitizens regardless

of whether the past inequality was intentional or notf All that

was required was a finding that the effect was discriminatory,

^° not, as defendants maintain, that the intent was discriminatory.

In any event, the proofs indicate a "willful scheme11 to

attract residential development solely for affluent persons and



to- exclude families with children and low and moderate income

persons. The history of Mount Laurel's attitude toward its

5 own low and moderate income residents again reflects a wanton
« u • . •

disregard for their needs despite early knowledge of those needs.

Mount Laurel's policy toward substandard housing conditions
10

with'in the township has been the planned elimination of those

units with no regard for the needs of persons living in fcher.

15 The effect is to force low and moderate income residents, pre-

— doirriTratrbl̂ r menbe r s of m i n or irty ~grottpST~otr1r~ia£-̂ the town ship.- ~^rhc—
- < - . ' . - , . - . . . s , , » . - . - » - • • .

experience of plaintiffs Smith, Morris and Custis reflects" this
20

municipal attitude of exclusion. As has been already stated, it

is patently clear that absent a court order reversing this pattern

25 of "omission", as the defendants would call it, the resident

plaintiffs, and .the class represented by then, will soon join

past low and moderate income residents who now reside in the Citv

of Camden and other pockets of poverty in the region.

In short, the effect the defendants1 actions is apparent

35 to anyone on even a cursory review of the proofs; that this

effect was intentional is equally apparent. The most that might

be said of th€ defendants is that no overt statements of racial
40 - —

discrimination could be found. Regardless, the exclusion of low

and moderate incomepersons, and families with children, had the

45 unavoidable and obvious effect of excluding Negroes and Puerto

Ricans. The exclusion of either or both low and moderate income

persons and members"of minority groups is unlawful.
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""""•' *'"" '" R E L A T I V E E X C L U S I V I T Y •• '. . ,. - .

5 The argument that Mount Laurel's zoning and land use con-

trols are relatively liberal is hardly one which would vindicate
• • • • • .

defendant's actions. The proofs are uncontested that housing

io",

for low and moderate income persons cannot be built in Mount

Laurel under present ordinances, controls and municipal attitudes.

15 Assuming, arguendo, that Mount Laurel had the most "liberal" land

use controls of any suburban township in New Jersey, the plicht
of lov? and moderate income persons would be ever, ir.ore devastating.

20
It is difficult to understand the thrust of this argument as a

defense to exclusivity slJpSr̂ i in tiff s' are not. "better-off", in

Laurel because i t is "less" exclusive than a tpvn&hip which only

permits homes on five acre lots. Plaiptiffs are equally bad off

in both situations-hecause'-iu neither eaft-sttbsi i hotrsihtr te "
•30 /

buil t .

35 FISCAL ZONING

It is suggested that since subsidized housing does not pro-

duce tax revenues equal to a conventional project, such housing

40 ;

may be excluded. The defendant has not specifically used this

argument and submitted no proofs on it at all. Similar arguments

45 have been usedto keepschool, age children out of a township, to

exclude private schools and other charitable uses (which, it

should be noted, pay no taxes). Such arguments have been rejected
50 —

by the courts and were rejected below.
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The argument was made before the United States Supreme Court

by states arguing that fiscal necessity compelled the imposition

5 of residency requirements for v/elfare recipients. This argument

was rejected in Shapiro v. Thompson! supra, 394 U.S. at 631:

We recognize that a state has a valid
10 . interest in preserving the fiscal inte-

grity of its programs. It may legitir
tnately attempt to limit, its expenditures, /
whether for public assistance, public
education or any other program. But a

ID * state may not accomplish such a purpose
by invidious distinctions between classes

,7 - of 4ts -citizens.- It could' not.,., '.for ex-
-ample, reduce expenditures for education
by barring indigent children frcm its <•

20' ,, " school?. Similarly in th-a cases before
•^.^••- --..-•: • us, appellants ~ust do more than .she*" that ,

denying v;elfare benefits to new resident? / :, •
• ' saves money..- The savings of velfare costs

' . . • cannot justify an otherwise individious
25 classification.

The !-few--J-ersey...£.UD.r.erne. Court has also reccgr.i-red-«that the^

• •• v municipalities cannot exclude even tax-exerict uses on fiscal
30 - • • ' • " * • ' • ' •'• • • • » \ . . . . . . . . . ; ... •

grounds. Ito major decision involved the construction of a tax-

exempt Catholic schoo1, Roman Catholic Piocese of Newark v v

35 Ho-Bo-Kus Bor., 42 N.J. 556, 564-5 U964):

We have held that a municipality may con-
sider -revenues in its plan for a v/eil-
balanced community. Gru^sr y^ P.-ril—. r"'"-r"viDi

40 39 N.J. 1, 9-11 (196'2).' lV Ts7 nbv.
another matter to bar tax-exempt facilities

# on the grounds that they are financially
burdensome by reason ©̂ f that exemption. The
exemption is granted by the State because

^5 of the contribution of the exempt facility
to the public good. It may be that an exemption
will mean a new burden for the taxpayers of
a particular muniri^alfty, but the"municipality . L
roust nonetheless abide by state policy.

5 0 (Emphasis added) ' % '

The same position was expressed even more eloquently trhen

the same case came before the court a second time, Roman Cathoiic
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Diocese of Newark v. Ho-Iio-Kus Bor., 47 N.J. 211, 223-4 (1966).

Municipalities greatly prize the New Jersey
system of substantial home rule. But i.t

5 .. • should encompass responsibilities as well as
rights and they should not be heard to object
that they must take some of the bitter with

t the sweet when the public good thereby ad-,
vanced necessarily transcends municipal

10 . boundaries. That the particular ir.sfitut; on
which circumstance brmcs m^o u..̂  J..: ur.̂ ŷ
may cost some addition::] t?,:< ",cpfY;s ''CL-S rcr
indicate a different ai)-:roach. :
may well have to undertake a s^ -̂  -.i : __ .

15 next year. If none can exclude, ̂i.l_
equally subject to tne ranc posr-1VJi li zy
having the burden. lEir.t.h-si.s ^

The d e f e n s e .-&-£- £ i s e a l troning ::-is considered; arV] re jec t :c6
20--:;; .

•in the Madison Township case: '

'•*"•* . " Fiscal zoning per se is irrelevant to sta-
tutory purposes.of zoning. In any event,

2 5 the Madison Township zoning ordinance must
• stand or *.all not- as risesJ. zcni.ri5• 1^^

v. ' ' •. test-rniXst be whether ""it promotes reasonably '" ***'•
* a baIariced"^ftd'"wVlT-brdered''pranI 5br"'"'£he' ;

entire municipality, 117 N.J. Super, at 18.

The Glassboro court gave even less weight to Glassboro 1s

attempt to use zoning .to. limit the number of sehool—age-children

35 in the community. , .
The effort to establish a well-balanced
community does not contemplate the limi-
tation of the number in a family by • regu.la-

40 * ting the type of housing. The attempt to
^ ** equate the ,cost of education to the number

of children allowed:,%n a project or a commu-
nity h&& no re lotion yEo zoning. The
cost must be an official concern but not to

45, " ^ an extent that it determines who shall live in
the municipality. With all"our advances in

•• ;- " . expertise, it is doubtful if the cost for ed-
ucating children can ever be a profitable un^~
dertakings 116 N.J. Super. at 203 flmpRasis added)

Uncontroverted testimony in the instant case indicated

that taxes received from low and moderate income housing would
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be five or six times as great if substandard dwellings were

replaced by new, subsidized units. Clearly, Mount Laurel

5 would benefit from such a change in its own housing "stock and,

clearly, the region would benefit from such a change. The Court's

comment "in Roman Catholic Diocese of Newark bears repeating here:
10 .

If hone can exclude, all will be equally
subject to,the same possibility of having

. the''burden. .;. •• '• "

15 Persons of low and moderate income are now living in this

region- We can anticipate that they v/ill continue to do so.

•'•• The issue is not"whether they will live here but under vhat .con-

45

ditions t^j^.viull live here. The "'tax burden", as dcie:-

put it, of their housing is now being borne by municipalities' *

25 which can least afford it; that is, cities which have lost in-

dustry and r̂ ueh--stan4ar--d";..ho;Jisin.g..ti..as] roads have cut through thren

"* to prcvide convenient access to townships like Mount Laurel. ,^.,
30 <

the tax problem is, from a regipnal point of view, the same,
"'•" • • - ' - . . . • • • * » . . • •

since the same number of "low and inederate income persons sere in-

35 volved. At issue is only whether that tax burden shall be evenly

distributed and whether these citizens and their children will
be allowed to enjoy a decent environment.

40

EXHAUSTION OF ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDIES
AND HYPOTHETICAL NATURE OF THEtCASE>

Defendant claims that the issues herein are not sufficiently

within the setting of "'specific facts so as to enable the court
50

to render the relief ordered. Apparently, but for this exception,

defendants admit that the exhaustion doctrine is not applicable,
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particularly where the interpretation of a statute or a

constitutional question is involved. ,

, .The issues raised in the Complaint all go to federal and

state statutory interpretation or constitutional questions.

The issues raised can be judically reviewed absent imput of

a Zoing Board of Adjustment or other administrative action*

Fischer v*. Tp. , of Bedrainster, 5 N.J^ 534, 542 (1950).

15 At the very heart of this case is the issue of what is proper

zoning and comprehensive planning in light of the factual

situation in this township and this region* The "specific concrete

factual situation" could not be more, specific, concrete or

factual. Plaintiffs presented evidence regarding the entire

?S factual historv which has resulted in their present plight and
" ' • " " ' f t , - • , • • " • " _ " • : « , . . . .... .

the factual setting of the instant case'. The court had no diffi-

culty in relating to or understanding the facts. It is ridiculous
3 - 0 - • - . : • ' ... • : . • - .

to say that this is a hypothetical case simply because plaintiffs

are not seeking the rezoning of a. specific parcel of land.

35 Their failure to do so does not make the instant case less

specific, concrete or factual. Plaintiffs sought anci received ts?

an order compeWLing proper comprehensive planning and proper
40

utilization of land use controls. Such an order does not re-
,fi?:i:' = •••* ..

guire litigation as to a specific---plot of land. The issue is

45 Row the entire Township, not a specific lot or parcel, sfflsuld

be best zoned and planned, and whether the Township and the

defendants acted lawfully in planning for the development

Mount Laurel.
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The court was well within its power to act absent exhaustion

of alleged administrative remedies. * ^
• — • - ' • • • • • • . • • ' • • • • • • • • " - • * • • { r . ,

5 "'• . " : * ' . • • •* : ' • % ' " .

- : ' - ' " P O I N T I V ' • •'. "

•• ,^,\ , THE ORDER BELOW COKSTITUTED APPROPRIATE '
1 0 JUDICIAL RELIEF AND WAS WITHIN THE POWER

AND DISCRETION OF THE COURT

. ' • . ' • . . ' • " 7

The court below, having found the actions of the defendant
"15 •. ". ' • ' . .

unlawful, fashioned a remedy to address the particular problems

raised by the instant case. The remedy granted was two-pronged;:

20 first, the zoning ordinance was declared unconstitutional and

the Township was given time- to adopt a new ordinance, and second,

the Towns hip was" 'or3e r ecf to analyze- the—hows i ng iieads—of:'JLcsf̂ _ j _
a s , ' . " • •* ' • . . ' ' ' . '

,. .. . and moderate income residents and employees and to. develop .: ̂  . .:*
"X.O i-Hfc'*sX. <-Aiuarfe Ai^rc.c*.*) . " • • • * - • " •

30°. '. • .Prior to-discussing the legitimacy of • the order it is'

significant to note what the court'"below did not do. It* did-• .

. not accept defendants' positions that; first> variances could

be granted when necessary and therefore no other relief was

necessary, and secondv that the resolution of the problems raised

40 was legislative in nature and not amenable to judicial inter-

vention. «, , ^

• ' ' 1. Variancess

The courts' position below with regard to the

variance route is expressed at 119 N.J. Super at 174-175. There

50 the court referred to "The long and tortuous delays in accomplish-

ing any variant to the provisions of our present zoning ordinances,

' " - * 1 0 3 - • " : • -



* * *

much to the frustration of and damage to the builder and

ultimate owner." Testimony at trial expressed this concern

and the particular problems with low and moderate "iin^me^

housing (see Statement of Facts),

Over and above-^1^.problems to the developer, there
10 _

is a more serious problem with the variance approach. . The

purpose of a variance is to meet exceptional situations; it

15 4s not part of a zoning plan and not a mechanism to provide

housing for substantial percentage of the population. The ganger

of widespread use of the variance is perhaps best expressed in
20 ' ••••••• " * * . ". . •

Heady v. Zoning Board of Appeals of Milford 139 Conn.- 463, 467,

94A2d 789, 791 (S.Ct. Connr 1953}.

25 . -(U-̂ Rle&s.. peat caution is used'and variances
granted only in spe<̂ iaT~ĉ ŝ s~r--che~

jwho4«--
* . of town-arid city-v*ide zoning'-willy-toe worn

: its purpose in-, protecting property ':
30 • securing a*rf 'crderly "dsvelopiseft̂ îs. c

thwarted. See also Potts v. 3d., of
• _ of Princeton 133 N.J.L 230 (1945)

In In re Appeal of Girsh, 437 Pa. 237, 236A,2d 395 {S. Ct.#-
35 .

Pa. 1970), Nether Providence Township sought to justify its

*' faUlure to*provide for, apartments on grounds that a- property

^0 owner could seek a variance.* for; apartments. The Pennsylvania

Supreme Court responded:

(A)ppellee's land-use restriction before us
45 cannot be uph#Id against constitutional

attack because of the possibi1i ty that an
occasional property owner may carry the heavy
burden of proving sufficient hardship to
receive a variance. To be constitutionally

50 sustained, appellee's land-use restriction
must be reasonable. If the failure to make
allowance in the Township's z©ning plan for
apartment uses is unreasonable, that restric-
tion may not become any the more reasonable

55 because once in a while, a developer may be
able to show the hardship necessary to suftain

% m petition for a variance.
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A similar statement I%as |?een made by a New Jersey Appal late

Court. In Glen Rock Realty Coy v. Bd. of Adjustment, etc.,

5 Glen Rock, 80 N.J.Super. 79, 88 (App. Div. 1963V the court

sjtated that: "The Board of Adjustment is neither a crunch to

support the sagging frame of an unconstitutional zoning ordi-
10

nance nor a panacea for the cure of its fatal illness."

2. Legislation: Defendants' araument that the decision
' • • • * • — • • . " ' • ' , " . • >

15 below was incorrect because a legislative solution is necessary

was confronted and rejected by the court which recognized the need

•• to **meet each specific situation as it is presented. M -*119. r-I.J,
20

•Super, at 177. ; ' -
•• • • • * • • > • • „ • - • • •

There is no need.to await . further legislative action.

25 i

of lov: and moderate income housing feasible. Municipal

tions are acting uni^.^x^v *-.y makinq such ccnstructicn irco3-:.Lj.y
3 0 * s » • * . . - . • . ; • • .

where the need exists. The court below acted to rernecy \:.c c'-.ir

wrong being suffered by the plaintiffs and the'classes they repre-

35 sent. They are, themselves, politically powerless tto act. Only

in a court of*°law da they S'tanA on fequal' footing«« with those who
• ' • * • • . .

have historically acted contrary to or in total disregard of
40.'"*' " • . • • • ' • ' •

th«lr interets. They hmve the right to expect redress for wrongs

suffered and found to exist by the courts.

45 3, Declaration of Unconstitutionality:
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The court below declared the zoning ordinance unconsti-

tutional and was well within its authority to do so., Defen-

5 dants do not question this. However, as plaintiffs argued

•••»••?,.,«%.. that this would not be a sufficient remedy and the court below;

agreed. 119 N.J. Super.*at 178. The testimony reflected the
10

need for affirmative municipal action beyond the mere redrafting

V • of the zoning ordinance (see Statement of Facts). A review of

15 some recent, cases- indicates the need for further action.

" Irf National' Land InVest-ent Co. ,. y. Kohn, 419 Pa. 304/

215A.2d 597 (S.Ct.Pa. 1965), the plaintiffs sought to build

homes on one acre lots. The Township zoning, ordinance required
* * • • • - • . . , ' ' •

four a c r e l o t s . "The .Pennsylvania S u p r e m e C o u r t s t r u c k dor.:n this

25 p r o v i s i c i ' .̂f tc r .trial ~ ._ h o w e v e r * tĥ ---*4ro:vf-fMg^:*~Jr*a'~ *'ja**̂ ^B^jtrt*rrT!^? '̂—**"'"*—q*"rB'--r

..... ,zaae.. fca~fcjbir.e.e .acre... nifiiMum-,,.lo.ts......,ar:guing ......tJi.afc._....fii.e..-..Supr.eaie-~Caux.t.,

decision was. applicable only to four, acre minimums. Rather'than

face extended litigation. National Land finally settled for two

acre lots.

35 In Re Appeal of Kit-Mar Builders, 4 39 Pa. 466, 268A.2d 765

iCS.Ct.Pa. 1970), the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania, on February

24, 1970, struck down the three (31 acre ininimum lot requirement
40

of Concord Township.* In* the Spring of 1972, the lCit-*Mar °plain-

tiff was stillitegotiating forsub^dlvisianapproval.

45
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The plaintiffs In Re Appeal of Girsh, supra, had even more

difficulty. They sought to build an apartment in Nether Providence

Township and successfully challenged the prohibition of trailers.

The Township then created a sma^l township apartment district

and specifically rezoned the Girsh property, R-l single-family

residential. Girsh again filed suit. The Township, however, is

determined to prevent apartment construction and on April 13th
62

began action to condemn the Girsh property for a park. Thus,

the victory of plaintiffs in succ#e<sfully-hs^rfTTg^W'TGTiit.g ordi-

nance invalidated has been a pyrrhic one. The Pennsylvania ex-

perience shows, as- the court belo^1 found,, that simply declaring

a zoning ordinance invalid is not a sufficient re:..--y.

4. Analysis and Plan: Zoning m i ̂t^Hg^^onG,_Jj^ a a aa r da nee*

a comprehensive plan. In KozenjQ^v^,MQ& -24- — --~^~

N.J. 154, 166 (1957) the Supreme Court stated:

Without venturing an exact definition, it
may be said for present purposes that "plan"
connotes an integrated product of a rational
process and "comprehensive" requires soir.e-. 0

• thing beyond a piecĵ neal. approach...

All cases roust stand or fall on their own facts. The Court

below recognized this. The instant case presents a unique fac-

tual situation only in the sense that there have not been many similar

61
For a discussion of these cases, see Krasnowiecki, Zoning

Litigation, The New Pennsylvania Procedures, U. of Pa. L. Rev.
(Spring 1972}(This article is not yet published).

62Un. 3. Id.
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cases prior to it. It is not a unique remedy 4:o require a

plan to be produced, All that is being asked of the defen-

5 dants is that they relate their land use controls and planning

to the needs of low and moderate income persons and members

of minority groups who reside or are employed in Mount Laurel.

f%y are simply beinguasked ,to do what they should have been

doing all along.

15 The court below ordered declaratory and injunctive relief.

It fashioned relief to meet tha demands of this particular case.

It cannot be denied that the court having found the need, hast -
2 0 ' . • : '• ; • " '.;* " ' " * "

the power to issue the order, ihe Courts have long maintained

the maxim that "equity will not suffer a wrong without a reme-
*) *•» rJv* f r m c *-i t-n-t--5 o n o-f f h o ^ f p+-a r^^~ y'<?r""" J€}Y<r<?*'r ^SlT**~irCrir̂ —6

.... 3, Paragraph 4, This basic tenet was prbc^alTOct
• •

of Errors and- Appeals in .-Westinghouse Electric Corporation v.
30 ' ~~

United Electrical, 139(>N.J.Eq. 97, 108 (E&A 1946);

A wrong suffered withbut remedy is a blot
upon the sound administration of justice.

35 In the dissenting words of Cardozo, C.J.,
i n Graf v. Hope Building Corp., 254 N.Y. 1;
171'N.E.Rep. 884, 888, "***Let the hardship
be strong enough, and equity will find a
way, though many a formula of inaction may

40 - seem to bar the path. Griswold v. Hazard,
141 U.S. 260, 284? 11 S.Ct. 972, 999; 35
L.Ed. 6781*.

The broad scope of equitable remedies was described in
45

Sears Roebuck & Co. v. Camp, 124 N.J.Eq. 403, 411 (E&A 1938):
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Equitable remedies "are distinguished for
their flexibility, their unlimited variety,

^ their adaptability to circumstances, and
the natural rules which govern their use. '

5 There is in fact no limit*to their variety and
application; the court of5 equity has the

•'y power of devising its remedy and shaping it
• • . ' so as to fit the changing circumstances of

every case and the complex relations of all
10 parties. '

Nor does even the absence of precedent limit the power of
i

• • • • • • • * , . - s a ; •

the court:
15

The jurisdiction of a "court of equity does
not-depend upon the mere accident whether

"*• ' ••' the Court *n'as, in some previous case or at
^ ^ some distant period'of. time, granted relief"' ,

20- . ̂ "^ under similar circumstances, -.but .rather".-upon. .--
. . • .• - ' the necessities pf mankind, and the great

principles of natural justice, v;hich are
recognized by the courts as a part of tl.o
law of the land, ̂ and_whic_h jare applicable

p fr> a i l c * r r i t i cns o? 2cci c t . , n i l
, arid d i l p e o p l e . . .And the mere ±i~r

t h a t ha-^r-©a-e4efit:-:"e^"ists"""l's ho sour.d r-j-r
son for denying relief when the situation
demands and no other principle forbids...

30 Every just order of rule known - to sourts
of equity was born of some emergency, to •
meet some new conditions, and was, therefore,
in its time, without a precedent. Nev reme-
dies and unprecedented orders are not unwel-

35 come aids to the chancellor to meet the con-
stantly varying demands for equitable relief.
(Citations omitted) Briscoe v. O'Connor, 115
N.J.Bq. 360, 364-5 (Chan. D±v. 1934). ~See
a^ s o' Westinghouse Electric, .supra, 139 N.J..

^0 Eq. at 108. "•

New Jersey trial courts have not.hesitatedto use their

broad powers when justice demanded. A Law Division judge in

Robinson v. Cahill, 118 N.J.Super. 223 .(Law Div. 197 2) declared
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that the New Jersey system of financing public education

ted both the New Jersey Constitution and the Equal Protection ,

§ „ clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. The court exercised its.

full power of discretion in framing its remedy. Its declaration
;

of unconstitutionally was prospective only. It gave the
• 1 0 ' *• • ^-•••rWk- •••'•* •••' ' '

Legislature full rein to adopt whatever Constitutional system

of financing it chose within a specified time limit.
• . # • & • • • < • • • • « • • . .

15 In Booker v» Board of Education of the City of Plainfield,

supra, the Supreme Court of New Jersey took the early and unpr*e^

cedented step of ruling that elimination of da facto •discrimina-
2 0 . . . . • . . • - . - . ' . .

tion was within.the power' of the Commissioner' of Education. The

Court noted that racial concentrations .w

25 housincj patterns and establi^^^ri *̂=: A gn=»i "the ̂ re^tcrt dicpcr-

sal. consistent with sound educational y_aluj>s and--pi?oeedurcs'•."M

'" Booker, supra,,45 N.J. at 166 and 180. The Court later expanded
30 ^ ( •• • •

this notion by ruling that the Commissioner was e" powered

to bridge governmental subdivisions in order to effectuate a

35 plan to eliminate or prevent *de facto di^criiniriation. Jenkins

' ' ; v« Tp. of Morris School Dist. & Bd..of'Education, sapra, 58 =

N.J. at 500.
40

"~ Another recent New Jersey decision indicates that the judi-
• . . - • - • • . . . - •

ciary will not tolerate an unlawful result w e n if the remedy

4S might be unique and costly. Irw Re: P.P., 118 N.J.Super. 1 (App.

Div. 1971) * There the court was confronted with a difficult
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factual problem: a mentally retarded juvenile girl was being

placed in the Vroom, Building (utilized usually solely for the

•5- criminally insane) because she was a "maximum security risk"

and no other facility was available in which to place her.

The Court ordered that the Department of Institutions and

Agencies had thirty days to remove her from the Vroonr Building

and to find a suitable place to keep and treat her'. In • Re;

^ P.P. , supra, 118 N.J.Super, at 5-6. v

Courts in other jurisdictions have' responded in similar

ways in order to rexaedv established-wrongs. In Crov: v^Brown, •

supra, the District Court of Georgia ordered the County Y.r :: •

: Authority to develop sites in suburban areas and err; w o

?**„ *' such ariaS I ̂-.>..< .uueilei lay with tne construction r.f s'i'^i^?o-

projects. . In• "Kennedy Far'•: Hc-r_ ~ ' ' w y. City :'of^Lackii'^a^na-,

supra," the Second Circuit ruled-that the Ci#£v of Lackawanna

could not act, or fail to act, in such a way" as to exclude the

poor and minority group members from certain parts of the City.

35 The Court also held that the difficulty of providing adequate

sewage facilities would not justify a failure to provide them.

Most recentlv and most significantly in Garrett v', Citv of
40 ' - . " :—*

HarotramcX, 335 F.Supp. 16 (E.D.Mich.. 1971) the Department of

Housing-..and Urban Development and the City of—Hamtramck were
f

45 , ordered to produce a plan to produce housing units and to con-

struct those units for low and moderate income persons and mem-

bers of minority groups.
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In Hamilton v. Love, 328 F.Supp. 1182, 1194 (E.D.Ark., 1971)

the Court ordered that a county jail facility must be adequate

5 to properly care for inmates. Rejecting fiscal considerations,

the Court held: ,

Inadequate resources can never be an ade-
10 quate justification for the state's depri-

ving any persons of his constitutional rights.
\ . •

See also, Jones v. Wittenberg, 330 F.Supp. 707 (N.D.Ohio 1971}

15 aff'd sub nom,iJones v• Metzger, 456 F.2d 854 (6th Cir. 1972).

In Hawkins v, Town of Shaw, Miss., supra, the Fifth Cir-
V

cuit found that minority group citizens had received unequal
2 * 0 . .. • ' . - • •.

treatment in,jj:he_aJjjDCjaiJjctfk-_am̂  ser-

vices. The Court reflected on" its power to provide a rer.edy

ib and asserted. •
. • • Yet, it'may also be argued that even though

' . this court has adequate, stajidar4s-t.tr ttetef-"'.'
mine... .fairl-y-ttrat Municipal services have |>een

30 ' allocated in a discriminatory manner, the
correction of this problem is not a judi-
cial function. ̂ We disagree. The separa-
tion of powers principle assumes that we have
a system of checks, and balances. In Madi- :

35 sonian terms, each department of power center
is to act as a curb on other departments or
centers. Indeed, "unless these departments
be so far connected and blended as to give
to each a constitutional control over the

40 others, the degree of separation which the
maxim requires as .essential to a fre'e govern-
ment, can never in practice be duly Maintained."
Madison, the Federalist, No. 48. Utilizing
the powers vested in this court to check an

45 abuse of state or municipal powers is, in effect,
consistent with the separation of powers prin-
ciple.
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The Circuit Court for the District of Columbia has ordered

that mental hospitals must provide psychiatric treatment to

5 people confined involuntarily. Rouse v. Cameron, 373 F.2d 451,

457 (D.C.Cir. 1966). The court ruled:

Continuing failure to provide suitable and
10 adequate treatment cannot be justified by

lack of staff or facilities.

See also, Nason v. Supt. of Bridgewater State Hospital, 353 Mass.

15 604, 233 N.E.2d 908 (1968) (S.Ct. Mass. 1968).

There are also the classic cases of judicial action when

paramount justice required. Brown v. Board of Education of
JJL

Topeka, Kan., 349 U.S. 294 (1955)(school desegregation] and.

Baker v. Car if, 369 U.S. 136 (1962) (redistricting of voting.

*Z uAslix^L;*) . "TlicLt; cti. e, ul" cuuis>e, xxuicuueictbie utaeis. The

• sole point here is that defendants are incorrect in asserting

that feh-i-s—eottrtris" powerless'* "id act' or to provide a remedy.
3 0 , • . • . • • • • ' • • • ' ' * ' • •

The Court can act. It can and did provide a just remedy which

fairly meets the need established by the evidence.

35 It is perhaps the shame of Mount JUaurel that its own citi-

zens were forced to request the court below to order their Town-

ship to care for their basic needs and to end years of neglect
4 0 • j

and concerted action in contravention of these needs. Mount

Laurel has the ability to achieve a just result:" standard housing

45 for its own citizens and employees. Its failure to act toward
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this end, its history of action contrary to this end, mandated

that the court below act to compel the Townshio to do what it

5 should have done voluntarily. 4 /

The full power of'government raust serve all citizens,

not just those who are affluent and powerful. Presumably,
10

that thesis prompted'the establishment of this nation almost

two hundred years ago. We need not belabor the point that

15 we are still far from realizing that promise. Certainly

this end. The order of Judge

" Martino was necessary to begin this process. The courlTiril

not hesitate to grant that relief which is \so necessary. ••• .

This court should lit that decision and order stand.

' * CROSS-APPEAL ' •• . .' •

THE COURT BELOW EH?KD -IK l'&? SPLCITI 'j;.LT-V
REQUIRING THE DEFL::UA:;T TO. co::s.L»L'- . :

30 . REGIONAL NEEDS FO;: LO^ M'<D "OJZyj^Z i:;CCM£
§ HOUSING i:; ITS UTILIZATICU OF LAUD USE

CONTROLS

35 Plaintiffs asserted below that Mount Laurel had a regional

<« , , ' k * • ' . • *

responsibility in exercising its power to zone and plan compre-

hensively. The court below, but for a favorable citation to

40

Duffcon Concrete Products v. Cresskill, supra, did not directly

address itself to this issue. It may be argued that in invali-

45 dating Mount Laurel's zoning ordinance for discriminating against
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low and moderate income people, the court, in essence, was re-

quiring the Township to prepare an ordinance which did not so

5 discriminate. Such an ordinance might open the Township to

) the construction of housing needed by non-resident low and

moderate income persons. Plaintiffs maintain that the court
10

should make explicit what may be implicit in its decision:

that Mount Laurel must consider regional needs in designing

15 and implementing its land use controls. ' *

. " * • < & . • * " „ -

20 -. ' '//' NON-RESIDENTS HAVE STAICDi:;G, TO CHALLENGE EX
• '" CLUSIONAKY 'LhM> VSL" ^

The court below stated:

• / - entities a,fl-d../certain individuals^ re/ *:t -
• . , •' "' and'- non-resident... vho seek declarator "•
r___l.. il|ji3.n£t5;ve..̂ e,ij.e..l ' s __ _
••;—— zoning ordinance." Thexxgtrt or ' jorpor^te

30 entities to bring the action ra.^... a cualifi- ••
cation to do so, but since certain individual
plaintiffs are residents in said municipality
their right to sue will permit" the court to
dispose of the issue raised without a deter-

35 mination of the right to sue raised against
the otjier plaintiffs. 119 y..J, Super, 166.

Cross-appellants believe that both the non-residents and the
i' "' .

40 associations clearly have standing. . -

In Oakwood at Madison Inc. v. Madison Tp., sup^a,»the

court did not question the standing of "six individuals, all

with low income, representing as a class those who reside out



side the township and have sought housing there unsuccessfully

** because of the newly adopted zoning restriction..." 117 N.J.

5 Super, at 114. [

Under less compelling circumstances the Supreme Court has

permitted one, neither a tatfpayr nor a citizen, to challenge a
10

local zoning Ordinance, Walker v. Stanhope, 23 N.J. 657 (1957).
t • -

There, plaintiff, a retail seller of trailer hofces outside the

15 Borough, asserted that a Borough ordinance restricting and regu-

lating trailers was causing -suba?tanti-a3r-iratQ;rf c-rencG v;i th pl-a-aH-v-

tiff's business and the -serious legal questions raisect were - "*

sufficient to grant plaintiff standing.

' • The- deprivation that the non-resident plaintiffs suffer in

. ,,.tp^raisetheir ^farnilies in. decent Iior.es at a price "'they-"can" afford

•"" - i n a decent environment. The da,Ki&4-@4 insuE^d—by- :-the 1G-S-& of
30

this opportunity is irreparable, both to plaintiffs, their
• ;

families and to society.

35 . In Stanhope, supra, 23 N.J. at 661, the court stated that
• • f • ' - ' • ' . . . . . ^ , , . - . • . • • . - » ^ - ' * • • . • " • • • • . - • . . . • . . , . • . • - . - • • • • « , - • .

"In'Our Sta,te perhaps more than any other, the prerogative writ

has been broadly made available as a comprehensive safeguard
40

against wrongful official action." Surely, the exclusion of a

whole economic class of peopl© from a town is at least as iitipor-

45 tfant an issue as the regulation of trailers.
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The right df the U.A.A.C.P. and C.O.R.E. to sue is

largely controlled by the recent decision of Crescent Park

5 tenants Ass'n. v. Realty Equities Corporation, 58 N.J. 98

.(1971). There the court found that the tenant's association

had standing in a lawsuit concerning matters of common concern.
10

The Court found that the association evidenced a sufficient

1 stake and adverseness and-that the public interest was

15 , served by an expeditious determination of the merits of the

The N..A.A.C.P. -and C.O.R.E. have a long h is tory , , of l i t i -
• • 2 0 . ' . ' . - • . • • • - . - , . ; • - , . • • . , . . . . - .

gation for civil rights. 2̂-ri :N. A. A. C . ?. v. But ton, 371 U.S. . »

"415 (1963) the United States Supreme Court declared: • / . '

25 . .• 9Xn the context of N.A.A.C.P. cbj?"
: - > s,

lawiux equal icy o^ treatment oy a n meTxoris
- - - -__ p£ c • -.:?.e:it, f £:;•:. rr.I, 'sta"' " * •: ieeal/ for..

'""""" the rs cf the I-iegro co: ~j ::; this
30 country. It is tlfus a* form of poitica! ex-

pression. . .And under the conditior.3 of r.cdern
governnent/ litigation may -ell be the sole
practicable avenue open to a minority to
petition for redress of grievances. 371 U.S.

-35 at 429.
Housing is one of the chief objectives t>f civil rights^,.

associations today and litigation is a tool to achieve this gdal.
4 0 . • .

See, Horwalk C.O.k.ffi1. v.- Norwalk Redevelopment Agency! supra. - •

- . J

Unless these organizationshave standing, it may be im~

45 possible to bring challenges to exclusionary zoning ordinances.

The person who is in dire need of housing has neither the know-
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ledge, time*br money to bring an exclusionary zoning suit;

his efforts are consumed by the immediate problem of

5 finding some sort of shelter for his family. Nor is a worker

who cannot find housing in the town where he is employed any-

, more likely to file suit. See U.A.W. v« Township of Mihv.'ah,
1 0 • ; • . • • : : : : ~

119 N.J. Super. 389 (App. Div* 1972}(class action zoning

' challenge on behalf of excluded employees).

THE NEED TO CONSIDER REGIONAL HOUSING :.

"Cross-appellcint3 apscsrt that Mount Laurel' Tc.-r.̂ .î  has

"the responsibility,, when enacting land us'fe tiontrols,. to consi-

der regional housing, needs, including "housing needs of 1... .. ,
2 5

'"•• moderate inccr.c families in the rei-ioiml

In !,.: f f co,~. Cohcro'ro ?':T:':;tcts v, CresskSll,

4^513 the :;•_-•.; Jersey Suprenc Court stated

What may be the
anyTpartlcuTar property depends not only
on all th?e conditions, physical, economic
and social prevailing within the nunici-
pality and its needs, present, and reasonably
prospective,.-but also< onthe nature ox the
entire region ift which the municipality is
located and the use to whi'tih the land in
that reg-ion has been or may be put most
advantageously. The effective development
of a region should not and cannot be nade
to depend upon....the -adventitious l̂ >cati0ii
of municipal boundaries, often prescribed
decades or even centuries aao# and based
in many instances on consideration of
geography, of commerce, or of politics that
are no longer significant with respect to
zoning. "The direction of growth of residen-



tial areas on the one hand and of industrial
, ,.. concentration on the other, refuses to be f

governed by such artificial lines. Changes
in methods of transportation as well as^.n,

5 living conditions have served only to accen-
tuate the unreality in dealing with zoning
problems on the basis of territorial limits
of a municipality.

10 Consideration of regional needs has also been recognized

for public utilities. In Re Application of Hackensack Water Co.,

41 N.J. Super. 408, 423 (Aop. Div., 1956), highways and highway
15" ' •• ' ' • '

service areas (Town of Bloomfield v. K.J. Highway Authority, 18

N.J. 237, 248 (1955), hospitals (Kunzler v. Hoffrr.an 43 N.J. _

20 (1966)-, religious' schools (Rom̂ ri: Catholic Diocese of Newark vt. •

Hq-Ho-Kus -,-Borough, "supra. ' . ..

Similar'statements have been rriade by lower courts ccncerr.ir.-
2 5 . - . • . ... • . . . . ' " '

. . . Div. 1971), Rutgers University "was fount! exsnpt"'f;ron* local- z\

30 ordinances in the construction of university housing. More

1
A municipality may look beyond its own borders for zoning

35" purposes and recognize legitimate regional needs. Duffcon Concrete
• Products v. Borough of Cresskill, supra. . It may.provide coopera-
tively for the needs of neighboring communities as well as its
own. Andrews v. Ocean Township, 30 N.J. 251 (1959) ••' See, Kozenik
v. Tp. of Montgomery, 24 N.J. 154, 162-3 (1957). Recently, there

40 has been recognition that ig^nA.zpnin^ authorities should look
beyond their own provincial needs to regional requirements. Haar,
"Regionalism and Realism in Land-Use Planning," 105 U.Pa.L.Rev.
515 (1957), Comment, "Zoning Against the Public Welfare; Judicial

: Limitations and Municipal Parochialism,w 71 Yale L.J. 720 (1962).
4 5 I - • • -

-̂v T^ e Per cur jam majority decision stated **In dealing with that
qtrestion, the local board should consider the State policy favor-
ing such exempt functions and the fact that regional needs must be
met somewhere."
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importantly in Madison Township, supra, 117 N.J.Super- at 20-
i

21 the court stated: .

5 A municipality must not ignore Housing
needs; that is, its fair proportion of
the obligation to meet the housing needs
of its own population arid of the region.
Housing needs are encompassed within the

10 '" general welfare. The general welfare-.
. „ • • does not Stop at each municipal boundary/. *

Large areas of vacant and developable
land should not be zoned, as Madison
Township has, into such minimum lot

15 sizes and with such other restrictions
that r eg ion a 1 as v; ell as local h o u s i?? ' - -

---.-•;-• ' needs are shunted-aside. . .The o;
• . . ". . • 'under, attack, rr.ust be held invalid ~^c

it fails, to promote, reasonably a bal̂ ;.;; . . -
20- ' community tn accordnace with the general.,. ,'

welfare...

The effect of failing to-consider regional needs yas n

25 •" in the testimnnv which, in rlr>j~^i. e*~*>o?ed the economic and

racial polarization of the Can;den metropolitan area. The
answer to the-"need for low and moderate income housing cannot .

30

simply be more construction in the cities. 'Virtually, i.. -̂.Iv

land available for constrtic.tio.il, is that recycled through urban

35 renewal; yet urban renev/al cannot proceed without displacement

and the city is unable to relocate those it displaces.

In Roman Catholic Diocese of Newark v. Ho-ifo-Kus Borough,
40 • •"" • ' ~~ ~ ™ ~7 ~ : *~'

47 N.J. 211, 222-4 (1966), the court noted the consequence of

unfettered local discretion: w(O)f course, if one municipality

45 can so act, all can, with the result that needed and desirable

institutions end up with no suitable place to locate." This
is precisely what is happening with lew and moderate income

50

housing, with the obvious impact on the poor and members of minori-

ty groups.
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Local zoning decisions effect and shape the development"of

an entire region. ^Interests (beyond those of local residents

5 must be considered. This is particularly true when, as in

Mount Laurel, development is nade possible only by a tremendous

amount of state and Federal expenditures in the form of highway
10

construction, planning grants, water and sewer loan and grants,

PHA and VA mortgage insurance, and other programs.

15 Experience now shows the consequences of the abuse of the

" 'imt'lHiy powtfi i -Hf^xtrane/-inrtKfer^ — " ~ —

•; New Jersey residents * particular Iv those of lowland moderate
2 0 ' ' ' Jt" • ' .'• '

incomes; (2) the maintenance of "economic and racial segregation; '

(3) the planned mismatch of employment'and housing opportunities;

2S <xt*\X (4) aCJi Liv̂ *icii p'ieosuit: uii o-ui iiupuvei ishea c i w i e s . • ". .

.Plaintiffs sibrru u ,ltat regional cor:si^u. . _,ns are fanuarienta
to planning and zoning in a suburban lauhicioalitv. The order of

30
.the. court hslQw .should.Jaa..expanded....to include....the.

45

went that, in exercising land use controls, Mount Laurel r.ust con-

35 sider regional needs of low and moderate income persons as they

effect the township and as the township's actions affect those
% • ' ' «

needs.
40
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4
CONCLUSION

For £he aforementioned reasons,, plaintiffs-respondents

respectfully submit that the decision and order below should

be affirmed except insofar as it failed to specify the need.
• • • •• • . i

for regional consideration in the exercise of land use con-
10

trols.

Respectfully submitted,
15 ' . ' ' ' . . "

Car. S. Bisgaier./-Esquire
20 Of Counsel "

• CAMDEE REGIONAL LEGAL SERVICES, JLC
A t t o r n e y f o r P i a i n t i f r ••-' -• • "-jnts
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Carl S. Bisgaier, Esquire
Kenneth E. Mejser, Legal Intern
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PREFATORY STATEMENT
» ' " • ' ' ' • . ' •

1 , This supplementary brief is submitted to clarify issties

raised during oral argument concerning Judge Martino's Order

in the Mount Laurel case: its necessity, justification and

1 - " '•" " - ' " " • •

scope. The trial in the Mount Laurel case followed the filing

of the Madison decision. Plaintiffs in the Mount Laurel case

at trial continuously emphasized the need for judicial relief

beyond the mere declaration of invalidity of the zoning ordii-

_ 'nance. The complaint, briefs and uncontroverted 'proofs under-

scored the need for such additional relief. Judge Martino's

opinion clearly expresses his agreement and includes an order

which goes substantially beyond that of Judge Furman. This

memorandum will establish:

__ 1. that the order below was well within the trial
3D
h "

court's discretion to fashion a remedy wjijich would, to its

satisfaction, cure the wrong found to exist,- and

, 2. that the scope of the order is reasonable.

Plaintiffs emphasize that these issues arise only to the
45 extent that the Mount Laurel order exceeds that in the Madison

case. Both courts declared zoning ordinances invalid because
the housing needs of low and moderate income persons cou3̂ i not
be, satisfied under -them*. One virtue of the Madison Township
decision which was not. followed by* Judge .Martina was that land

50 use controls must be responsive to regional consideration. This
is the subject of plaintiffs cross-appeal in the Mount Laurel case.
Plaintiffs submit that to that extent both cases should stand or
fall together; that the findings of invalidity in both were well
supported by the proofs and legal theories enunciated in the opinions

55 and, therefore, that the findings of invalidity should be affirmed
in both cases.

- 1 -
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Plaintiffs respectfully request that the court consider

ordering the reargument of these issues if questions still ,

remain as to the propriety of Judge Mar,tinofs order. At^oral

argument, Counsel*believes that substantial confusion may have

15 resulted from counsel's failure to properly articulate the

posture of the case. Plaintiffs believe that the order below

is essential to curing the wrongs established', that Judge
20

Martino had the power to issue the order and that reargument

,. may be necessary to properly address issues which were left

25 unclarified at the initial argument.

30

35

40

45

50

55
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SCOPE OF JUDGE
MARJINQ'S ORDER

^0 Serious questions arose as to the scope of Judge

Martino's order. Plaintiffs submit that the order was clear,

appropriate and within the trial court's discretion. Essentially,

Judge Martino required Mount Laurel to systematically analyze

its low and moderate income housing needs, investigate all

20 'possible means by which those needs could be met and, finally,

to report back to the court what the township would and would

; not do. See, 119 N.J.Super, at.178-180.
25

As early as the filing of the original complaint in

this action, plaintiffs called for relief beyond the mere in-

30 validation of the zoning ordinance. Plaintiffs invoked the court's
V'. 0 •

discretionary power to more closely supervise the implementation

of the letter and ^pAci*--erf Tfie opinion. The extensive proofs •35 _ \ - - -~~ .

' and briefs below clearly convinced Judge Martino that he should

do more. He therefore required Mount Laurel to take five additional

40 steps: 4

1. to follow the suggestion contained in its 1969
Master Plan (Pb. 32, Ja-139A) by evaluating the housing needs of

45
low and moderate income citizens and to analyze the various means

of eliminating their substandard housing conditions;

50 — -~

2
This court should note that Judge Martino kept well

within the boundtr^ appropriate judicial action. Contrary to
the assertions of Mount Laurel's counsel, he specifically

55 avoided involyement in the actual process of planning and zoning.
His role waj limited to renewal of prior municipal action.

60



2. to evaluate the housing needs of low and moderate

10 income persons employed (and projected to be employed) in the

township; (

3. to develop a yearly housing goal which^ if met,
15

would satisfy the needs as established in 1) land 2);

4. to develop the most effective plan it could to

20 "enable and encourage" the implementation of the goal as—set

in 3); and

5. to specify, where they exist, the circumstances
25

which might bar the implementation of the adopted plan in 4}

and to state why no alternative plan was chosen.

30 It"rsl important to note here what Judge Martino did not

do. He did not require Mount Laurel to construct or finance

the construction of housings no-r••-^& subsidize seeh
35 ;

nor to do anything more than analyze and set forth what it would

do, in good faith and with due consideration to the court's

40 findings and judgment.

The aforementioned steps intrude only minimally on the

township's traditional planning and zoning^powers. Testimony

at trial indicated that these steps can and should be taken.

Indeed, Mount Laurel's own witness stated that there is a

50 responsibility for each municipality to carry its fair share

of housing needs (Tr. IV, 19 at lines 17-18) and that it was
the position of the State Legislature that each could determine

55

- 4 _
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what that share is. (Tr. IV, 13 at lines 16-19).

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

It is appropriate to note here that Judge Martino did not
include in his order that Mount Laurel had a responsibility to
determine and plan for their fair share of the regional need for

55 such housing. Plaintiffs requested this and it is the basis of
their cross-appeal. A proposed judgment, as requested by the
Supreme Court* regarding a regional share will be submitted at
a later date.
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FINALITY OF THE ORDER AND
RIPENESS FOR REVIEW

10

Several justices questioned whether review should not await

the submission of a plan by the township. Plaintiffs submit

15 that the issue which i£ ripe for review now is whether Judge

Martino's order represented a proper exercise of his discretion.
The issue which is not ripe for review is how this court may

20
ultimately react to Judge Martino's response to the specific

plan submitted by the Township. The former is a threshold

25 question which should be resolved now. The latter must await

the action of the Township, plaintiffs decision whether to ob-

ject to the Township's action, Judge Mctrtino's response, and

30

any eventual appeal therefrom. It is impossible and purely _~—

speculative to predict now what that plan might cpntain. The

35 cou"rt "sHoulcT"limit its review to the trial courts power per se

to issue the order.
Federal district courts have ordered a number of affinma-

40

tive plans. These orders were reviewed by the Circuit courts

prior to the production of the specific plan. See for example,

45 Crow v. Brown, 457 F.2d 788 (5th Cir. 1972).

Gautreaux v. Chicago Housing Authority, 436 F.2d 306 (7th
Cir. 1970) was an appeal from a district court order directing

50

the development of scattered site public housing. The court

addressed itself to the issue of ripeness and finality;
55 We agree that the order is appealable as

a final order of the District Court. The
Order was positive, final and complete and
unequivocably directed CHA to take atertain
action.

60
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None of the above cases determined that an order

to develop an affirmative plan was unreviewable prior to the

10 adoption of a specific plan. Indeed, there are compelling

reasons to follow this precedent as to ripeness. It would be

an unnecessary hardship -for'the township to be required to comply
15

with Judge Martino's order prior to a determination as to whether

the court was within its discretionary power in issuing the order

20 , The scope of review at: this stage should properly

be confined to Judg*e Martino's power to order the 'production
of a plan. Once a plan is produced and Judge Martino rules on it,

2 5 • • „ ' . „ • ' •

this court may entertain an appeal, if one is forthcoming, as to

the reasonableness of his ultimate findings on the specific plan.
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None of the above cases determined that an order

to develop an affirmative plan was unreviewable prior to the

10 adoption of a specific plan. Indeed, there are compelling

reasons to follow this precedent as to3 ripeness. It would be

an unnecessary hardship for the township to be required to comply
15 '

with Judge Martino's order prior to a determination as to whether

the court was within its discretionary power in issuing the order

20 The scope of review at this stage should properly

be confined to Judge Martino's power to ordê r the production ••'•• "-* *

of a plan. Once a plan is produced and Judge Martino rules on it,
25 , ^ . • ' " /_ -"

this court may entertain an appeal, if one is forthcoming, as to

the reasonateteriess of his ultimate findings on the specific plan.
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C&IPGE MARTINO'S REASONS FOR
REQUIRING AN •AFFIRMATIVE P.IAN

10 • • ~ ; ; ' ~

Court below determined that nothing short of an affir-

mative plan would end the exclusion of housing for lov(, and

15 ' •• ' •

moderate income persons. 119 N.J.Super, at 178.( As already

emphasized. Judge ^lartino heard extensive proofs on the various

20 means over and above the zoning ordinance by which local offi-

cials can effectively exclude the poor (Pb. 40-41, 44-48).

Judge Martino recognized that variances -or^special excep-

tions are not the answer. They entail "long and tortuous

delays11 (119 N.J. Super, at 174), are financially prohibitive

30 to,_developers (Pb., 44-46, 103-106) and cannot save an other-

wise unconstitutional ordinance. (Glen Rock Realty Co. v. Bd«

of. Adjustment, 80 N.J.Super. 795 (App. Div. , 1963)).
3 5 . ' , _.. ...• :.: ., * > • , - - -• -

Recent history has also revealed how easily recalcitrant

municipalities have thwarted judicial decisions invalidating

40 zoning ordinances, For example, the clear intent of a decision

invalidating four acre lots may be easily subverted by adopting
a new ordinance with three acre minimum lots. This has been

4 5 ' '' v* . v .

the Pennsylvania experience. (Pb. 106-107). In such a case

plaintiffs only alternative is frp relatigate the new ordinance;

50 while, in the meantime, nothing is done to confront the housing

problem. Such judicial relief may in effect do nothing more
than educate municipalities in the finer arts of exclusion.

55 . /
Finally, the mere invalidation of the zoning ordinanqe,

although necessary, does not reach beyond ths- most overt and

6 0 >
o
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obvious forms of municipal exclusion. (Pb. 29-48).

10 There is a brqad area of covert municipal acton (e.g.,

municipal planning to attract only upper income housing,

selective building code enforcement, harsh conditions on PUD
15

applicants on developers) which can be as effective as an ex-

clusionary zoning ordinance in keeping out low income housing

20 Â clear showing of municipal cooperation is necessary and
4

Judge Martino sought just such a showing.

df.... Several justices were "concerned that if the Township deter-
mined that the housing needs could only be satisfied through cer-
tain federal or state programs, it would have to enter into a
"payment in lieu of taxes" agreement to make such construction *
feasible. There is no guarantee that the municipality will or

30 must adopt this remedy, ' Certainly, Judge "Martino did not order
them to do so. As an aside, plaintiffs refer the Court to the
discussion of the fiscal problem iii their brief {Pfcr. 42-44, 98-101)
and the fact that this Court has already asserted that uses which
produce no taxes must be accepted by locaJL

3-5
* R o m a n Catholic Diocese of ^ev;ark v. HO-HQ-KUS Bor., 42 N.J.

* 556, 564-5 (1964) where this court said:

We have held that a municipality may consider revenues
4® in its plan for a well-balanced community". Gruber v.

Raritan Township, 39 N.J. 1, 9-11 (1962).ft Thus, it may'
provide for industrial or commercial uses which are
less demanding in public services than residential uses.
It is, however, another matter to bar tax-exempt facili-

4$ .* ties on the ground that they are financially burdensome
by reason of that exemption. The exemption if granted
by the State because of the contribution of the exempt

- facility, to the public godd. It may be that an exemp-
tion will mean a net burden for the taxpayers of a

^® particular municipality,but the municipality must
nonetheless abide by/state policy...No municipality
may quarrel with this policy. Hence it may not zone
against a private school, place it in one district
rather than another, or refuse it a variance on the

" ground that it is exempt from taxation.

- 9 -
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* ( LEGAL JUSTIFICATION
FOR THE ORDER ,

10 . . • ~~

The order below represents a reasonable and proper exer-

cise of the discretionary power of the trial couirt and is

IS '
based on two independent, although related, legal theories

both already briefed:
i . • • • .

20 1. New Jersey General Welfare; the concepts

of zoning and comprehensively planning for the

general welfare of all citizens (Pb. 52-74, see
2 5 ' . .. "" „.,_. ^ . : • . .•• / .

the Courts reference to Roselie v. Wright, 21 U.J.

400 (1956) and Lionshoad Lake, Inc. v> Tp. of Wayne,

30 . 10N.J.165 (1952); and

2. Federal and State Equal-Protection: the

racial minorities, and the use of Federal, State

and local finances and resources solely for the

40 use of middle and upper income citizens. (Pb.

75-93, see the Court'§, reference to Roselie; supra,

SASSQ v. City of Union, 424 P.2d 291 <9th Cir.
45

1970); Hobson'y. Hansen, 269 F.Supp. 401 (D.C.

1967); Hawkins v. Shaw, supra, and Crow v* Brown,

50 supra,).

Both theories lead to the same conclusion; the use of

municipal zoning and planning powers in a manner which exclu
55

ded the poor is invalid.

60 - 10 -



Judge Martino followed the traditional and constitutional

10 mandate that equity will not suffer a wrong without a remedy.

(Pb. 108-109). In recent cases appellate courts in this State

have stressed the pt>wer of agencies an& Ibwer courts to order
15

strong £ftd affirmative remedial action when necessary to eradi-

cate injustice. Booker v. Bd. of Ed. of the City of Plainfield,
' • ' ' • • /

20 45 N.J. 161 (19^65); Jenkins v. Tp. of Morris School District,

• 58-N.jr. 483 (1971); In re: P.P., 118 N.J.Super. 1 (App.ibiv.

1971)(Pb. 109-111).
25

The Court below found that no remedy except an affirmative

plan would insure that Mount Laurel would utilize its best

30 efforts to prevent the continuing exclusion of low income

housing- The order was far less onerous than some recent ;

federal equal protection cases which have mandated affirmative

relief. (Pb. 111-114 and the Cuyahoga case which ordered a

~ -cemtty~wisd%~a££Lrxm&lv&_plan for public housing).

40 In conclusion, plaintiffs submit that from either the

New Jersey judicial framework of suffering no wrong without a
remedy or from an equal protection analysis. Judge Martino

45
was correct in finding that an affirmative plan was necessary

in any event, was clearly acting within the permissible

50 limits of his discretionary powers. This ccfurt should affirm

his power to so act.

60 " U -
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In view of the inadequacy of all other remedies to end

10 the exclusion of low income housing, Judge Martino ordered an

affirmative plan to be developed. Plaintiffs submit that

this is the only effective remedy. Yet the"3 fact remains that
15

the Mount Laurel order (to study the needs and develop a plan

for resolving the problem) requires that the city fathers do

20 little more than what their own Master Plan suggests they do

for Township residents currently living in substandard housing
(Pb. 42, Ja-139A).

25

30

35

40

45

50

55
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CONCLUSION

For the aforementioned reasons the judgment of the Court

below ordering a plan should be affirmed. It is further

respectfully requested that Reargument be granted on any issues

left unclear by this supplernental brief.

CAMDEN REGIONAL LEGAL SERVICES, INC
Attorney for Plaintiffs-Petitioners

BY:/
CARL S."BISGAIER,/ESQUIRE

Dated: March 7, 19 7 3

On the Brief:

Carl S. Bisgaier, Esquire
Kenneth Meiser, Legal Intern
hi Sigmmn, Esquire, of the California Bar
Peter J. O'Connor, Esquire
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Recent court decisions in three states, Michigan, New York,

and Pennsylvania are highly relevant to the Mount Laurel appeal.

This supplemental brief will examine these cases and their applica-

bility to Mount Laurel. , .•,,'.•

5 The cases are Bristow v. City of Woodhaven, 35 Mich. App. 205,

192 N.W. 2d 322, (Ct. of Appeals, 1971); Green v. Township of Lima,

40 Mich. App. 655, 199 N.W. 243 (Court of Appeals, 1972), Golden y. '

Planning Board of Town of Ramapo, 30 N.Y. 2d 359, 334 N.Y.S. 2d 138

(Court of Appeals, 1971) and Township of Willistown v. Chesterdale

1 0 Farms, (n©t yet reported, No. 647 G.-D. 1971, Pa. Commonwealth Court,,

decided Feb. 1, 1973).

Although the facts in the cases are dissimilar, the principles

are very similar. The Michigan cases, Bristov and Lima Township

both struck down oxdiiianc^a wiiiv;h prohibited mobile homes. Kamapo

15 upheld an ordinance tying development in the town to the provision of

local services. Chesterdale Farms.is a 3-3 affirmance of a trial

court decision invalidating an ordinance for failure to provide

for sufficient apartments. Three Judges, in an opinion by Judge Minter,

voted to affirm the invalidation and also to order the issuance of

20 a building permit; three other judges, in an opinion by Judge Wilkinson,

voted to hold the ordinance constitutional.

The cases are replete with statements emphasizing th^t local

ordinance must be based on regional needs, condemning exclusionary

land use practices and insisting on comprehensive planning^to

25 accomodate the needs of all.

Regionalism - The New York Court of Appeals stated that "the

notion that the regulation of land use and development is uniquely a

function of local government - that the public interest of the

30
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state is exhausted once its political subdivision has

been delegated the authority to zone ...is largely antiquated.M

334 N.Y.S. 2d at"148." For under purely parochial land use

policies questions of broader public interest have commonly been

ignored." 334 N.Y.S. 2d at 148.

5 Judge Minter* s opinion in Chesterdale Farms quotes a Temple

Law Review article to show the problems which are being ignored by

parochial land use policies. *; •

"Our cities are presently engaged in a struggle
to survive. The vast influx of nonwhites into

• industrial urban areas-* combined with the migra-
tion of white middle class families to suburban

10 communities, has left the urban areas with swollen
populations and a deflated tax base. In recent
years there has been a mounting demand for • -.
decent housing from the entire spectrum of urban
income groups. However, many of the suburban
communities have succeeded, often inadvertently, -<
in preventing low income residents oi nhe metrp-

, • - puiiuau uuuuiiuiixty rrom seeKing mora desirable-
suburban living through techniques such as large-,
lot zoning, minimum floor size requirements, and

,,J.5 " the exclusion of apartments. Thus, low income groups
have been confined to the pinner city, higher income

• groups have been attracted to the suburban community,
and the result has been economic segregation.

The great suburban migration coupled with the
crowded condition of the cities has caused the «
introduction of industry into the outlying areas.
But even that does not break the pattern of economic
segregation, as most of the unskilled and semi-

20 skilled workers must commute long distances from
the cities because of the absence of available
low cost housing near their jobs. All of this
exacerbates economic cleavages in the metro-
politan area and has a correspondingly depressant
effect on population mobility "with that area,. Thus,
we have an urban core, surrounded by economically
homogenous suburbs which, through zoning, pose
an effective barrier to socio-economic dispersion
throughout the entire region." Comment, Zoning:

25 Closing the Economic Gap, 43 Temp. L,Q, 347, 348
(1970) (emphasis courts

- 2 -



The Michigan decisions make clear the priority of regional

over local needs:
./

(T)he strictly local interest of a municipality
must yield if such conflict with the over-
all state interests of the public at large.
This in not meant to be a complete limitation

5 on zoning powers but rather, where certain
uses are concerned, a balancing must be
reached between the effect of local consider**

* ations, concerns and desires against the
'greater public interest....
It merely means that, in order for restrictions
against a particularly favored use to be
upheld, the municipality must demonstrate
that the needs of public health, safety,
convenience, morals or gineral welfare

10 of the local community far outweigh those
of the greater community. Bnstow, 192 2d
N.W. at 328 (emphasis added) *

In the second Michigan case, Green, a'prohibition of

mobile home parks was also struck down because Lima Township failed

mobile home park from plaintiffs' land served to promote the health

and safety of the local community, here Lima Township, but also

that 'the general welfare* of the region was furthered by the

exclusion." Green 199 N.W. 2d at 245-6 (emphasis added).

Exclusionary practices - Judge Minter also discussed the problems

caused by exclusionary zoning: *

Three major problems are caused by exclusionary
o- zoning practices. First, there is a shortage
in the housing supply. Indigenes are excluded
from nearby jobs or are forced to occupy available
housing under conditions of overcrowding. Second,
the available housing is undesirable, located
at a distance from shopping areas and recreational
and occupational facilities. Furthermore, such
housing is frequently substandard in age, condition,
and proximity to unattractive uses. Third, exclusionary
zoning prevents integration along socio-
economic lines, resulting, in poorer schools and
inadequate municipal services. Chesterdale Fans
(p. ll of slip opinion).



The courts of the three states left no doubt about the legal

status of exclusionary zoning:

What, we will not countenance then,
under any guise, is community efforts at
immunization or exclusion . Golden> 334 N.Y.S.
2d at 152.

The guidlines necessarily implied by
5 Girsh ... are applicable here and are about

as clear as our imprecise language can make
* them... Municipal officials must not only

refrain from enactimg a zoning ordinance
which would fsdx^^^kttment construction
altogethery/but they must also refrain t

from enacting any' such ordinance so as
to allow apartment construction but
necessarily limit it to relatively high-
cost construction only. Chesterdale Farms

10 *( page 23 of Minter slip opinicn). "

The Michigan appellate court in Bristow and Lima has taken

a very similar position;

(P)rotection of this particular land
r use (mobile homes] is of increased importance

in view of the massive nationwide housing
15 shortage which necessitates a redefining of

the term 'general welfare1 as applied to justify
residential zoning. That term is not a mere
catchword to permit the translation of narrow
desires into ordinances which discriminate
against or operate to exclude certain residential
units deemed beneficial. Citizens of the general

^ community have a right to decently place
suitable housing within their means... (Z)oning
may never stand where its primary purpose is

2® shown to operate for the exclusion of a certain
element of residential dwellers. Bristow, 192
N.W.^d at 327-328,

In Township of Lima the Michigan Court of Appeals, after

citing the Pennsylvania zoning cases ̂  with approval, concluded;

Lima Township is not unlike many Michigan
2c communities which find themselves on the edge of

urban and suburban area. While Lima Township at

1 National Investment Co. v. Kohn 419 Pa. 504, 215 A 2d 59?
(S» €t. Pa. ,1965); In re Appeal of Girsh 437 Pa. 237, (S. Ct
Pa., 1970) 236 A 2d 395.

- 4 -.



present has only 600 residents, it is soon
to be reached by the outward flow of urban
expansion. This flow spells substantial
change to Lima Township's semi-rural nature
as it becomes melded into the metropolitan
region which will eventually encompass most
of Washtenaw County. Townships such as Lima
are heterogenous governmental units whose
political boundaries are largely artificial.
To allow the first 600 people in an area to

5 use these artificial boundaries tc exclude
all but certain kinds of peoplte, or those
who can afford to live in favored kinds of
housing, or to keep down ta% bills of present
property owners, subverts the idea of zoning
promoting the general welfare.

Burden of Proof

^0 * t Since Ramapo,New York was providing for the housing needs

of persons of all income levels^'* the New York court had no

occasion to discuss what constitutes exclusionary land"use controls

* or the burden of proot in establishina it. Yet the court in r

did note that any—son-in?-•--scheme whichrestricts the free mobility

15 of people will be considered "inherently suspect " Golden, 334

N.Y.S. 2d at 149.

The Michigan court of appeals and Judge Minter*s opinion in

Chesterdale Farms discuss this, at length.

(W)here it is shown that local zoning exists
at odds with the general public} welfare-rather

2 0 * than in furtherance of it, there can be no
presumed validity attaching to that portion
of an ordinance which conflicts with public
interest. Certain uses of land have come to b©
recognized as bearing a real, substantial, and
beneficial relationship to the public health,

2
See footnote 1 & 2 of Ramapo decision and discussion p. 10

i n f r a , r . ;: • , » . . •
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safety, and welfare so as to be afforded
a preferred or favored status
It has been observed that:

5t "When courts approach the problem
of a municipality attempting to exclude
a so-called preferred institution, a strange
chemistry seems to take place. The process
is a shifting of the burden from the owner- .

10 challenger to the municipality to show the
reasonableness of the ordinance. Although
it is generally accepted that courts will
not interfere with the legislative process
whê n there is a debatable question concerning

15 reasonableness, this premise appears to
undergo a transformation when local interests '
come into conflict with those of the external
public. In reacting to these conflicts, when
preferred institutions are involved, courts

20 have been moved by various considerations of
policy vis-a-vis the particular use in question.
Courts have eradicated the presumption of
validity, shifted the burden of goifig forward
onto the municipality, or even shifted the burden

25 of proof of reasonableness to the zoning

proponent of a preferred or, protected i>ut
prohiMtQ& use may establish a prima facie

30 case thereby casting upon the municipality
the burden of going forward to justify its
prohibition of a use heretofore recognized as
beneficial to the public welfare....
Thus, total prohibition by a local zoning

35 ordinance of a "constitutionally" recognized
use will amount to establishment of a prima
facie case placing a heavy burden on the
municipality to justify the local legislation.
Bristow 192 N.W. 2d at 327-8.

Total prohibition however is an easier question to resolve

than of determining at what poirlt short of total prohibition

".. exclusionary zoning exists. Judge Minter's opinion tries to

grapple with this.

50

Citing Feiler, Hetropoljtanization and Land Use
Parochialism - Toward a Judicial Attitude 69 Mich. L.Rev .
$55, 659 (1971) " ~~

~ 6 -



•"«•••'•. Zoning has been s"aid to be exclusionary
-when the zoning laws of a community seriously
impede or absolutely prevent the construc-
tion of low-cost housing. By any definition,

5 however, the term "exclusionary zoning" has come
to signify the general problem created by local
zoning ordinances that render suburban housing
costs so prohibitively high that low-and-
moderate income families cannot afford to buy
Chesterdale recognizes this by positing as
the "crux" of its entire argument that a
township must make provision to accept its
"fa/Lr sha^re" of all types of housing and in-
come groups from within the metropolitan area.

15 "Fair Share" is much like the word "reasonable"
—difficult of definition but still capable of indi-
cating what is expected within bour.ds which
only individual cases can define. We merely con-
tend here that Willistown Township does not

20-'-.; ,m , meet this "fair share" test,. ...
4 t ' ' " • - • * » * . ' .'». '• f " •' '.. , """• ,' "' • .

Taken in its entirety,
regardless of this single proposed use,, there ^

^5 can be little doubt that this* ordinance pro-
hibits the construction of lower-cost apart-
ments. Thp nni irMr iccn| thus bscorr.ss one-

-involvedin a formal governmental unit
30 excluding or segregatingpeople on the basis

of their means. .

Even tfidugh the township contends that
the 80-acre rezoning is "but the initial

3^ . stage in high density zoning plans for the
* ^ township," its efforts, standing alone,

; are not sufficient. There is simply no
"fair-share" provision made, either in terms

• ' of land area or less restrictive ordinance
requirements, for low or moderate cost
apartments. Consequently, the strictly*-'local
interests of the township must yield since they
are plainly in conflict with fcW general

* c •••• interest of the public at large, and
municipality would not [cannot] be allowed to
stand in the way.11 Village of Euclid v. Ambler\
Realty Co., 272 U.S. 365, 390 (1926) . 4 chesterdale
Farms. (Minter slip opinion p. 23-261.

s o ~A : ~ ' .
Judge Wilkinson's opinion in Chesterdale Farms does not

reject the concept of a Township's duty to accept its fair share
of the "poor, near poor, and the middle class," Rather he states
the Township's abilities to accept its fair share will be impeded

5 5 (continued on next page') /V-t *~



4 (Continued)

rather than assisted if the position of our associates
that the building permit should issue prevails for it
is abundantly clear none of these people will
benefit from the construction of these 480 apart-

5 ments, renting for efficiency at $185.00 per month, one
bedroom at $200.00, two bedrooms at $ 265.00, and three

* bedrooms at-$300.00, described by Chesterdale Farms,
Inc's., architect as "middle to high income dwelling,w

Chesterdale Farms slip opinion p. 7.
10

- 8 -
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Municipal Obligation to Plan

Perhaps the most important principle to be distilled

5 from the cases is the necessity of truely comprehensive municipal

planning. The New York Court Of Appeals stressed Ramapo's

attempt to provide bousing for persons of all income levels? in

factAamapo was forced to defend three separate law suits before

construction of public housing could take place.^ Ramapo has

15 already constructed several hundred public housing units with addi-

tional units planned.^ This housing balance permitted the court

to find that " (F)ar from being exclusionary, the present amendments

merely seek...to provide a balanced cohesive community dedicated to

the efficient-utilization of'land.- ' 334 NT.'Y.'s, 2d. at 152.

25 Freilich believes that "the court has expressly noted the
. . . - . • < * * • • • • _ .

nwnflafftry r^viirer.ent of prior comprehensive planning.-which is
* •

reasonable and equitable and reflective of all the social needs
30 . ' — • — • • • ^ - ' .- • - :

of society...No other community or region can adopt sequential alid

timing controls and succeed in withstanding a similar legal assult

35 if they have not also done all of the other things necessary to

demonstrate that what they are doing is part of and consistent with

40
5 Greenvald v. Town of Ramaoo, 35A.D 2d 958 (1970), Farnelli

v. Town of Ramapo, 35 A 2d 957, 317 N.Y.S. 2d 837 (1970) and Fletcher

v. Romney, 323 P. Supp. 189 (S.D.N.Y. 1971).

6 See Freilich, Editors'Comments 4 Urban Lawyer ix (Summer, L£"?2j
The author was attorney for Ramapo. C .



rational community planning arid not an effort to halt growth or
" 7 . • . "•

exclude people."

5 Michigan courts are insistent -that municipalities must

plan for the needs of all persons before they can expect judicial

deference to their land use control's. . * "
Once a use is Shown to'be prima facie

related to the public health, safety, or
general welfare, the task of justifying local
restrictions or prohibitions is not and

15 should, .not be viewed as an impossible one
for the municipality. The lack of need for
the propo&etMlfse or the overbundance of similar

< .s existing uses are matters for consideration.
Where a particular parcel is involved,

20 a showing of predesi^nated and available
• •' sites better suited could bear on the rea-

sonableness of restrictions as to given
' . property. Such a shov:ing wouId, however,

• ' seriously depend oa the' eftjjstence of a
25 carefully prepared, v.e 11-reasoned, properly •

adopted, and flexible master plan which

implemented. u An regard parti-
•••;.•"• cuiar

3® unwanted and yet necessary use is not
being "pushed gffM qnto a neighboring

' community where it nay be equally unwanted,
(emphasis added) Bristow,192 N.W. 2d at 329

35 At least the three Commonwealth judges who concurred in the

Mercer opinion in Chesterdale Farms believe that the public
* ~~~̂  ~ >t , ». ..

welfare demands that any land use plan include a provision for
4 0 ' .. .. . . .. . > ••• '

' Id p xiv

45 Lima,Township recognizes that a roaster plan, just as
a zoning oramance, can be enacted to promote purely
parochial interests.

- 10 -



housing a fair share of low and moderate income persons. Such

a fair share can only be determined and planned for if zoning

is done in accord witn a truely comprehensive plan.

SUMMARY
10

The principles of Ramapo, Bristow, Lima Township and

Judge Minter's opinion in Chesterdale Farms - emphasis on regional

15 rather than municipal welfare, condemnation of land use controls

which effectively exclude segments of the, population, and in^
sistence that land use controls be in accord, with a well - thought

20

out inclusionary comprehensive plan - are the emerging trends in

land use law. These principles are consistent with New Jersey law.

25 Courts are giving full support to innovations by municipalities which

housing opportunities for persons of all income levels. See
3 0 • • . - • - •

Ramapo, Cheney'v. Village 2 at Hew Hope, 429 Pa. 626. 241 A. 2d 81

' (S. Ct. Pa. 1969), and-the courts' discussion of New Hope In Re

35 Appeal of Kit-Mar Builders, 439 Pa. 466, 268A. 2d 765 (S. Ct.

Pa., 1970). On the otner hand courts increasingly are^thrusting

the burden of proof to justify exclusionary practices on to

municipalities and requiring them to provide their fair share of

low and middle income housing. Judge Martino's remedy in Mount Laurel
45 . .

9 •

For emphasis on regional welfare see Duffcon Concrete Products
v. Cresshill, 1 N.J. 509 (1949), Kunzlerv- Hoffman, 48 N.J. 281
(1966) and Roman Catholic Diocese v. Ho~Ho Kus Borough, 47 N.J.

5Q 211 (1966) ,• for condemnation of exclusionary zoning see De Simone
v. Greater Englewood Housing Corp. No. 1, 56 N.J. 428 (1970),
Molino v. Mayor and Council^of the Borough of Glassboro. 116
N.J, Super. 195 (Law Div.,, 1971), Oakwood at»Madison Inc., v. Town*
ship of Madison, 117 N.J. 'Super. 11 (Law Div., 1972 and Mount Laurel.

' " • » . '

* • - 11* —
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Due to the importance and complexity of this case,

plaintiffs submit the following as a brief outline of the

major points at issue in this appeal and discussed at oral

argument. Briefs already submitted extensively detail these

points, and the outline is offered only as a concise statement

of plaintiffs* position.
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1* All municipal planning powers, as derived from

the inherent constitutional police power of the state, roust

be exercised in a. manner consistent with the general welfare

of all* Zoning and all other planning powers pay not be used

in a manner„to exclude any economic group from a township. The

"welfare" of one group cannot be the basis for exclusion of

another; and, especially cannot be the .

neglect with regard to its own low and moderate income

residents. "

2. Planning is a continuous process. Municipalities

must be sensitive as conditions change to re-evaluate and

change practices and policies in order to relate to the needs

of all,

3. The proofs in this case indicate municipal use of

all planning powers to exclude low and moderate income persons

and a 'failure to evaluate and respond to changing conditions.

4. Planning abuses proved in this case include:

a. restrictive zoning, sub-division and planned

unit development ordinances?

b. the use of restrictive "contract zoning" in

PUD negotiations whereby developer were forced to make further

"concessions" which the township solicitor himself suggested

were unlawful? ^ '

c. use of comprehensive plans to augment and inspire

exclusionary development, and the failure of such plans to

-2-



properly respond to the needs of low and moderate income

citizens living within the municipality ai|d the adjacent

region;

i d. refusal to enforce its building and housing

codes because such enforcement would require relocation

within the township pursuant to N.J.S.A. 20:4-1.

5. The decision of0 the court below was to address

the full panoply of planning abuses proven at trial and not to

focus only on the zoning ordinance. Mere invalidation of a

zoning ordinance would not eliminate these other planning

abuses.

6. The order requires the township to do what proper

planning for all already mandates. The court left the

municipality to peifotm its proper function of planning and

writing ordinances and kept for itself its traditional role

of review.

7. The decision and order below was within the

courtfs power and not an abuse of its discretion; the order

is a proper and effective remedy to eliminate the planning

abuses of which the zoning ordinance was but one part.

Respectfully submitted,

DATED: /-/'/? -7 ̂  CAMDEN REGIONAL LEGAL SERVICES, INC.
Attorney for Plaintiffs-Respondents

On the Memorandum: By:
CARL S. BISGAIER, ESQUIRE c

Kenneth E. Meiser, Esq.
Peter J. O'Connor, Esq.
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INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT

This memorandum is submitted in response to various

questions raised at oral argument as to the precise form an

opinion and judgment should take in both Mt. Laurel and Madison

to the extent both cases involve virtually identical issues of

remedying exclusionary zoning and land use policies. It is

presented in the form of four specific guidelines for determining

the validity of a municipality's land use and planning activities?

it is contemplated that these guidelines would become a part of

this Court's opinions in these two cases.

We wish to emphasize that this memorandum outlines a

judicial role in reversing exclusionary land use wHieh is

consonant with the traditional function of courts* Such a role

stresses judicial review to see that guaranteed rights are

secured, rather than a direct role drafting zoning ordinances or

taking on long-range planning. Moreover, it is expected that

the use of presumptions will reduce even further the judicial

b u r d e n , • • • » " . -



1. Where there is a showing that a municipality's actions, land

use controls, and planning do not permit the construction of ita

fair share of housing need for all person of all income levels in

the regionf a rebuttable presumption of invalid exclusionary

municipal activity arises*

The Region for any given municipality is defined in terms of:
• . . ' - > • . - i f

(a) location of existing and projected centers of employment;

(b) existing and projected available transportation

systemsi

(c) existing and projected centers of population and

residential patterns?

(d) geographical areas covered by existing governmental units.

Housing analysts, in market feasibility studies for particular

developments, have constantly utilized these and related criteria

in defining regions and ascertaining regional need.

\ Need for housing for persons of all income levels depends on:

(a) present and projected population for the region by

income level? •

. (b) present aid projected employment for the region, by

income level, and with consideration of the proximity of

the employment andavailable transportation?



I • , • • ••

(c) the number of persons in the region living in substandard

or overcrowded housing?

(d) the number of persons in the region living in housing

which is standard but beyond their financial means;

(e) the number of persons in the region who are living in

areas which are unsafe or unhealthy environmentally.

Fair share involves the dispersal of the regional housing *

needs of persons of all income levers among the municipalities within

a region to insure the creation of balanced communities and to

prevent the spread of congestion and blight. Fair share is a function

of J

(aj developable land; • •

listing and projected employment for the municipality

and its region, by income level, and with consideration of

the proximity of the employmentand available transportation?

(c) impact of the municipality's past exclusionary practices

,as they have minimized a municipality's developable land and

Its ability to satisfy what would otherwise be its fair share

(if very little developable land remains in a municipality,

past exclusion may mean that all or nearly all of that land
:.. - - - - - - • - I t

must be used to satisfy the fair share);

•2-



(d) the extent to which the municipality has, in fact,

already satisfied its fair share of the regional need.

2. Certain land use controls/ because of their particular

potential for use as exclusionary devices, are rebuttably

presumed to be invalid. Such devices include:

fa) substantial curtailment of mu It i» family uses, including

both limitations and the imposition of different standards

of review and approval of such uses as opposed to single

family tses; '*"''

(b) excessive mapping for commercial and industrial acreage;

(c) substantial curtailment of mobile home user

(d) approval of Planned Unit Development ordinances which

do not explicitly provide for th# inclusion of units for

persons of low and moderate incomer

(e) reliance on frontage* minimum floor space, lot size and

similar restrictions which exceed existing state or federal

minimum standards.
• • • • • #

3, The presumptions men£iened in paragraphs one and two above,

may be rebutted upon a showing that the particular municipal

standard involved is the minimum necessary for tha protection of

the public health, safety and <m*«r*l wlfars.



4. Notwithstanding the analysis' in points I, 2 and 3 above,

certain zoning and land use restrictions, such as any limitations

on the number of bedrooms per unit, are invalid per se. m

light of the present population density of New Jersey, the

minimal health and safety justifications for devices such as
i

bedroom ratios are no longer sufficient to allow them to be

considered in compliance with the statutory mandate for the

public health safety and general welfare.



CONCLUSION

The foregoinq approach would constitute the beginning of a

comprehensive response to exclusionary land use controls and

decisions. It would incorporate planning for housing needs,

preservation of the municipality's traditional role in regional

land use decisions, and a direct attack on the /exclusionary tactics

and devices Which have been employed.

This comprehensive approach is to be contrasted with two

other suggestions. During oral argument, the possibility of

utilizing the variance procedure to remedy exclusionary activity

was mentioned. It was suggested either that variances for low-

income housing be mandated in all cases, or that^jilternatively -,—

the failure to grant such variances where regional housing need

existed would be presumptively suspect. We suggest that either

of these would be inadequate. Requiring mandatory grants of

variances would (1) undercut entirely all municipal participation

in land use decisions and zoning; a town could not stop high

rises going up next to quiet country estates. •Phis approach

would (2) involve absolutely no comprehensive planning to meet

present and future regional housing needs* or to see that

municipalities took no more than a fair share of the housing

burden, raising the spectre of new, suburban ghettoes. Finally,

it would (3) fail to directly address and eliminate the very

practices and controls which have been employed to exclude.



When the actual causes of a problem can be identified, it seems

preferable to deal with them directly rather than by circuitous

remedies which may not achieve the desired result,

A rebuttable presumption of the invalidity of a variance

denial or some similar stricture would cure objection (1) above,

but would leave (2) and (3) intact. Even more seriously, it — ^

would (4) leave municipalities free to use the same sorts of

covert discrimination, delaying tactics and placing of impediments

and financial burdens upon applications as has been the case in the

past. Furthermore, it would 15)-fail to provide any immediate

response to housing needs which are already critical. A new lawsuit

would still be necessary to challenge each individual denial; ___—-—

rather than one municipality-wide suit there would be a host of

actions by each rejected developer. Such a presumption would be

useful only in conjuction with all of the other steps suggested

in the body of this memorandum, and in the context of determinations

of regional housing needs and fair share.

-6-
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should fee Joined*

And Rule <tt?;)~l speaks in terns Of pentisslve

joinder, that l e f those who may be joined* So the

rules speak In terms of who should and who tae» HIM!

the eases in Mew Jersey e l so follow this theory In

terms of who are necessary parties and the feet tha>

who could be joined aa opposed to who must be joined

"and.....thai, would be referred xo as an

party.

How the State of Sew Jersey has taken the

position that proving who are Indispensable parties

-max tie bated upon the faeit of eaeh 1 n4 iv ldum 1 use«

And the rule* provide that a sotion may be &ade oy

the party who claims to have W e n mt«joined. How I

feel that by analysing the facts In this ease,

determining who are the plaintiffs, who are the

defendants that are making the potion, what relief

is fou&ht and what relief may be granted against

these defendants, the Court will find I feel confident

that a misjoinder hat occurred.

low, let's look at who are the defendants, the

»ovin£ party defendants, they represent the interests

of Cross Keys Planned Unit Development development,

a planned unit development that was granted tentative

approval which this Court dverruled en the *roua«
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that tht c<*Mrclal'd*v«lopiB*nt. w** not in accord

with tht olane of tht) ttatutt and tht ordinance.

fills caat i s presently on appeal. If a judgment

were) gttant#6 against thtst defendants, nothing

could happen. thtdtfemdants ar« not in a position

to iv« tlM r t l i t f to itm p laint i f fs thmt ttoty sttlu

f h# only-imy- tfeat th«.....riliAf coui<S M^£nmti»d would

b« to r«vlsi« tht ordlnancts of tht township of

Mount Laurti and as I pointed out in 'y supporting

dej!iort^duff, ih# developer* of Cros* Keys are not

priw> svnd do r̂ ot control the enactment of ordinance

within a tosmshlp nor ,d© we havt any control over

tht.. tii*cfciB*nt of I t^ i i l t t lon witntn tht.*%at#. Our

function- i s seit ly to follow tlwit itgislsvtioft and

hope that 1*$:elation i s provided to us without

bting arbitrary and capricious. He don't cmtm what

law i s tmcted m§ long at tht law is applied to us

In a Hair way. . . / <

Sow, in tiitir answering CiSHaorsjidua, tht

plaint i f fs 1 Dellevt coiepltttly Eiscontrut tht

position of tht ooving partit*. ttmy r t f tr or

thty state that we fe t l wt art necessary parties.

Vt do not ftal wt art nectssary part l ts , All tht

partxts a i t ntctssary partits If thty havt aosit

inttrtst in tht action. Tht distinction la
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who are necessary and who are indUpenbablt, The -

standards f&r who are indispensable are rather atrlct

and we do not feel we come within the purview of

those standards.

th# ssovln^ party, eanlng th« p la int i f f s ,

go on to stata that il»L» a&otion should net SHI

o«cauae in effect, it is a ot Lor. for eur̂ asary

«•! ! titfit sty viry w l l t* th« ca*« but aefort I

argue on that point, l e f t examine what tht rules

provldt. they prov.de who can be a party, either

plaintif f or defandanx; m\m muat be a dtfendantj

and there ia a remedy1 for tftote wlo feel they

not be defendants. So vhe Rules of Court 4o provide

for a remedy in a sityuttlon.

low the plalnt i f f i »te»te they have a cause of

action against as and they state this cau*e of action

Xi bated on two grounds, one, there waa a conspiracy,

that ve were Involved In a conspiracy not to permit

\m lncoese houain^ and two* oar presentation of a

planned unit develop»e«t le In effect l a *uch an
£

low the •tan4erd« for a section for fussiary

mm i f there are no «aterial i»«uet of fact

and i f the law supportt your position you are entitled

to m wotion for mwmmr$ Jii<g—nt»
'>

How I eontend there are of pater I al la suet of
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fact in dispute. Clearly we al l know what the

ordinances Here* t#e know what .the P;anne4 Unii

Dcvtlop^ent Ordinance was. ie fcnow that Cross Keys

application was made* tentative approval we* granted

and that, th%& Court QvertunufcLthat tentative approval

So in effect what Cross Keys hasSisa ®l€ piece of

--vacan^-laM^ttatt" 'tw^rngt'lMtaiirliX and the" o rdinance

do«s hot provide for 'Housing in art industrial ione.

The plaintiff sivs i t would tie a threat injustice

and it would &e ludicrous tft* dismiss the s»vlfif ^ '

parties at thli time ami they Go on to state that

they should ue aole to proceed and to present their

catet. We feel t̂ would be just as ludurou? for ue

to re^mln in the action and to run up le^al 'expenses

when th« jud^-eiit against us would have no effect

teU'-rv» us to build when we have no authority. Trere

is no authority under wiilch we cam oalld and that, i s

to ue sore ludicroua than to have us stay liere and

for uc to waste additional xone^s and hear the

plaintiff's position.

f B COURTi It is unfortunate that this

application wasnU ma4e sooner. It comes rather

late, en the date of the trial* But 1 have been

curious too, Mr* Bisgaier, what proof do you have as

far aa these defendant developers are conceroee te
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%fee-petition that you te*k#. in youur euti?

BXoOAIEa: i e l l , our proofs, your Honor, woulU

lie rather «xtensiv« a# to i tch of fch* defendants,

«"iU* regard to the defendant developers we hav*

anticipation of %tm proots tnat i#e wi l l put km u\ <>

a^ree-.-ent oetween Lie defendant developers and the

'*^wri6hip exactly vhai the mature oi me planzied unit-

development would be, wMcu w oeUeve i s a que*tion

of contract *.onin^ a« i t ha» oeen pnra&ed oy thf
•*- • v , . . . • • • ' , • • , - ' * • . • - „

of f ic ia l s of the Town*nip of Mount Laurel whereby an

ordlnar^e waa passed with ratner wide para et«r» •

. permitiXi,^ ttjir-ii«¥#l0i»*r - to cos^. In. with a plan

which i t in tr.« nature of a comprehensive plan i t c e l f

and ttmn n#ll- t'xacwl> .what Aid in fact nap pen, the. •

Township and the developer* s i t dowi\an4 they vorlt

on thai plan and th«y hamfce.?" i t out and th#^ core

up with what, wi l l t»e developcaent in Mount Laurel

Township, substantial development of over 2 , 0 ^ acr«a

or tne town xoned a new town in an entirely different

maruier tuan will eh It was zotimd for peraittxn^ uses

under which ilia orUlnal itonin^ ordinance 414 not

p e n m and i t i s our potltlon that la and of i t s e l f

I t aotion which hat drawn %m defendant developers

into a potltlon whaare they ara participating in tha

powers which hav* be>ex\ ^rante4 to ttm
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municipality oy the State legislature V

..TBS QQUWtt -Did all of-ttiia'" activity precede '•'•

the adopt ion or are you talk in* *x>ui the conferences

which follow the adoption of the ordinance* for

e'Kaitple, are you referring'now-to the Planned Unit. .

Development Ordinance!

MR. BlSQA'Xiiis We are not referring to tne *peci<

ordinance itself and we are not alleging that these

developers in fact de»l.^ned that ordinance or had

anything to do with the design of that ordinance*

'.fH COUIfi "When you say "that ordinance,n you •

rean the Planned Ur.lt Develop&eni'Ordlaance?

5ih. dl:-*QAI£Rt* Ri^ht,

THE' COURTi You »ay they r*ad nothing to do

'with that! : ... •

MR. WLBQhtmt We are not-alleging that.
* • • »

THE COUKTJ Well where did they play any part

in forsulating %%m type of ordinance and what

ordinance are you talking aoout that ittey played

a part In developing through this contractual

relationship!

MR. BI3QAIER! Ve are not saying they took pa,rt

in the development of any ordinance whatsoever in
'̂  ° «..- .

the Township of Mount Laurel. We have two causes
- • • • • • © • • ,

of action. It is in the nature of two cause* #f
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.acfion agaln&'» the developer* Ont i* that under the

state enabling legislation itself.the developer* are

told by the ptatc thai their agreement, if it it to

be proved-/-under the Pl«nn«d.Vnit Dtv#lopa«iit

Bttst do v*riou# tnln^i tei.lch Is «ttbst*ntlall>

differant tiian tht •nAblln«. legislation ondtr tr*«

cr.in, Ordlr̂ &ncc and what vt art alle^in^ U i s

the ?lanii«f£ Ur*it D^vtloprenxc euch vast powers havt

>b«en ^lv*n td' ttit devtloper ^o' cw-t up wi t h•••*

that . . tfe# nature of a' town i;.*#if

and th#( toim li itelf plarmiag And that a. planned

acrts auch a»

such at ire c

i* affecting

the developers nave

hae » respone 1

acre&^t of t,hese d«v«iop

. .) peraons .le'.euch that

ii.^ just as the town

o abide oy iht r,a:t enabling *-

g - a n d their, fallare to do BQ -

THE COUK11; What would you expect the» to do,

if the Township would *ay this ia our ordinance,

you comply with ii, what can they do about it?

Could they d© any thins to ctar^e it other than
. 3 * . • • • • • • ' "

probably apply for a variancef
if

could do nothing to change

the ordinance per *e other than appeal a denial of

an approval
^
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THE COUHTi That** right.

KBT. BISOAIERs But what we are alleging is that

" • • • • • . . % • -

the ordinance establishes extremely wide par&jreters.

The ordinance Is n lo i different than an R * *.one

In Mount LHurel Township which &ay» that there shell

be ?'• square foot lotfi, 11 X> Interior squ&re fe«t

for'«'building. If you build a eabdivlslon you «imll

folloit undtr tht subdivision ordinance very specific •

rules of tffcat should 0e done, there l» virtually no

power stven to * developer u/Hier it* R-j ^one» He . '•*

either follows the s i r i c ; wording of the ordinance

of the-Township of Mount Laurel or he Is no* approved.
- - - - -•» •

__—US-<£Qim?Y tftait• can he do aaout i t t" ^

MR. 9I&OA2SRI The Planned Unit Develoo-err

Ordinance i s entirely different. In «he **/re Jl 3

.one where the developer went under the R-j ^require*

ssentB tie would have to follow very s tr ic t narrow

para -eterj. Under the planned unit development the

parameters are wide open and wt have a^siislons

by th« Township of f i c ia l s as to what they are doin#

is they have created a flexible ordinance which a

developer *s can be teen *>v the three planned unit

developments <n Mount Laurel Township, mm i s ^0 per

cent cooaerclal f a c i l i t i e i , one with virtually no

@9»nerelal f a c i l i t i e s and one virtually l e a new


